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Abstract

The work presented in this thesis developed a negative acknowledgment based
transport layer protocol called the versatile transport protocol (VTP). In addition to this a
fitzzy neural network based fuzzy controller for the VTP was evaluated. The controller
was developed by extending the Brain Construction Kit neural network simulation
software to support fuzzy neural networks. The VTP controller was then used together
with a clienlserver bulk transfer software called Phat (developed at the University of
Manitoba), which acted as the emulation environment for VTp.

To implement a generic multi-layered feed-forw ard fuzzy neural network, the
generalized delta rule for back-propagation was extended to include both logic-based as
well as arithmetic neural descriptions. To implement training of the network it was also
necessary to develop afuzzy back-propagation algorithm to guarantee the correctness of
the connection strength parameters for logic-based neurons. In doing this a different view
of the learning rate was required, one that incorporates both a network independent as well
as a network sensitive part.

This thesis represents one of the first attempts to use afuzzy neural network to control
or broker bandwidth within a rate-based transport protocol running over IP. As opposed to
models based on simulation, afizzy neural controller was demonstrated on top of the Phat
protocol which was used to emulate a rate-based transport layer protocol.

In addition to contributions made to fuzzy neural network control theory, this work
illustrates the viability of fuzzy control as applied to telecommunication applications such
as bandwidth brokering within the confines of an IP network. In addition, the study
illustrates the role that fuzzy control can play in improving end-to-end performance by
adaptation to host and,/or network bottlenecks.
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[. Introduction

Data networking today is founded on packet switched networks. Packet switched data
networks work by routing packets of encapsulated data based on the current state of each
switching node (called routers) and the destination (or optional routing) information
contained in the data packet header. Initial network protocols for packet switching
compensated for unreliable networks by including large amounts of overhead and
redundancy both in the encapsulated data packet and at each routing point. As the
underlying data networks became more reliable, it was recognized that the additional
overhead was no longer needed. Step-by-step reliability was pushed back to the end points
of a data connection (the hosts). The final result is a network protocol that provides an
unreliable service, the Internet Protocol (IP) [1], which has become the dominant network
protocol in data networks.

Reliability in IP data networks is provided by the transport layer Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) l2l or by the application (using the User Datagram Protocol, UDP [3], at
the transport layer). In essence, reliability encompasses two main issues: first the detection
of data loss due to missing or corrupt data, and second the ability to recover from data
loss.

TCP provides for reliability through window-based management of each data flow (or
connection) together with positive acknowledgements of all data received. TCP recognizes
that there are two general causes for data loss: the network and the communicating hosts.
To combat this two windows are maintained, one representing network congestion (the
usual reason for data loss on the network) and one for the host I/O buffers (for flow
control).

Together TCP and IP are the major protocols in a suite of protocols that bears their
name TCP/IP. The next section will introduce the idea of network protocol stacks which
feature a layered approach to network protocol development, together with the OSI
reference model and TCP/IP.

L.L Network Protocol Stacks

The network protocol stackl is the foundation of modern communication networks.
The basic idea of the stack is to group together functions to perform a conÌmon set of tasks
into a module or layer. Each layer in the stack has a well defined function and standardized.
interface, allowing for the encapsulation of layers. This method of design has several
advantages, including the ability to replace the implementation of a layer without needing
to redesign or re-implement the entire communication process.

The operation of a network stack is illustrated in Figure l.i, which shows a three-layer
protocol stack consisting of an application layer, a transport layer, and a network access
layer (the physical layer is implied). As we go down the stack (the application layer is the

1. This may also be referred to as the network stack, or just the stack.



Transport

Application

Network Access

Fhysical Media

Sender Receiver

Figure 1.1 : Example of a network protocol stack transaction. The actual
data flows from the sender to receiver application following the solid black
lines. The dashed lines illustrate the effective flow of information from the

perspective of each layer.

top or highest numbered layer, and the Network Access layer the bottom, layer 1 by
default) each layer can pass data and parameters regarding the sending of the data. The
parameters that are passed between layers are specified by the public layer interface. Each
layer then builds a packet which encapsulates the data (as the payload) and optionally adds
a header and/or footer containing the actual or calculated parameters passed to it. This
packet is then passed down to the next layer which encapsulates the entire packet as its
payloadl. Parameters may also be passed down to be usãd in the next layei's header or
footer, or to be passed down to a still lower layer.When data is passed back up the network
stack at the receiver, each layer strips off the header/footer added by the corresponding
layer at the sender, and passes the payload up to the next layer, until the original data is
delivered to the receiving application.

Although the actual path of the communication is up and down the protocol stacks, the
horizontal (dashed) affows illustrate the apparent communication among corresponding
layers in each stack. The information added as header or footer by a specific network
protocol layer at the sender is only used by the corresponding layer at the receiver.

For additional information on network protocol architectures or the specific OSI and
TCP/IP architectures discussed in the following sections, please see [4] or [5].

1.1.1 The OSI Reference Model

The International Standards Organization (ISO) set out to design a standard network
protocol architecture and named it Open Systems Interconnection or OSI. OSI is a seven-
layer model which never fully achieved its goal as a practical networking standard, but
nevertheless has proven to be an excellent reference model for classifying protocols, and
comparing network architectures.

l. Thus the entire higher layer packet becomes payload - including any header, data, or footer.



The seven layers of OSI are:

' Applicatinn - interface to users and distributed information (servers).

. Presentation - interface for different data representations.

' Session - establish, manage, and terminate connections between applications.
. Transport - provides transfer of data between end points.
. Network - provides control for transmission over networks.

' Data Link - provides transfer of data (frames) over the physical medium.

' Physícøl - provides transmission of unstructured bits over a physical medium.

I.1,.2 TCPIIP

While OSI was being designed, an actual suite of protocols was being tested and put
into operation on the ARPANEI an experimental packet-switched network and a fore-
runner of the Internet. These experimental protocols eventually came to define a network
architecture called TCP/P, named for its two main protocols which define the transport
and network layers. The TCP/IP architecture uses five layers (the layers being defined
after, and based on, the resulting implementation). The five layers of TCp/Ip are:

. Applícatíon - interface for user applications.

. Transport - provides transfer of data between end points.

' Network - provides control for transmission between different networks.
. Network Access - interface for a network to the physical layer.

' Physícal - provides transmission of unstructured bits over a physical medium.

In fact the TCP/IP architecture really comprises only the topmost three layers, and never
dealt with anything below the Network layer. However the Physical layers are certainly
implied and required while the Network Access layer is convenient (although some
descriptions leave this out and use a four-layer model). Despite this, TCP/IP
implementations have historically been tightly integrated with Ethernet. More recently, Ip
over other technologies, particularly ATM and SONEI have been progressing steadily.

Figure 1.2 shows roughly how TCP/IP fits against the OSI reference model. AII
functionality above the transport layer (with the exception of connection-oriented service)
is passed up to the application layer. In addition, IP performs some of the functions of the
data link layer. However, the ongoing work to provide IP natively over physical layers
requires a network access layer to act as an interface.

The next section expands on the transport layel or layer 4, and the layer 4 protocols
that comprise the TCP/IP suite.

1.2 The T[ansport Layer

The job of the transport layer is to take data from a sending application, and to deliver
it to the receiving application (see Figure 1.1). Note that the sending and receiving
applications may be running on the same or different hosts.
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Figure t.2 : A side by side comparison of TCP/IP to the OSI seven-layer
network reference model. In particular the transport layer in TCP/IP may
subsume some of the functionality of the OSI Session layer. The remaining
functionality of the Presentation and/or Session layers are left to the
Application Layer. similarly, the Network layer provides some of the
functionality attributed to the Data Link layer as well as the Network layer.

The simplest transport protocol would provide an interface between applications and
the protocol in the layer below, the network (IP) layer in TCP/P, and would provide a

means to identify the source and target application. It would also pass on additional
parameters provided by the application, such as the destination host address. At the
receiving side the transport protocol would accept data from the network layer, extract the
payload and pass it to the application identified in the header (i.e. the target applicarion),
along with parameters about the sender of the information (the IP address of the sending
host passed as a parameter from the network layer) and the sending application
identification.

At the transport layer, the means of identifying an application is called a port number,
which is an address that is used to distinguish between different applications that are using
the same transport protocol (on the same host) at the same time.

TCP/IP defines two standard transport layer protocols, TCP and UDP. We will look at
each of these, starting with UDP.



L.2.1, User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

UDP is a connectionless transport protocol which provides unreliable transport of data
between applications as defined in RFCI 768 t3l. By unreliable, we mean that there is no
mechanism to either guarantee that a transmitted packet is received, or to determine that
the destination is unreachable (and hence stop transmitting). It is the job of the application
to monitor the situation and take any action, such as requesting feedback from the
application with which it is communicating.

As a simple transport protocol, UDP adds very little information to the data payload
passed by the application. The format of the UDP header is illustrated in Figure 1.3. Note
that beyond the source and destination port numbers, an additional 32 bits of overhead are
added for two fields. The first specifies the amount of data encapsulated in the frame (the
UDP Length), and the second provides a checksum to verify the correctness of the data
before passing it (or not) to the application.

32bits

1,,,1',,1,,,1,,,1,,'1,,,1,,,1,,,1

Figure 1.3 : UDP header format. The UDP header contains four 16-bit
fields, the source and destination ports (application address), the length of
the data (in bytes), and a checksum of the data.

Historically, UDP was intended as a simple way to transport data over reliable
networks (i.e. local area networks, or LANs), or where it was more economical to
implement minimal reliability in the application, rather than use the greater overhead of a
reliable TCP connection (e.g. when transmitting small network messages) [4].
Applications using UDP include DNS [6], RIP [7], DHCP [8], TFTP [9], and NFS tt0l.

More recently a number of applications for delivering higher bandwidth content over
wide area networks (WANs) have used UDP to better deliver real time data where the
reliability overhead of TCP may actually be detrimental to achieving acceptable
performance.

1.2.2 T\ansmission Control Protocol (TCP)

TCP is a connection-oriented protocol that provides for the reliable transfer of data
between applications as defined in [2]. "Connection-oriented" means that a logical or
virtual connection, rather than a physical one, is established.

An application's port number (16 bits) together with a network (IP) address (32 birs)
define a unique 48-bit TSAP (TCP Service Access Port). A TCP connecrion is a logical

1. RFC - Request For Comments



full duplex connection formed between a unique pair of TSAPs.

The basic function of TCP is to provide a reliable connection over an unreliable
service. Operations required for reliable transport includel:

. establishing and ending connections.

. re-ordering ofpackets that arrive out oforder.

. flow control (to minimize packet loss).

. error detection, and

. the retransmission of lost or damaged packets.

To provide such a service, TCP uses additional header information to establish and
monitor the connection (see Figure 1.4). After the port numbers come the sequence and
acknowledgement numbers, used to keep track of each byte transmitted and received. This
is followed by the header length field (as the header may include optional fields), flag bits
to indicate the current status of the connection or to pass on control information regarding
the current frame (such as the use of the Urgent Pointer). Then comes the window size, a
number that represents how much data can be sent before waiting for an acknowledgement
- used for TCP's flow and congestion control.

32 bits

1,,,1,,,1,,,1,,,1,',1,,,1,,,1,,,1

Figure 1.4 : TCP header format. The TCP header contains nine fields plus
allows for additional options and padding (to even the word size). These
fields are used to provide the reliable connaction oriented service
(Sequence, Acknowledgement, window size, flags) and the optional fields
require a standard header length field.

To address the strengths and limitations of TCP, its key features - connection-oriented
service, reliability, flow control and congestion control - are discussed further in the
remainder of this section.

1. Initially security was also included as part ofa reliable transport, but was later dropped.



Connection-Oriented Service

TCP connection management requires that there be at least one host which will accept
connection requests, and one that can initiate connection requestsl. The process of
establishing a connection is called the "Three-Way Handshake", and is illustrated in
Figure 1.5. This uses the sequence (Seq) and acknowledgement (Ack) fields to initialize
the flow control, and the two flags SYN and ACK to request and acknowledge,
respectively, the establishment of the connection. This handshake is three-way because it
actually sets up two simplex connections (one for each direction) with the intermediate
acknowledge and request combined into a single transmission.

When data is sent in either direction, the sequence number indicates the last byte sent.
The starting byte is typically chosen by an incrementing algorithm, rather than always
starting at zero. This was thought to have added a secure element to an established
connection, but this has been shown to offer a false sense of security t11ltl2ll13l.

As illustrated in Figure 1.5, TCP requires that the acknowledgement that comes back
be actually for the next byte in the sequence that can be sent, i.e. one byte more than the
byte sent. If no data is sent the acknowledgement does not need to be updated, except
when initiating and terminating a connection.

Connection Request (A to B): SYN=I, ACK=O, Seq=X, Ack=0-

Connection Response (A to B): SYN=0, ACK=I, Seq=¡".1, Ack=y+1

Figure 1.5 : TCP Three Way Handshake

'When 
the connection is no longer needed (all of the data has been transferred), the

connection is torn down in a similar fashion. In this case the FIN flag is used in
conjunction with the ACK flag to signal and acknowledge the closing of the connection.

Timers are used when establishing, maintaining and terminating a connection. If one
of these connection timers expires without receiving a proper response, then the
connection is terminated.

BA

Connection Response/Request (B to A): SYN=I, ACK=I, Seq=g Ack=X+1

l. These may actually be the same host.



Once a connection has been established, the two main features of TCP connection
management are flow control and congestion control. These mechanisms are used to
maintain reliability and to provide for retransmission when required.

Reliability

The sequence, acknowledgement, window size, and checksum fields together with a
variety of timers are used to implement reliability in TCP. The checksum is used to
determine if the packet has been corrupted during transmission, while the sequence and
acknowledgement numbers handle out-of-order and duplicate packets as well as allowing
for the retransmission of missing packets. The use of the window size is presented in more
detail in the following sections on flow and congestion control.

TCP uses positive acknowledgements as the main feature of reliability. Every byte of
data transmitted in one direction is identified via a consecutive sequence number. On the
receiving side, TCP acknowledges data as the data is delivered to the application. If a
sender does not get an acknowledgement after aset amount of time, it retransmits the data.
This requires the use of additional timers for each packet sent. There are four main reasons
for the sender to fail to receive an acknowledgement:

' the transmitted packet is dropped at a routing node or by the receiver,
. the transmitted packet is received but is comrpted,

' the acknowledgement packet is dropped at a routing node or by the sender, and
. the acknowledgement packet is received but is comrpted.

TCP does not acknowledge packets that arrive out-of-order, which may lead to a fifth
cause for packets to be retransmitted: if the sender's timer for those correctly received
packets expires before receiving an acknowledgement.

Flow Control

Flow control deals with the reliable end-to-end transmission of packets. Specifically,
flow control is responsible for making sure the sender is not flooding the receiver with too
much information. If this occurs, then the receiver's incoming buffer will overflow and
packets will be lost.

TCP uses a sliding window algorithm together with positive acknowledgment for flow
control. The size of the window specifies how much data may be sent before waiting for
an acknowledgment from the receiver. The window size (specified in each packet header)
is dynamic and may change over the period of a connection.

The flow control mechanism ensures that no packet or sequence ofpackets exceeds the
receiver's buffer capacity. This is done by transmitting the lesser of the receiver's window
size and the size of the sender's transmission buffer. The sequence and acknowledgement
numbers form the current view of the window, where the acknowledgement number
indicates the start of the window, and the sequence number indicates the current position
of data that has been sent. As each packet is sent a timer is started. If the timer expires
without receiving an acknowledgment, the unacknowledged data is re-transmitted (as
described in the previous section).



Congestion Control

While flow control deals with data at the end points of transmission, congestion
control deals with data in the intermediate network. Congestion occurs when a router is
unable to process packets as quickly as it receives them. Congestion can cause packets to
be delayed or discarded.

TCP uses a second window, called the congestion window, to track congestion. The
real flow rate is determined by the minimum of this window size and the flow window.

Congestion is detected at the transmitter either through feedback from the intermediate
routers or the lack of feedback (acknowledgements) from the receiver. Since the flow
window size ensures that the receiver is not being flooded, lost packets (data or
acknowledgements) can be attributed to congestion.

The congestion window starts at some small size. Each time the transmission is
successfully acknowledged, the congestion buffer is doubled (i.e. the window increases in
size exponentially). There is a threshold (initially 64 Kbytes) on the size of the congestion
buffer. Once the congestion window size reaches the threshold, the congestion buffer size
will only increase linearly. When congestion is detected, the affected data is retransmitted
and the congestion window size is set to it's minimum value while the linear growth
threshold is reduced by half.

This TCP congestion control mechanism is called slow start because the window size
always starts at a minimum size after each congestion detection, and cuts the threshold at
which exponential growth becomes linear growth.

L.3 Problems with TCP

TCP provides a reliable connection-oriented service over an unreliable network.
However the method used to do this has several drawbacks, in particular given the
increased network reliability and bandwidth provided by today's Internet.

Over relatively short distances or low-bandwidth networks, TCP works well because
the delay time waiting for an acknowledgement is small compared to either the buffer
processing time (short distances) or data transmission time (low-bandwidth).

However where these two factors are increasing, the use of a window-based rate
control acts to impose an artificial maximum data rate based on round trip delay time, and
not the actual capacity of the hosts and the network.

This latency is due to two metrics of dista.nce. First, physical distance is ultimately
constrained by the maximum propagation rater; no amount of infrastructure upgrades or
bandwidth management can improve upon this. Second, the number of intermediary nodes
(a1so called hops) that the data must traverse adds a variable amount of processing latency.
Networks that suffer from this type of usage are characterized. by having a bandwidth
delay product of greater than 10) bits [14][15]. These networks are referred to in the
literature as high bandwidth*delay product networks.

1. <= 300,000 Km/s - the speed of light.
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Figure 1.6 : The affect of distance on the maximum theoretical data rate
using TCP. The data rate (in a simpliûed form) is inversely proportional to
the physical distance that the data must propogate. The actual scale of the
data rate is dependent on the TCP window size which specifies the actual
ammount of data that can be transmitted before requiring an
acknowledgement.

The affect of propagation latency due to physical distance and the maximum data rate
is shown in Figure 1.6. This illustrates the inverse proportional relationship between data
rate and distance from the simplifiedl data rate as expressed in:

Data Rate = (Maximum Unacknowledged Data) / 2*(Round Trip Time)

Where the maximum unacknowledged data is dependent on the TCP windows and round
trip time is a function of distance and propagation speed.

This limitation in TCP has been known since the earliest implementations [16], and
has inspired many potential solutions. These solutions include modifying TCP, and
replacing TCP with specialized protocols for high bandwidth*delay product networks
t17lt18lt19l. The most common and successful approach is to use intermediate
applications to reduce the required bandwidth (e.g. via data compression [21]), buffer or
cache the data at physically closer points [22] and, most recently, to split single TCP flows
into multiple smaller parallel flows [20].

A readily available alternative to TCP already exists, the user datagram protocol,
which provides a connectionless and unreliable service. Many applications currently use
UDP, but mostly in its traditional role [4], where the underlying network is reliable, for
real time applications, and for the transfer of very small amounts of data.

1. By simplified it is meant that this does not include transmission, processing or buffering
latencies.
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Although any application could use UDP instead of TCP, using UDP requires the
application developer to implement any or all of the reliability or connection features
already present in TCP. This would seem to violate the intention, not to mention the
obvious advantages, of designing network protocols in a layered or stack architecture [4].

Several fixes for the limitation imposed by window-based flow and congestion control
have also been proposed including modifying the window algorithms
t32)l33ll34ll39l[40], adding extensions ro TCP l26ll29lt30lt41ll44ll45l and/or
optimizing TCP or TCP parameters for the underlying network 136113811421143l, as well
as replacing TCP altogether [23]. In general, improvements to the window algorithm can
increase throughput, but don't affect the primary limitation (the window size). Other
extensions have been met with criticism t27ll28l.

The following section will introduce another proposed solution, the Versatile
Transport Protocol, which replaces window-based control with an active rate based control
using computational intelligence to determine when and how much to throttle back or
forward the flow of data based on individual flow characteristics.

L.4 Versatile Thansport Protocol

A new transport layer protocol, the Versatile Transport Protocol (or VTP), is
developed as a part of this thesis. This new protocol recognizes the increasing retiability of
even wide area data networks together with the increasing availability of high bandwidth
access, and has a goal to maximize the utilization of available bandwidth. In addition, as
the name implies, VTP strives to be versatile while providing a range of service classes,
including the reliable transport of data, through different combinations of specific service
features.

To accomplish these goals VTP makes use of negative acknowledgmentsl together
with a global bandwidth broker for managing data flows. Eliminating positive
acknowledgements yields a second benefit - reduced processing overhead. V/hile waiting
for positive acknowledgements, each transmitted packet is associated with a
corresponding timer. The use of negative acknowledgements can greatly reduce the
number of required timers. By designing a simpler transport protocol, and one that can be
more easily optimized for both software and hardware implementations, it is hoped that
VTP can alleviate the second drawback to TCP, namely, the processing bottleneck in the
network stack. In the case of short distance networks (LANS/IvIANS) it is this processing
and, in particular, the clearing of buffers that often limits the overall data rate.

VTP is described in greater detail in Chapter 2 which focusses on rate-based control.
The next section introduces the area of computational intelligence, which will be used in
implementing the rate-based control mechanisms described in this thesis.

1. A negative acknowledgement is sent to indicate that data was not properly received, rather than a
positive one that indicates it has been properly received.
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1,.5 ComputatÍonal Intelligence

The area of Computational Intelligence (CI) has gained much acceptance in recent
years, and yielded many techniques and algorithms. These techniques and algorithms can
be characterized into three categories: Genetic Algorithms (also called evolutionary
computing), Fuzzy Systems (granular computing), and Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs). In fact these have been described as "... the three dominant information
technologies ..." forming a "Triumvirate of Information Technologies" [48]. Figure 1.7
illustrates how these categories of CI can compliment rather than compete with one
another.

Figure 1.7 : Relationships of the three categories of CI techniques.l

Artificial Neural Networks or ANNs are based on a model of human neural processes
and use large numbers of simple computational elements (called neurons - see Figure 1.8)
in a highly interconnected fashion [59]. Each interconnection is represented by a
parameter or weight that can be altered to increase or decrease the degree to which an
input influences the output of each neuron. The change in the weights is accomplished
through learning. Learning typically occurs either through the repeated exposure to
training sets of input and output data, or during the processing of real data. ANNs are
typically classified by their structure and the learning algorithm - the mechanism for
implementing learning.

The structure of a neuron, illustrated in Figure 1.8, consists of two basic processes:
aggregation of inputs and a non-linear transformation that produces an output. The first
process combines together all of the inputs weighted by their respective interconnection
strengths (wi). This aggregated value is then mapped into a continuous bounded domain,
typically [0,1] or [-1,1], through a transformation function(s).

The power of a highly-connected network of these simple structures is in their
distributed processing which is used to develop or learn related data patterns stored in the
weight space. However there are a few drawbacks to traditional ANN's. First, while the
computational elements are typically simple in an analog sense, they can be quite complex
to implement using traditional digital hardware and often require large amounts of
computing resources in software. A second disadvantage is that there is no known
relationship that can be used to map an arbitrary problem into a specific neural
structure.This makes the design of traditional ANNs arbitrary and often complex, and
heavily relies on the representation of the input data.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS
(Optimization Technique)Tuning

Rules/Labels

Embedding
KnowledgeNEURAL NETWORKS

(Data Processing)
FUZZY SYSTEMS

(Knowledge Processing)

l. This figure is reprinted from [49] with permission.
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Figure 1.8 : structure of a neuron - the ANN processing element. Each
input is multiplied by a weighting factor. The sum of the weighted inputs is
taken, and passed through a non-linear mapping to provide a bounded
output value. One neuron's output can be an input to another neuron, or
even to itself.

Fuzzy systems (FS) are based on fuzzy logic [52] which is a combination of haditional
two-valued logic and set theory t53lt54lt55l. In traditional logic and set rheory a variable
can either belong to a set or not belong to a set, i.e. it can have two values. Ftzzy logic
employs multi-valued variables that describe the degree of belonging to a set which is
expressed in a membership function. This degree of belonging can take any value between
the two extremes of belonging and not belonging.Fuzzy systems are then easily specified
linguistically, where each membership function is given a label, and each fuzzy variable
can be combined with these labels in simple if-then rule sets using fuzzy logic operators
which are analogous to the familiar logic operators. For example, a simple thermostat
controller might have a fuzzy input variable representing temperature (called Temp), and a
fuzzy output variable representing the control reaction (Control). These fuzzy variables
might have a membership function labelled "Hot" (for Temp) and ,,Large,, (for
Cont.rol). One rule in the control system might then be:

if Temp is Hot then Control is Large

Fttzzy systems derive their strength from this simple linguistic specification, which
gives them the ability to quickly and easily map domain knowledge into a structural
representation. A further strength is their ease of implementation in digital hardware using
simple low precision logical and arithmetic operations.

Genetic algorithms or GAs are used primarily for optimization [60]. One key strength
is a feature called mutation, which has the potential to ûnd new, possibly better, minima
when traditional learning algorithms become stuck within a specific local minimum. In
other words, GAs performs a broad analysis of the given data space, which for example
can be used to determine the starting point for a more traditional minimization algorithm,
an ANN learning algorithm, or the parameters of membership functions with respect to
the universe of discourse of a specific fuzzy system [4g].
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The transport bandwidth controller combines the knowledge processing of fiizzy
systems with the learning facilities of ANNs, to combine their strengths in the form of
Fttzzy Neural Networks (FNNs). The structure of the network will be based on the
linguistic labels and rule sets, with learning performed by a luzzy version of the back-
propagations algorithm as proposed in [51] developed in [56] and [57] and complered in
this thesis.

Genetic algorithms for parametric optimization will not be incorporated as the initial
control design is to be kept as general as possible, and therefore does not need any initial
optimization. GAs could be utilized to determine a more optimal starting point, but that is
not the focus of this work. For further information on genetic algorithms see [61], on
ANNs see [59], and on fuzzy systems see [53].

This will require the specification of a general rule set, the key to which is the
identification of pertinent variables, and training data (pairs of input variables, and target
outputs).

L.6 Novelty

The primary novelty in this thesis is the specif,cation of a new transport layer protocol,
VTP, and the derivation of an extended generalized delta rule for back-propagation which
encompasses logic-based as well as arithmetic neurons.

The bandwidth limitations of TCP were well known since the introduction of the
protocol, as has been the potential benefits of using negative rather than positive
acknowledgement. VTP encompasses many of the ideas that have been proposed for
replacing/improving TCP.

There are several unique features in VTP, including the use of computational
intelligence, via fuzzy neural networks, to try to classify and respond according to
changing network conditions. A specific derivation of the fuzzy back-propagation
algorithm is presented for general referential neurons using hardware-friendly triangular
norms, together with a scalable digital hardware realization (incorporating in-situ
learning).

Regardless of the control scheme used, VTP offers additional unique features
including a built in level of acceptable packet loss towards the goal of maximizing
bandwidth utilization, a separate control plane, and versatile connection and reliability
settings.

Part of the versatility of VTP comes from the encapsulation of session and
presentation layers, moving some aspects of reliability and connection management out of
the core transport, and reducing the processing overhead at the transport layer. In addition,
the session and presentation layers form the basis of re-admitting security as an aspect of
reliable transportl, through native support for authentication and encryption.

L This may be a redundanr feature with the spread of lp-sec [46] and lpv6 [47].
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II. The Versatile Tbansport Protocol

In this section the proposed rate-based transport protocol, Versatile Transport Protocol
or VTP, will be briefly discussed, highlighting the salient features and their relationship to
the control system. This is followed by a more detailed description of the control system
itself, which is comprised of local connection management and a globai bandwidth broker.
The local controller manages each data flow or connection, while the global controller
oversees all of the flows.

An application, called Phat, has been modified and used to emulate the rate-based
control of VTP. Phat is a bulk transfer application using the FSTP protocol developed in
[63]. The author's role in developing FSTP and the Phat application, based on UDP and
using negative acknowledgement provided the initial inspiration for developing a general
transport layer protocol using rate-based control to maximize bandwidth utilization.

Being an application, Phat runs over UDP, which allows Phat to implement its own
rate-based control structure. After outlining the VTP protocol, the Phat application will be
described together with the relevant extensions needed to support multiple connections
with independent control.

2.1Overview

The Versatile Transport Protocol, is a transport layer (layer 4) protocol whose main
goal is to maximize the use of available bandwidth for a general data network. As the
name implies, VTP strives to provide a flexible range of services to support different
classes ofapplications. Included in these services is areliable transport service through the
use of negative rather than the positive acknowledgements that are used in TCP.

Essentially, negative acknowledgements are retransmission requests, which can be
thought of as an acknowledgement of missing data. An important note here is that VTp
does not actually propose to reduce the volume of network traffic, although it does try to
limit retransmission through active requests rather than passively as with TCP.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, VTP has two levels of control. A global control unit
manages all connections, as well as interactions from the network, applications and the
operating system. The second type of control is at the level of individual connections, with
each connection having a separate local controller that is responsible only for that
connection and which interacts with the global controller (when and if necessary).

Figure 2.1 also illustrates another important addition of VTP: it incorporates an
extensible framework for the presentation (OSI layer 6) and session (OSI layer 5) layers.
TCP/IP was never designed to fit into the OSI framework, nor was it intended to provide
additional service above the transport layer. The result is that many useful and
standardized features, such as authentication, data compression, and encryption have had
to be added on to all TCP-based applications that desire these functions, much iike
reliability needs to be added to applications using UDp.
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Figure 2.1 : The flow of data through the VTP architecture is shown by the
heavy arrows, and control by the lighter ones. The global contròller
receives connection requests, allocates a new connection setting up the
presentation and session layers as requested, and passes control toèach
connection's local controller. An application can request one or more
presentation or session layer functions, or bypass them altogether and go
directly through the VTP transport layer.

Any session and presentation headers need only be used during initial connection
setup. After setup the header information is associated with each flow within the local flow
controllers at each endpoint.

In addition VTP follows the design goal of supporting arange of services. In particular
different connection schemes could be used to provide a desired level of service, while
simplifying the actual transport mechanism and data packet headers.
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The presentation layer is the perfect place to standardize many functions which are
typically left entirely to the user, and in additional overlapping and often conflicting
applications. If requested by the application, the data can first be transformed by the
presentation layer by adding any or all of the requested features. These features might
include encryption, compression, and error detection/correction algorithms. New
categories of transformations and specific instances of each presentation type can also be
easily added as new standards are introduced.

The session layer is thus being used to manage specific forms of connection-oriented
service above and beyond basic VTP service. This can include TCP-like handshaking and
secure authentication among others. The session layer is designed in a similar fashion to
the presentation layer, specifying connection classes followed by the specific connection
algorithm.

Two bits will be used in the transport header to indicate if either the presentation and/
or the session layer has been requested for this flow. Error detection for the data is
automatically handled by the presentation layer, and is not included in the VTP checksum.
This will speed up general processing at the transport level, which can improve the
performance of layer 4 switchingl 

"u"n 
if error detection is enabled.

Furthermore, in separating this functionality from the core transport two of the aspects
of reliability - establishing and ending connections and error detection - have been made
available.

The VTP presentation and session layer headers follow the same simple structure
(shown in Figure 2.2); a category field followed by the header length and checksum and
then one or more specific sub-header fields, one for each category requested. The category
field is a collection of bits concatenated together to represent a small number of categories
(32 bits). The sub-header field(s) contains an integer represenration (16 bits) of rhe desired
al gorithm/protocol for the specifi ed categories.

32bits

Category

Length Checksum

Figure 2.2 : Genenc Presentation/Session Header

The next section provides a more in-depth look at rate-based control and the
hierarchical control structure of VTP.

1. Used for a variety of purposes such as classifying/priorizing traffic, implementing firewalls and
network address/port translation, as well as load balancing.
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2.2 Rate-Based Control

The remaining aspects of reliability - flow control, re-transmission and re-ordering of
packets - are provided through rate-based control. This control incorporates negative
acknowledgments, packet (rather than byte) numbering, and buffer management. In
addition, the level of control interaction can be varied to provide tight or loose control of
each flow. By varying these parameters VTP can provide data transport ranging from a
TCPlike service to a UDP-like service.

A separate control plane will provide connection setup and negotiate the initial service
for each data flow as well as provide any active feedback throughout the span of the
connection. The control information can be sent in separate control packets, or in a
concatenated header with a data packet. The type of headerþacket is specified using two
flag bits: one for data and one for control (see Figure 2.3).

Rate-based control in VTP is accomplished in a hierarchical manner. A global
controller oversees the allocation of available bandwidth, while local controllers initialize
and monitor each flow, overseeing the desired level of reliability, signalling to change the
bandwidth utilization characteristics as necessary.

Two parameters are used to characteúze bandwidth: burst size and delay. The burst
size specifies how many packets to send in a single burst (one right after the other); the
delay then specifies how long to wait between bursts. Together with the packet size, this
specifies the bandwidth of a connection, as well as the pattern of the traffic.

Once a connection is established, the incoming data flow is monitored and the rate
parameters can be altered based on packet loss statistics, or updated bandwidth allocation
from the global controller.

Recall that data loss can be characterized as either loss of data in the network (due to
congestion, network outage, etc.) or loss of data at a host (due to buffer overflow). In
performing rate-based control it is desirable to diagnose the cause of packet loss into
categories that may cause the rate of the flow to be changed. For example network
congestion is different from re-routing around a network problem. At the host, buffer
overflow is different from com¡pted data. Finally there is real packet loss vs. packet delay.
Since the control is active, packet loss is calculated periodically. A packet may thus arrive
after a re-transmission request has already been generated. This is typically detected when
duplicate packets are received.

2.2.1 Global Control Mechanism

The global controller directly monitors the interface with the application, sets up local
connections as required, and monitors and responds to requests from local connections for
changes in parameters.

At the level of the local connection VTP is a greedy protocoll, it is up to the global
controller to allocate bandwidth and ensure that bandwidth exists for new connections or

1. ÌVith VTP a single connection will try to use all of the available bandwidth, choking off any
additional connections - i.e. there is no inherent flow control with negative acknowledgements.
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data flows (possibly including those made with non-VTP transport protocols). As such the
global controller must be able to dynamically re-allocate bandwidth as new connections
are started or finished.

When demand for bandwidth exceeds that which is available, the global controller can
use parameters from the user, application or operating system to priorize bandwidth
allocation among the connections.

32bits

Figure 2.3 :YTP data packet header - The data header consists of two fields
to identify the source and destination addresses, flags to indicate the type of
header, and whether or not the data is being passed to the sessión or
presentation layers. A header length field allows for optional concatenation
of control fields. A data length field indicates how much of the fixed size
packet is data. A header checksum for error detection, and finally a packet
index to uniquely identify a packet within a flow (this may be made
optional in the future).

2.2.2 Local Control Mechanism

In VTP each local control unit is responsible for only a single connection. Such a
control unit directly controls the VTP VO buffer for that application, monitors the state of
the connection, requests re-transmission as required, and also initiates and tears down any
connections. Finally the local controller is responsible for interacting with the globat
controller, which determines the overall bandwidth allocation among individual
connections.

Like other transport protocols using negative acknowledgement, to provide fully
reliable service, VTP actively manages the I/O buffer to ensure lossless flow control.
When a connection request is made, the buffer size is negotiated (similar to the window
size in TCP) with a maximum buffer size of 2^32 packets (matching the index field in the
VTP header). Packet size is also negotiable (with a side goal of minimizing the fracturing
of packets). Once set, the packet size remains constant for the life of the connection, with
padding added if necessary. A length field is specified in the header to indicate the size of
the data in the packet.

For bulk data transfer, where the data size can exceed the buffer size, the transfer is
broken up into segments that are equal to or less than the buffer size. The local controller
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assigned to manage the entire data transfer maintains a single control connection with the
remote host, and initializes each segment as a separate data connection. At the end of each
segment, a segment complete control packet is sent (which may be concatenated into the
request for the next data segment). This maintains flow control for bulk transfers. A timer
at the sender will time out if no re-transmission or "segment complete" packet is received
and will also free up the allocated buffer. Thus, the onus is entirely on the receiver (the
data segment requester) to initiate all packet transmissions, a departure from TCP. Also
unlike UDP, the transmissions will stop after any given segment if no further segments are
requested.

In this manner a fully reliable connection-oriented service can be implemented, which
would approximate the service of TCP with Big Windows 1261, except that the equivalent
maximum window size would be greater than 2^42 bytes (2^32 packets, with > 2^10
bytes/packet), rather than2^30 bytes as with Big Windows.

The actual transmission rate will be guided by additional parameters that specify the
number of packets to burst followed by a delay before the next burst. Together these two
parameters control the rate and the shape of the data transmission.

Figure 2.4 illustrates a sample VTP session for just such a reliable bulk data transfer
using explicit control and data packets. In this transaction, Host I initiates the connection
to request that a data file be transferred from Host 2. In the initial control packet the data
rate is specified by the burst size and delay, and the file segment size is set to match the
available buffer (assigned by the global controller). Host 2 responds that the connection as
specified is accepted, and Host I transmits the actual data request as its only data. When
the data is passed to VTP, Host 2 begins to transmit the data in the agreed manner.
Periodically, Host 1 evaluates the received packets and determines if the rate should be
adjusted (and if so sends a control packet with the adjustment). At the end of each received
segment Host I acknowledges the entire segment, and requests the next segment. This
continues until the final segment is received, and the connection is closed.

If any packets are missing in a segment, Host I generates the necessary re-
transmission request(s) before acknowledging the segment and waits for the missing data
to be sent.

It is also possible that the rate must be adjusted at host 2, to accommodate other VTp
sessions. In a reliable mode, any changes to the agreed-upon parameters will be
transmitted from sender to receiver, even though a throttle back initiated by Host 2 should
not affect Host 1 directly, and Host I can actively monitor this change via the incoming
data rate.

2.3 Phat Application

This section presents a general look at the Phat application [62], focusing on the
mechanisms useful for emulating VTP. Following this, the modifications to Phat made to
support multiple connections, the fuzzy neural controller, and other elements required for
emulating VTP are highlighted.
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Figure 2.4 : A sample vrP session for reliable bulk transport. Dashed lines
represent control packets, and solid lines represent data packets. Host 1

initiates a vrP session with Host 2, which accepts the parãmeters. Host 1

then transmits data to the application on Host 2 (requesting a file to be
transmitted). As soon as the application on Host 2 responds, the first
segment of the data is immediately transmitted in burst blocks of 'n'
packets each with an 'm' msec delay between blocks. This is continued
until the segment is complete, at which time Host I can request the next
segment, or until all segments are received and the VTP session is closed.
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The three main Phat client classes (modified for emulation) are presented in Appendix
A. These classes are used to implement the global control (FSTPControljava), the local
control (PhatClientj ava), and the datalpacket handling (FSTPClientj ava).

2.3.1Overview

Phatl is the name of a client server application that uses phat packets (embedded in
UDP packets) to provide a reliable bulk transport with negative acknowledgements [62].
Phat uses separate connections for data and control, similar to FTP [66], however the data
flow is over UDP, while the control flow uses TCP.

The rate is specified using two parameters, a block size and a delay. As illustrated in
Figure 2.5, the block size specifies how many packets to transmit over the network at one
time (also known as the burst rate). This is followed by a delay, presumably for the
receiving network to clear its input buffer. By manipulating these two parameters it is
possible to set the bandwidth usage characteristics on a flow-by-flow basis. Originally
Phat transferred bulk data as a single complete file. Figure 2.5 illustrates a modified
version of Phat which breaks up the data into multiple independent segments. This will be
explained in more detail in the next section.

Bulk Transfer:

Phat
Packet Block Size

Figure 2.5 : Bulk data transfer with modified phat - Data is partitioned into
segments. Each segment is composed of burst blocks of phat packets. The
phat packet is the basic unit of transfer. The segment size specifies how
often the connection parameters are evaluated.

The traffic characteristics of a flow can be modified at any time by the receiver,
however Phat opts for a periodic examination of the received packets to determine if the
rate should be adjusted. This is done by combining the perceived packet loss with a
predefined acceptable level ofpacket loss, as illustrated in equation (1):

ad,justment - (perceived packet loss)-t .(acceptable packet loss) (l)

Phat specifies the acceptable packet loss as a percentage of received packets called
aLpha. The perceived packet loss is then the ratio of packets expected to packets

l. a.k.a. Cool.
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received. Note that this is a perceived (and not an actual) loss as it does not account for
out-of-order or delayed packets.

The calculated adjustment is a multiplier term for the delay parameter: if less than 1

the delay is decreased (increasing the rate of transmission): if greater than 1 the delay is
increased (decreasing the rate of transmission). The adjustment has a fixed upper bound
(equal to two) to help reduce short term over-coffection, and a lower bound of alpha
when no packets are lost.

2.3.2Modifications

The basic Phat client/server was first modified by t63l to split a bulk transfer over
multiple connections to one or more servers. To do this, each file transfer is broken up into
fixed-sized segments. A segment is defined to be a certain number of phat packets. Each
segment is transferred as an independent data flow, handled in the same manner as
described in section . Each connection has a single control flow which manages the
download of many data segments. Each data segment is assigned to a connection in a
round robin style as the previous segment is completed. Overseeing each connection is a
single multi-connection handler.

This provides us with a hierarchical control environment for VTP: a local control for
each connection (which may include multiple segments), and a global control over the
entire data transfer.By treating each connection, which are assigned multiple data
segments, as an independent VTP connection, it is possible to emulate the basic operation
of one or more VTP sessions using Phat.

The remaining part of this section details the additional changes made to the Phat
client and server to emulate and experiment with the vTp controllers.

Client

All of the active control comes on the client side. The client initializes buffers, signals
the server, monitors the data transfer, requests retransmission and requests changès in
transmission characteristics.

There are three basic parameters for controlling the flow of data: the block size, the
delay between blocks, and the segment size. It is also possible to change the packet size,
although for reliability (packet-oriented not byte-oriented) this must remain constant
within each segment.

Since the control decisions are made at the client, the client requires a new control
method that could incorporate the FNN architecture described in Chapter 3. In addition,
the client needs to be modified to generate input and output for training the controller.

The nature of the emulation environment limits the information that can be used in
making a control decision. The most reliable information available is the perceived packet
loss. In addition, it is possible to determine some timing information which could be used
to estimate the inter-packet arrival delay and bandwidth usage.

As the controller is experimented with, these parameters will need to be calculated,
and a history maintained. Their precise usage is detailed in chapter 4.
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For testing the hierarchical control, the global controller of the client was modified to
keep track of the number segments allocated to each connection, and after a pre-defined
number of segments, to re-evaluate the bandwidth allocation, based on performance and a
priority value.

Server

Modifications to the server were minimal, and were made with the goal of being able
to emulate specific network conditions. This was done by adding a statistical packet
dropper, which can be set to drop a pre-set percentage ofpackets according to a variety of
statistical distributions.

Emulating different types of sessions, and network conditions, was handled by using
separate servers with predefined characteristics.
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III. Fuzzy Neural Networks (FNNs)

To introduce the fazzy neural conffoller implemented for the VTP, an overview of the
building blocks of fuzzy neural networks is presented including the luzzy neurons
themselves. This encompasses two main topics: the structure of the fuzzy neurons, and
fazzy neural learning.

The fuzzy neural structure is presented through a mathematical description of the
aggregation process that makes up the two basic luzzy neurons, the AND and the OR
neurons. This is followed with the addition of referential parameters to further extend the
basic neurons. At the end of this section it will be shown that all fuzzy neurons can be
considered referential.

With the foundation of fizzy neurons in place, generic neural learning is examined
together with the relationship between learning and the triangular norrns (the fuzzy sums
and products) and related luzzy operators. Specific learning rules are then derived using
specific triangular nonns.

The structure of the fuzzy neural networks that are of interest are multi-layer feed-
forward networks [54]. Accordingly a back-propagation algorithm is developed for logic-
based neurons which requires modifying the generalized delta rule [59] to form an
extended generalized delta rule. This extended rule is then shown to hold for both classic
(arithmetic) and fuzzy (logic-bas ed) neurons.

During experimentation, further modifications were made and a specific Fuzzy Back-
Propagation algorithm was developed. This does not change the need for, or the usage of,
the extended generalized delta rule. The algorithm is presented in Chapter 5, together with
the rest of the experimental results.

Finally, the Brain Construction Kit (BCK) [65], an open source Artificial Neural
Network package, will be introduced. This software is used as the basis for the FNN. This
section concludes with a description of the extensions to the BCK to support the two
classes of fuzzy neurons (conjunctive/disjunctive), and an FNN with Futry Back-
propagation.

3.1Fuzzy Neurons

Fuzzy neurons are logic-based processing units which use logical sum and product
(OR and AND respectively) to perform an aggregation of weighted inputs. The OR and
AND operations are realized through the standard lazzy set connectives - triangular norms
[54], with the s-norm for OR and t-norm for AND.
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Triangular norrns are defined as a mapping of:

[0, 1] x [0, 1] -+ [0, 1]

with the properties that these functions are:

. non-decreasing (in each argument)

. cofirmutative

. associative, and

. bounded.

Where s-noûns have the boundary conditions:

xsO=x xsl=1
and t-norms have the boundary conditions:

xtj=0 xtl=x
Unlike classic neurons, luzzy neurons do not require an additional activation (or
squashing) function as the triangular noÍns by definition produce a bounded output.

The next sections describe the basic aggregative logic neuron and then the compound
referential logic neuron. This is followed by the extension of these two neuron types to
include referential operations.

3.l.l Aggregative OR and AND logic neurons

An n-input oR neuronrealizes a mapping [0,1]n -+ [0,1].This mapping is
accomplished by first combining the inputs ANDwise with their corresponding
connections (weights) while the aggregation is carried out ORwise - i.e. a sum of products.
This is denoted by

Y = oR (x;w)

with its coordinate-wise description given by:

y = (xr AND w1) OR (x2 AND w2) OR. . . OR (xn AND wn) (3)

where w= [w1, w2t..., wn] c [0,1]n denotes the vector of connections (weights) of the
neuron.

Substituting triangular noÍns for the logical sum and product, the function of the OR
neuron can be reduced to the following aggregation:

y= fx,tw¡)

The AND neuron performs the complementary operation, a product of sums, with the
OR and AND operators interchanged. First the inputs are linked ORwise with the
corresponding connections then the final aggregation is carried out ANDwise:

y= AND (x; w) = (x1 OR w1) AND (x2 OR w) AND . . . AND (xn OR wn) (5)

(2)

(4)

n

s
i=I
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Employing the notation of the triangular norrns, the above expression becomes:

n

y = T lxrsw¡)
i=1

The role of the weights in afuzzy neuron is to differentiate between particular levels of
impact that the individual inputs might have on the result of aggregation. Owing to the
boundary conditions of the triangular norms, one may note that higher values of the
connections in the OR neuron cause a stronger influence on the output of the neuron than
the corresponding inputs. The complementary weighting (ranking) effect takes place in the
case of the AND neuron: the values of wi close to 0 make the influence of x1 almost
negligible. The specific numerical form of this relationship depends upon the triangular
nofins being used in the neuron's implementation.

The OR-type neurons perform a disjunctive form of aggregation, which is described as
an "optimistic" character of the final aggregation. Similarly, the AND neuron performs a
conjunctive form of aggregation and is characterized as being "pessimistic". What this
means, is that given the same set of inputs, the output of the OR neuron will never be less
than that of the AND neuron. Another way of thinking of this is the old saying "is the glass
half empty or half full?".

3.1.2 Referential logic-based neurons

A second category of neurons can be built by extending the basic aggregative neurons.
These neurons are useful in realizing reference computations and are thus called
referential neurons.

The main idea behind this structure is that the input signals are not directly aggregated,
as with the AND/OR neuron, but are first compared to a given reference point. The results

(6)

Figure 3.1 : oR aggregation - Topology of a disjunctive type razzy neuron
with referential operations on the inputs. By separating the reierential
operation like this, it is possible to think of all fuzzy neurons as referential.
Aggregative neurons are thus referential neurons with REF(x; rn) = x.

Referential Neuron

r2

J

rn

Aggregative

Neuron
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of this comparison (involving such operations as matching, inclusion, difference, and
dominance) are summarized by the aggregative part of the neuron. In general, one may
describe the reference neuron as:

y = oR (REF(x;ro),w)

(a disjunctive form of aggregation), or

y = AND (REF(x;ro),w) (8)

(a coniunctive form of aggregation) where the term REF(x; rn) represents a reference
operation carried out with respect to the provided point of reférence (rn). In fact, these
neurons can be treated as an initial level of reference operations REF(xiro) followed by
either an AND or an OR neuron as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

The functional behavior of the neuron is described according to the reference
operation (the reference formulas shown below pertain to the disjunctive form of
aggregation),

(i) The MATCHING neuron: indicates the degree to which x is similar to the given
reference point r = [r,, rr,..., rnJ.

y = MAICH(x;r, w)

The coordinatewise notation of the neuron reads as:

lQ¡= rt)tw¡7

where r e [0,1]n is a reference point defined in the unit hypercube. To emphas ize the
referential character of the processing carried out by the neuron, one may t"*tit" (9) as:

(1)

(10)

n

v= s
i=l

Y=OR(x=r;w)
The matching operator is defined as follows:

a= b = )tfoo,ø> 
n (bça) + (açfi n (bcpa)l

where'^'denotes minimum and a<pb = (a->b) = sup(c e [0, l)latc<ø) , usually
referred to as a multi-valued implication or residuation operator. Examples of these fuzzy
implication operators are shown in equations (27) and (28).

(ä) The DIFFERENCE neuron: summarizes the degree to which x is different from the
given reference point g. The neuron's output is interpreted as a global level of difference
observed between the input x and the reference,

y = DIFFER (x; q g)

(14)

(11)

(12)

(13)

n

v= s
i=7

Lw,t(x,l= B¡)l
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As before, the referential character of processing is emphasized by rewriting (13), so that:

y= OR (x l= g, w)

where the difference operator is defined as the complement of the matching operator,

al=b-l-(a=b)

(1s)

(16)

(ä1) The INCLUSrcN neuron: summarizes the degree to which x is included in a reference
point f, (i.e. the degree to which x implies f¡,

y = INCL (x;f, w) = OR (x + f, w)

n

y- S [w,t(x,+.f¡)]
,'_ IL_ L

(iv) The DOMINANCE neuron: expresses the dual relationship to that carried out by the
inclusion neuron, where h is a reference point. In other words, the dominance relationship
generates the degree to which x dominates h.

y = DOM (x;h, w) = OR (h -l x, w)

[w,t(h,+ *,)]

In general, any fuzzy neuron can be described as a referential neuron. In the case of the
purely aggregative neuron it can be said that it actually implements the function
F(xt ¡, , j) = xot . To this end the equation for the OR neuron (4) generalizes to:

lFçx,,, r,) t w,)

and similarly the equation for the AND neuron (6) generalizes to:

(r7)

(18)

(1e)

Or'

(20)

n

v= s
i=I

(2r)
nv- s

'i =l

y= ,T,[o(*0,,r¡)sw,J
J -L

(22)

3.2 Fuzzy Neural Learning

Learning with fazzy neurons is typically described in rhe lirerarure (54)t67lt6Sl169l
t70lt71l) by first defining the network, and then deriving a specific learning rule to match
the network being implemented.

This section will derive the basic lazzy learning rules for modifying the connection
strengths (for referential parametric learning please see [57] for a complete derivation).
This will be extended to a back-propagation algorithm for logic-based neurons which
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requires an extension to the generalized delta rule to accommodate these logic-based
neurons. In this manner, a generic environment will be developed for multi-layered feed-
forward FNNs.

As a starting point the basic learning rule using gradient descent is stated. Given a
connection from neuron j to neuron k with strength w (the weight), we have:

where cr is the learning rate and E is the error function, which is given by the sum of
squared errorsl between a desired output (the targeÐ and the actual output (oj:

new old
'it, =*ik +Lw¡t

1ll
u = ioÐ,(targeto-oo)2

This yields an error gradient of:

(targeto- 
"r))

AE ðoo

fW -\tarsetk- où'ãW

1$).2uk 
= I

AE

w

!min(x, a¡ =ox

, Lw¡rc = -"h

x<a
x>a
x=a

(23)

(24)

(2s)

(26)

By applying the chain rule with respect to the actual output we get:

To continue developing the learning rule, it is first necessary to specify both the type of
aggregation (AND, oR) as well as the specific triangular norrns being used.

3.2.1 Learning and TFiangular Norms

Not all triangular norrns may necessarily be good choices for performing learning. Of
particular concern are the norms whose respective partial derivatives are zero over a
certain range of the unit interval, and thereby impeding learning as detailed in [51]. An
evident example is the minimum operation where regardless of the definition of the
derivative at x=a, its value is zero for all x greater than a,

It

{""0å""0

1. It should be noted that a second order error function was chosen to more closely follow the stan-
dard backpropagation in this derivation. However the approach used to determine and extend the
generalized delta rule for FNNs is equally applicable to a first order error function which has
been shown to be applicabletoFtzzy learning [53].
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To overcome this limitation, the Boolean (two-valued) predicates are relaxed as
proposed in [51] by luzzifyíng the derivative. This solution uses the inclusion relation to
provides a smooth (multi-valued) transition between the boundary points. This relation is
performed using an implication operator such as the Lukasiewicz(27) or Godel (28)
implication:

Lukasiewicz: a-+b= { 
r-a+b

(27)

Godel: a_+b= { í

lfa>b
otherwise

ila>b
otherwise

where: a, b e [0, 1] . This helps to clear the way for hardware implementations t56lt57l
which tend to favor triangular norms such as minimum, maximum, and the Lukasiewicz
connectives:

-Lukasiewi cz and operation :

aúb=max[0,a+b-l]

asb=min[1,a+b]

(28)

(2e)

(30)

(31)

-Lukasiewi cz o r oper ation:

where a,b e [0, 1] .

Although a software implementation can make use of more flexible triangular norms,
it is desirable for the target application to select hardware-friendly operations. However, it
should be noted that this choice can be changed with minimal effort in the BCK software.

The remainder of this chapter will derive specific formulae based on the Lukasiewicz
triangular noÍns and the implication operation.

3,2.2 OR Neuron

It is important to note that the presence (or absence) of the referential function does
not impact the learning of connection strengths [57]. Therefore, for notational
convenience, the derivation for the OR neuron will continue to use the definition of the
disjunctive neuron from (4) rather than the more general definition in (21).

The derivation of the error gradient (26) now becomes:

AE
T:l- = -(targetb- of) .

ow¡k ^

n

,S
i=l

lx,o t ,,-r]

Now to carry out the detailed computation on the final multiplicand by first isolating
the aggregation of the component that includes the weight that is being differentiated:
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n

S [",0 t w,o)
:_1L-t

Substituting for the specific triangular norms (29) and (30), and applying the chain rule
again, this time defining a¡¡ras the aggregation of the j'th input with the weight connecting
neuronj to neuron k:

rl
= | S t",o t w,o) l, ,"ro t w¡rJ

[t*; )
(32)

= *''['' 
[,t''' 

r''-'rt]+ Lx ¡t'''r'l

ù1,!,''r'.-') = fi'*'n(' A ¡" *',w

, w ¡t< x¡¡,

, *¡02Ç
Substituting the inclusion reference, the derivative becomes:

fior*t"rr, 
A,,+ a¡rD = { i

{?

(36)

At this point it is worth noting that multiplication is in fact a t-type triangular norm,
and is often replaced by a generic AND operator [51]. This has many advantages in
genetalization and implementation in hardware, however the multiplication will be left
here for use in developing the extended generalized delta rule. Once formulated the
product of those terms can, if desired, be replaced with a logical product.

3.2.3 AND Neuron

Beginning again from (26), the error gradient for the

"(n I _
#t, f ,"'o '*'l= t*ct"{a¡¡"A¡t)'rNCL(wik'\k)

AE
5:l- = -(targetr- o¡r)owik ^

, where A jt, = ,S I",o t w¡¡r)

i+j
and aP = x¡¡, t w¡k (33)

, A¡t > a¡¡,

, Ajk<%k
(34)

(37)

(35)

n

Tt*
i=1

AND neuro

,o ' trot I
)

n using (6) is:
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(38)

Itrj- maxlo,l T [x,o s r,oll* lx,¡, s wjk] - r I
I Li*j ) )

As with the OR neuron, we similarly define b,oas the aggregation of the j'th input with
the weight connecting neuron j to neuron k, and apply the chain rule as follows:

A detailed computation on the final multiplicand is achieved by first isolating the
aggregation of the component that includes the weight for that is differentiated:

nll
T l*,0 s w,¡,J = | T k,o s w,o)lt h,,s w¡ìi --r [,*; )

| þ ",0 
, ,,1 = 

fir*ox(o, 
B¡r+ b¡*- rDW , where B;r

[,=t )

a

w

fir*t.ro, 
B¡rc+ b¡r-1)) =

and b¡r =

¡o 'Bjk<4k
L1 ,Bjk>bjk

, w ¡k> x¡k

, * ¡p3 7r,
Substituting the inclusion reference, the derivative becomes:

ðb¡rc ç oãtro-rr

= f Lr,o sr,o)
i+ j

(3e)
xjt swjt

(40)

(4t)

(42)#[, !,.'r'''ì = rxczlB'vb ¡*)' rwczç7¡"w 
¡¡')

For a complete derivation of learning rules for the FNN presented here (including
parametric learning of references), hardware implementation, and network
implementation please see Appendix C.

3.3 Fuzzy Back-propagation

Fazzy neurons, more so than non-fuzzy neurons, form hierarchical multi-layered feed-
forward networks, reflecting domain knowledge in the network structure. These rules can
be implemented as simple sums of products or products of sums reflecting if-then rules, or
far more complex structures involving many individual references at different levels of the
ru1e.
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A back-propagation algorithm has been proposed t51lt56l which is suitable for feed-
forward networks with hidden layers. However, the question remains: can the standard
back-propagation algorithm [59] which is based on the generalizeddelta rule be applied to
a logic-based aggregative network?

The next section introduces the foundation of the back-propagation algorithm - the
generalized delta rule. As it happens, a broader generalization of this rule is required to
allow for non-arithmetic summation and product operators. This new extended
genenlized delta rule will then be derived, and shown to apply to both cases of arithmetic
and logic-based neurons. This will be followed by the derivation of the specific rules for
the aggregative neurons using specific triangular norms as discussed in section 3.1.
Finally, the set of referential learning rules will be presented.

3.3.1 The Generalized Delta Rule

The Generalized Delta Rule [59] uses the gradient descent of an error function to
update the weight value and learn the training pattern. For a training pattern, p, the change
to a weight in the connection from neuron i to neuron j is given as:

Lo* j, - aïr¡opi (43)

If the neuron is in the output layer, the error function can be determined directly by
comparing the desired output (the target t) to the actual output (o). Using the sum of
squared error function (24), ôo¿ for an output neuron k and training pattern p is:

ôp¿ = (t pk o rr) ' ¡'(net ot) (44)

where net is the net input to the activation function (f).

For a neuron in the hidden layer, the basic derivation is the same, except that the error
function is not directly known. Instead it is an accumulation of the partial errors from the
previous layer, relative to the connection strength between each pair of neurons. This will
be presented in more detail for the extended derivation, but for now the result for a hidden
neuron j and training pattern p is:

ôpj = )(ôer . wk) . ¡'(net o¡)
k

(4s)

As it stands there are three problems with using the generalized, d,elta rule with fuzzy
neurons. First, a feature of the fuzzy neurons is that they do not require an activation
function (f). Second, the last part of the rule (oni) is actually the derivative of the net input
to the activation function (neþ¡), which does nôt necessarily produce this result for a more
general aggregation of inputs. Finally, there is the delta itself, which needs to be further
extended to include a part of the derivative of neþ¡.

To solve these problems, an extended generalized delta rule must be developed. The
next section derives this rule following the same process as the derivation of the
generalized delta rule.
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3.3.2 The Extended Generalized Delta Rule (EGRD)

In deriving the delta rule for the output layer it is key to recall that non-fuzzy neurons
specify an activation function which typically applies bounds and possibly a non-linear
transfer to the aggregated input. This is not necessary infazzy neurons, as the aggregation
step, be it conjunctive or disjunctive, automatically performs a normalizing function. In
fact, this is a highlight of the fuzzy neuron architecture [51].

To facilitate the extension of the generalized delta rule to include logic-based neurons,
the model used for the fuzzy neuron needs to be re-thought. Figure 3.2 illustrates the fuzzy
neuron in correspondence with the more traditional neuron architecture. This consists of:
weighted synapses (possibly with a referential transform of the input), followed by initial
aggregation, followed by an activation function.

Figure 3.2 : A traditional neuron view of afuzzy oR neuron. The synapses
(arrows pointing into the neuron) can cause a referential transforrnas well
as a weighting of each input. These modified inputs are aggregated using a
triangular norm and passed to an activation function to þroduce the
neuron's output.

Since the aggregating triangular norm requires no further transformation of the input, a
linear activation function is used in the above neuron model. Continuing with the
derivation of the generalized delta rule it is recognized, that the output is simply the net
input to the activation function (denoted net) whichis also the resuliof the aggregation.

To begin the chain rule is applied to the error gradient, as is done with the generalized
delta rule:

?uo = 
ð8, .ðoot .9::þo

ðw¡r, ðog ðneto* Ari (46)

Then add one additional chain, by recognizing that the net input to the activation function
is a function of the weighted inputs. a ¡¡, is defined to be the aggregation of the output from

Neuron k

r (*,, ,,)
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neuron j (possibly the output of a referential operation) to the weight connecting neuron j
to neuron k. Unlike the specific definitions, this aggregation can be either a product or
sum, logical or arithmetic - defined solely by the choice of neuron. This produces:

?t o = 9!- .òo ú .9:', oo .ðorio
ðw ¡r ðo rt, ðnet ot ðoojo ðw ¡t,

ç+7)

(s4)

,o pk ¡ çnet où (48)

The first two terms of the RHS corresponds to the previous generalized delta.
Extending this to include the third term, the derivative of the net input with respect to the
specific weighted input from the j'th element becomes:

h=õ"pt''W 'E'p¡'=W,¡'çneto*) W.r Øs)

and the extended generalized delta rule becomes:

Lr* i, = ctõ'o¡,9!!! (so). dwjk

Given the above rule, it is now necessary to determine the first term, lEp , for both
output and hidden neurons. dopk

For an output neuron, k, the error function is directly known (24), and,the derivative is:

h=+r ¡'çnetoù W.r l--

W=-(tt-ot) (sl)

which yields for an output neuron:

õ" pk = -(tt - o¡r) . f,(ner rù Wro 
(rr)

For a hidden neuron, j, there is no target value, but instead a hidden neuron requires the
sum of partial errors derived from neurons in the next layer (k):

!'o = s ?Eo .9"'þ0 .9%ðorj Ltðnetor ðorjo î%

æ=\u'oo#;
which yields a hidden neuron error gradient of:

õ' pi =?[u,,- #). ¡,(netor) W

(s3)

(s5)
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3.3.3 Proof of EGRD

To prove that (50) is an extended generalized delta rule, it must be shown that the
EGRD does in fact reduce to either specific case of the classic (arithmetic) neuron or the
fuzzy (logic) neuron.

First, to show that the extended GDR reduces to the GDR for classic neurons, equation
(50) must be shown to reduce to (43) when implementing arithmetic product and
summation. Starting with the last term in (50):

^ðaLo, j, - uA' nr,ffi ,apjk o, . w ¡t

which now simplifies to:

Lrrj,=g.Eepk.oj

Now focussing on the error gradient:

(s6)

(s7)

(s8)

and

,netpk = }o¡t
j

so (58) becomes:

õepk =*? ¡'çnetoù. 1 = ôp¿ (60). dopk

The extended generalized delta rule now reduces to the generalized delta rule, as (57)
becomes:

Lo, j, = u"õop.o¡ (61)

Next, to show that the extended GDR reduces to the learning rule for fizzy neurons,
equation (50) must be shown to reduce to the results from section3.2 for general
triangular (t and s) norms. This is relatively straight-forward as the main difference
between the extended generalized delta rule and the rule, formalized earlier, for the fazzy
neural learning, is the derivative for the activation function. By choosing the linear
activation function to model the fuzzy neuron as a classic neuron, the derivative of the
activation function is 1.

õepk=h ¡'Tnetrr) Y*r

ðn"r ro _ ,
ã"*-r

õ" ok = 
y- t .!'t¿o' do pk do rjo

(se)

(62)

(63)Lori,-oa'roffi="WWræ
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Recognizing that net pk = o pk for a fuzzy neuron, this is what was calculated in (26) and
(33) for the OR neurôn, and (39) for the AND neuron. This is why the product was nor
replaced by a generic AND operation in (36) and (42).

3.3.4 Specific Hidden Layer EGRD:

For a neuron in a hidden layer, there remains one term of the hidden layer extended
delta that needs to be computed. This is the second term of the sum of back-propagated
errors, which weights the relative inclusion of each error from neurons in the forward
layer:

(64)

In fact, this is the only term that depends on a referential input as for the general case
for an OR neuron:

ðoooj

î%

At this point it is necessary to specify a specific reference function. However, it is
evident already that this will yield a result similar to (35) consisting of: an inclusion
reference between the three parameters of the weight, the reference value and the output of
the hidden neuron.

For the case of no reference function, (66) becomes:

þ^ t = {¡*ox(O,F(o0,,r,)+wt¡-r)loo pj do pj
(66)

#; = 
fi,*"*ro,opi+wo,- 

r)l

,wkjlopj

, *o¡2 o r¡

= rNCL(wkj,%l

3.4 The Brain Construction Kit (BCK)

The Brain Construction Kit is a Java package containing a group of classes designed to
facilitate an object-oriented and reusable resource for developing and implementing neural
networks [65]. Cunently the BCK supports five types of networks: Hopfield, Kohonen,
Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP) using either Back-propagation or Quickprop, and Radial
Basis Function.

This section provides a brief overview of the BCK, focussing on the MLp with back-
propagation and how to extend this architecture to support FNNs.

(65)

(67)

apki = F(o p¡, r j) t wkj

SubstitutinE apkj into (64) and applying the specific t-norm gives:

= {?
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3.4.L Overview

The BCK is made up of two parrs: BCK.ANN and BCK.GUI:

' BCK.ANN is the core package, providing the classes from which neural networks
can be created and manipulated.

' BCK.GUI is a graphical user interface package that provides a flexible interface to
most of the features of the BCK.ANN package.

For the purposes of incorporating this as an internal control unit to the VTP, only the
BCK.ANN package was used.

One interesting feature of the BCK.ANN package is that it does not model the
connections between neurons in the neural network object, instead it maintains a separate
synapse object for this purpose. This is important for implementing the luzzy neurons and
is discussed further in section 3.4.2.

The main classes of the BCK.ANN package are the BCKNeuron class and the
BCKNeuralNetwork class. As the names imply, these two classes represent a neuron and a
neural network, respectively, providing the basic methods or templates for methods. To
create a new neural structure one simply extends these classes to implement specific
processing functions for the neurons, as well as network building (for specific
architectures) and training functions for the neural network.

If additional functionality is needed by a specific type of neuron or type of network, it
may be necessary to add additional templates to the neuron and neural network base
classes.

3.4.2 Extensions

Extending the BCK.ANN package to implement an FNN was fairly srraighrforward,
with the exception being the modifications required to the synapse class.

To begin with, the neuron class was extended to represent a general fuzzy neuron
(BCKFuzzyNeuron). This class provides the basic triangular norms and reference
functions, as well as a data structure to indicate the type of neuron and to support
referential operations. This class is further extended by two classes, implementlng ttre
AND and OR type of fuzzy neurons. For compatibility with the MLP theseilusr", provide
a linear activation function. The last job of the neuron classes is to provide the necessary
functionality for determining individual terms in the extended generàlized delta rule.

The neural network class was extended to support construction of a fully-connected
MLP style network (BCKFNN). Unwanted connections can then be removed by simply
setting the weight parameters appropriately. Since the fuzzy neural structure realizes a
mapping to [0,1] the neuron output is always excitatory. One method to add an inhibitory
feature is to use complementary inputs. This can be described as two parallel structures,
one excitatory and one inhibitory. These two structures are finatly aggregated together to
determine which feature dominates the neuron.

This led to a problem concerning how to implement the complementary aggregation -
using a hierarchy of nodes, having neurons producing multiple outputs, o. ly *oãifying
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the synapse class to model a parametric vector affecting the input.

The last method was chosen yielding a synapse with one input and one or more
outputs. In addition, referring back to Figure 3.2,itmay be possible to move all referential
operations and parameter(s) to the synapse. This may be beneficial to other neural models
which desire more complicated synaptic modelling, and more consistent for learning
applied to referential parameters. Extending the synapse in this way is left for future work.

Finally, the FNN class was also extended to implement fuzzy back-propagation. This
class includes the main training method, as well as specialized methods for interacting
with the fuzzy neuron classes to buitd the extended generalized d,elta value for each
neuron, and to store this for use by earlier layers.

The following classes are included in Appendix B:
. BCKFuzzyNeuronjava
. BCKFuzzyORNeuronjava
. BCKFuzzyANDNeuronjava
. BCKFNNjava
. BCKFNNBpropjava
. BCKSynapsejava

The first five are the new classes added to support fuzzy neural networks. The last
class is the synapse class which underwent major revision, and is used to implement the
actual learning rule of the fuzzy back-propagation algorithm (which will be presented in
Chapter 5).

To make the finzy neural extensions more compatible with the rest of the BCK code, it
may be preferable to extend the synapse class into a fuzzy synapse, or bounded synapse
class. However, corresponding place holder methods will still be required in all of the
parent classes. This is also left to future work.
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IV. The Experiments

To develop an experimental assessment of the VTP fazzy neural controller, it was first
necessary to precisely determine how to relate the emulation environment (the Phat client/
server) to VTP. The first section in this chapter discusses the similarities and differences
between the Phat application and VTP, and the underlying network used for evaluation.
Section 4.2 provides a closer look at the fuzzy neural controller developed specifically for
operating within the Phat environment. The basic fiizzy parameters (dealing with packet
loss) are presented, and a fuzzy rule base is specified. Finally the actual fiizzy neural
network is derived from the rule base. In Section 4.3 the actual experiments are described,
focussing on the objective at each stage. This is followed by a discussion section which
introduces additional topics that naturally arise from the use of vrp.

4.L Setup

To emulate VTP, the Phat application has been set up to run on multiple servers with a
single client. To make use of the Phat application, it is necessary to modify the overall
control rules to operate specifically within the parameters of Phat. A discussion of these
issues follows.

4.1.1Phat Emulation

The general applicability of Phat as an emulation environment for VTP was discussed
in Chapter 2. However, in developing the specific controller and experimentation, it is first
necessary to look at how Phat can be used to emulate the operation of VTp.

Primarily Phat simply manages packet loss. It has no other goal to obtain or function to
follow. VTP on the other hand strives to maximize bandwidth utilization within the
confines imposed by the global controller, remote host, and network conditions.

Phat follows the simple rule that if packet loss is below an acceptable threshold then
the data rate can be increased (slowly); if the packet loss moves above the threshold then
the data rate must be throttled back. In this sense it can be thought of as performing part of
the goal of VTP, maximizing the bandwidth with respect to the network conditions.
However, with Phat there is no control over the underlying UDP buffers, and the current
implementation has difficulty servicing high data rates. Consequently, packet loss can be
quite high when using higher data rates, resulting in a severe choking oÌ bandwidth. This
cannot be helped in this emulation, but in trying to minimize the effect of buffer loss, the
upper bandwidth of each connection is artificially limited (to l0msec - see Section 5.3).

To emulate a lower bandwidth available from the server then requested by the client,
an initial bandwidth is chosen below the threshold bandwidth. Requests to than increase
the bandwidth can be thought of as the server receiving additional bandwidth from the
global controller, or as a recovery from an initial drop due to network conditions.
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4.L.2 Network

The Phat emulation was run over a 10 Mbps Ethernet LAN. The LAN was semi-
isolated during testing (on its own switch port) and, consequently, the background traffic
was kept low.

The hosts are four workstations running 'Windows NT, three of which have the Phat
server running on them and one the client. The experiments initially focussed on one client
making a single connection to one server, for the purpose of testing the basic local control
for reliable transport and then for fuzzy neural learning.

The remaining workstations were later used to create multiple single connections, to
emulate multiple connection control via the global controller. This allows for simple
experimentation with priority and re-allocation of bandwidth. In this situation, each server
has its own settings, which overrules the standard local connection, forcing an explicit
setting of parameters rather and ignoring the traditional Phat adjustment response. It is
then upto the global controller (on the client) to determine if bandwidth should be re-
allocated among the concurrent connections.

Network problems are emulated through manipulation of the servers. By delaying or
dropping packets rather then sending them as expected, a variety of network conditions/
problems can be emulated.

Network conditions (such as a specific cause and characteristic of congestion) are not
being defined beyond the scope of these experiments, nor specify an all encompassing rule
set for the controllers. The goal here is to illustrate and evaluate the use of an adaptive (via
supervised learning) rule-based system for controlling VTP, in the case of spontaneous
network problems.

4.2 Fuzzy Neural Controller

The fazzy neural controller is statically implemented within the local control thread.
When an initial connection to a server is made, the neural network is initialized (using
random weights), as are the fuzzy membership functions. The client thread can then call
one of two methods, fuzzyControl O or fuzzyTrain ( ) . The first method returns
a crisp representation of the fuzzy controller output, which is mapped into the delay
adjustment parameter. The second is used to tune the weight parametàrs that affect how
strongly each rule affects its corresponding output.

The fuzzy conffoller is illustrated in Figure 4.1, with three distinct components [54].
The first component is used to fuzzify the inputs to the controller so that they are in a form
that can be used by the fuzzy neural network. These fazzy parameters are then fed into the
FNN (the second component) which processes the input using a linguistic-based rules -
which defines the network connectivity - and produces the control reaction as a fuzzy set.
Finally, the last component resolves a crisp control value that can be used by the actual
mechanism under control (the Phat server). This last process is called de-fuzzification.

The remainder of this section goes into the specific details of deriving the fuzzy
controller, and concludes with a mapping of the standard fazzy domain representation into
afuzzy neural network.
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Figure 4.1 : The Fuzzy Controller. The design of the fuzzy controller is
split into three parts: a pre-processor used to convert (fuzzify) crisp values
to fuzzy numbers, which are then fed into the fuzzy neural network which
produces afuzzy output of the desired control. This control is then fed into
a post-processor which converts (de-fuzzifies) the fuzzy number back to a
crisp control output.

4.2.lParameters

It is possible to describe a fuzzy controller as a set of rules responding to the error and
change in error of one or more parameters [54]. The most fundamentaierror parameter
available in Phat is the apparent packet loss (referred to simply as packet loss throughout
the remainder of this work). The default Phat control uses the packet loss by itself to
determine a parameter called the "adjustment" to adjust the delay parameter on the server.
Similarly, the luzzy controller will use packet loss and change in packet loss as the input
parameters.

The packet loss and change in packet loss will be fuzzifred in a traditional manner
using ttapezoidal/triangular membership functions. Since packet loss is specified as a
percentage, its universe of discourse is bounded by 0 to l00%o packet loss. Consequently
the change in packet loss has a range of þl,ll.

Thefuzzy sets for packet loss are illustrated in Figure 4.2, withthe irumerical mapping
relative to the acceptable packet loss (aI¡lha). The packet loss is characterizeA ly-tvé
labels (one per membership function), VS for very small, S for small, M for medium, L for
latge, and VL for very large. In this case, a small loss corresponds to an acceptable loss,
and a large loss as unacceptable, with medium indicating room for improv"*"nt. The very
small and very large membership functions provide boundary conditiõns.

Similarly, the change in packet loss is defined as a fuzzy set with five membership
functions centered about zero. As with the packet loss, the numerical definition of each
membership function is based on alpha. The change in packet loss is thus charac tenzed.
by the labels zerc change, and then positive large (PL) positive small (pS) negative large
(NL) negative small (NS).
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Figure 4.2 : The fazzy Sets for (A) packet loss, (B) change in packet loss,
and (C) the control (Phat adjustment).

The final parameter required is the output, or control quantity. To use the available
control mechanism, the output is mapped into a fuzzy set representing the adjustment
parameter' This fuzzy set is defined with five membership functions labelled Inc
(increase), NC (no change), DecVS (decrease very small), DecS (decrease small) and
DecL (decrease large). Once again the actual numerical mapping of the membership
functions are related to al-pha, which now acts as a lower bounã foi the adjustment. The
upper bound of two (as shown in Figure 4.2) is also taken from the Phat control.

With the fuzzy sets defining the input and output to the FNN, it is now possible to
derive the actual rule set for the controller.

4.2.2 Rule Base

In a fuzzy system the rule base defines the overall control policy in an inherently
linguistic (rather than numeric) manner. Unlike traditional expert systems that try tô
develop exact and precise conditions , the fuzzy rule base formJ a generalization of the
desired control in a very simple and concise manner.

Let us recall that any fuzzy controller aims at mapping control rules of the form
IF input.l is A1 ÀND input2 is B5 THEN cont.rol is C¡
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where 41, Bi, and Ck come from a set of generic linguistic terms assumed by the
corresponding input and control variables. In this sense, the controller represents
qualitative domain knowledge by setting up conceptual links between the linguistic terms.

The rule base is then a concise representation of the rF-THEN control rules focusing
on the linguistic terms. The rules are specified in the form of a matrix with each axis
representing the labels, and the intersection ofeach label the rule.

The rule base for the VTP FNN is given in Table 1. It uses a two-dimensional matrix
with each row representing one label describing packet loss (i.e. a membership function),
and each column a label describing change in packet loss. The control policy (or rule) for
each combination of fuzzy input membership functions, is given at the intersection of
those membership functions.

Change in Packet Loss

NL NS Zero PS PL

VS Inc Inc Inc NC NC

S NC NC NC NC Dec VS

M NC NC Dec VS Dec VS Dec S

L Dec VS Dec VS Dec S Dec L Dec L

VL Dec S Dec L Dec L Dec L Dec L

Table lz Fuzzy RuIe Set for Packet Loss

In this rule base each possible combination has a corresponding control action.
However, certain combinations of the input may never occur, or depenáing on the exact
quantification of the sets, combinations may not be possible. For example, the rule
corresponding to a very small packet loss and a positive large change in packet loss may
simply not be possible. The process of training the network to tunl the weights should
allow for the effective pruning of both obvious and possibly less obvious rules.

4.2.3 Network Mapping

One of the main advantages of fuzzy neural networks is that they do not need to learn
their representation, instead it is provided through the domain knowiedge of the rule base.
Learning is then used to tune rather than learn the rules.

For the rule base in Table 1, the first rule is stated as:
rF Packet Loss is very smal1 

ä:.::î"i: ;ï":ä:;: """" is Nesarive Larse

This control rule can be directly mapped onto the structure of the fuzzy neural network, as
illustrated in Figure 4.3. Observe that in the case of implementing thã single rule, only a
single neuron is required. If a second rule is added that produces the same õutput, such as:
rF packer Loss is t.'o r',?"rrl 
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Packet Loss is VS

Control is Inc

Change in Packet Loss is NL

Figure 4.3 : A mapping of the first rule into a fuzzy AND neuron.

Packet Loss is VS

Change in Packet Loss is NL
Control is Inc

Change in Packet Loss is NL

Figure 4.4: A mapping of rules into a multi-layer network.

Then the control structure begins to form a layered network in a sum-of-products form
(Figure 4.4).In this form each rule is combined in a single hidden layer coniisting of alrn
neurons (the condition layer), and the output layer (control layer) is formed by on neurons
which summarize the control action.

In this manner the structure of the control FNN can be determined directly from the
rule base (i.e. the linguistic description). The control structure has two input variables with
five possible conditions for each (for a ten-neuron input layer). This results in a condition
layer (without simplification) of twenty-five two-input AND neurons. This layer then feeds
into the control layer using one oR neuron per control action for a total of nu" output
neurons.

4.3 SimulatÍons

Once the basic controller was in place, a series of simulations were designed to try to
emulate specific features of VTP. Together these simulations were meanito provide a
better understanding of the control process required by VTP and, specifically, to evaluate
the applicability of the FNN as described in the previous section.

4.3.1 General Operation

Once all modifications to the emulation environment are completed, it is first
necessary to verify the correct operation of the components. The first series of simulations
were thus designed to validate the use of negative acknowledgements, illustrate how this
can be used to maximize assigned bandwidth usage, and provide a baseline for further
simulations.
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To accomplish this, the modified Phat was first tested with its original control. This
was followed by initial simulations to evaluate the FNN. Before proceeding any revisions
to the FNN, or emulation environment, were implemented as required. The finat
introductory simulations include modest training of the network, with the goal of verifying
the correctness of the supervised learning scheme, as well as the back-propagation
algorithm and chosen parameters.

All of these simulations were performed using a single client and a single server. The
network was monitored using an independent machine to ensure there was no actual
congestion, thus any packet loss during the simulations could be traced to the host.

Together these simulations provided the basis for the VTP control, allowing the
investigation of specific features to continue.

4.3.2 Learning

The next set of simulations were designed to investigate the potential of training to
tune the weight parameters in the controller. These simulations again consisted of a single
connection between the client and server, but now with the server modified to emulate
some degree of congestion.

Tuning of the connection strengths in the controller was performed initially after each
segment had been transferred. During the transfer of a segment, the actual inpuloutput
pairs were retained. After each control output had been applied to the network, a training
parameter was developed by monitoring its affect over the next group of packets, as well
as the cumulative effect over the entire segment.

4.3.3 Multiple VTP Connections

At this stage the testing was ready to simulate the ability of the global controller to
oversee each local controller, and observe the reaction of individual connections to these
changes.

The global controller monitors and allocates bandwidth to each of the local controllers.
By using multiple connections, implemented as a single connection to each of multiple
servers, it is possible to simulate the effect of the global controller when there is more than
one VTP connection. By providing different settings at each of the servers we can simulate
the bandwidth allocation to different types of applications. This could also be the result of
applications assigned different priorities l.

The use of multiple connections can also be used to simulate concurrent flows
experiencing different network conditions. Again this is provided through different server
settings on each host.

4.4 Discussion

This section presents a short discussion on the application of VTP on the server side

l. Priorities can be provided via a user interface in the application, parameters of the application or
even from the operating system.
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(which was not part of the emulation environment), and a brief look at some additional
characteristics which could be applied to the general control.

4.4.1, Server Side Global Controller

The global controller, unlike the local controllers, can develop a sense of the overall
network situation. For example, by monitoring connection requests, and usage statistics
from the local connections, the global controller can try to manipulate individual flows to
try to maintain some degree of service, providing graceful degradation rather than abrupt
system failure.

One example of such a catastrophic failure is the result of a malicious attack on a
server, such as a denial of service attack (DoS). A DoS attack attempts to make an
exceedingly large number of fake connections, using up network resources until a server
can no longer service valid connections [11]. At the very least this results in a loss of
service to valid connection attempts; at worst it can take down a server (and possibly the
network).

The VTP controller rules can be modified to try to provide a graceful degradation of
service under extreme load by re-allocating bandwidth and reducing the level of service
available to new connections.

Furthermore the global controller can try to classify the current condition and
determine if it is in fact due to a DoS attack. As this classification becomes more positive,
active measures can be taken to classify/drop hostile connections.

4.4.2 Alternative Parameters

The fuzzy controller developed in this thesis is based on one parameter of error, the
packet loss. It may, however, be useful to investigate other pãrameters that can be
calculated from packet arrival. In addition, there are many network metrics which if they
could be obtained reliably, would be very useful.

Delay Characteristics

Inter-packet delay (within a block) can be used to give the controller an idea of the
active jitter rate in the network. It may not be useful to try to match the data flow
parameters to this rate, but there may be some useful information, possibly over longer
durations such as during a bulk transfer.

As mentioned throughout the thesis, the packet loss parameter is actually perceived
packet loss. Another characteristic related to delay is the arrival of out-of-orãer packets,
specifically, but not limited to, those that have been characterized as packet loss and which
resulted in a re-transmission request.

Burst Characteristics

Instead of focussing on the individual packet, the data block that is burst can also be
evaluated. An error parameter could be based on what percentage of a block arrives, and if
they arrive out-of-order. Also, an inter-block deray can be evaluated.
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Network Metrics

Possibly the most useful information would be actual information regarding the
current and changing state of the physical end-to-end network. Much work is being done
to develop both passive and active techniques for determining these characteristics [73].
Probably the most useful to vrP would be the Bandwidth-Delay-product (BDp).

The simplified. BDP is calculated by multiplying the round trip time (RTT), which can
be approximatedl using the ping piotocol, by the maximum bandwidth of the least
capable hop in the route from source to destination. Unfortunately, there is currently no
method for quickly and easily obtaining the maximum bandwidth of the least capable hop.

Nevertheless, as new measurement techniques are developed, it may be worthwhile to
investigate their usage in VTP.

1. Ping uses ICMP echo request messages which are not necessarily treated the same as TCp/Ip
packets at intervening nodes (routers), or subject to data processing delays.
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V. The Results

Preliminary results have been quite promising for using FNNs to provide for local
connection control in the emulation environment.

In the initial simulations the emulation environment was found to be generally
suitable, within certain guidelines. Specific problems encountered with the fiizzy
controller in general and the fazzy neural network specifically were identified and
corrected.

The first two sections of this chapter deal specifically with these issues beginning with
a discussion of the fuzzy rule base and a redesign of the fuzzy controller. This is followed
by an investigation of a problem discovered with the learning algorithm, and the
development of a luzzy back-propagation algorithm. Finally, a brief section summarizes
the general findings on using Phat to emulate VTP, with the modified FNN acting as a
local (per flow) controller.

The last two sections then discuss the results obtained from tuning the controller under
varying conditions, and the simulation of the effect of the global controller.

5.1 The Fuzzy Controller

Preliminary results after switching Phat to use the fizzy controller, were quite good.
Starting with smaller file transfers (< 1 MB), the controller provided a reliable transport as
the bandwidth allocation to the connection was increased. However, over the lifetime of
the connection there was a general trend towards a reduced datarate, despite the fact that
the controller increased the data rate more often than decreasing it.

When larger files were used (> 20 MB) the delay quickly grew. The main difference
between the control of the smaller and the larger file being that the number of times the
delay is re-evaluated also grew The problem was that the control value being generated
was quite small for most increases, compared to the magnitude of the leis frequent
decreases.

By examining the specific numerical results, the problem became apparent. The fuzzy
set control had been designed based on the original control structure. In particular, the
universe of discourse and the membership functions had been made relative to ai.¡,¡.a.
While this made sense for small corrective responses, it did not allow for a response to a
periodic large decrease.

The first change made was to extend the set boundary to accommodate a fast recovery
from any aperiodic large decrease. As the control action is multiplicative, the lower bound
was reduced to 0.5 for symmetrical control. Also, rather than defining a control action to
mimic the Phat control, the membership functions were reformulated in a more traditional
fizzy sense. The new fuzzy set is illustrated in Figure 5.1, still using five membership
functions. These functions have been re-labelled as PL (positive large), pS (positivê
small), ONE (no change), NS (Negative Small), and NL (negative targã¡. This is a more
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traditional approach centered about the zero change membership function (in this case
representing a control value of 1). The figure is shown with a non-linear universe of
discourse to better illustrate the relation of the membership functions relative to their
control.

Figure 5.1 : RevisedFazzy Set for Control Output.

After a few simulations with the revised control, it was determined that this would
suffice. The new rule base for the vrP FNN is presented in Table 2.

Change in Packet Loss

NL NS Zero PS PL

VS PL PL PL PS PS

S PS PS PS PS ONE

M PS PS ONE NS NS

L ONE ONE NS NL NL

VL NS NL NL NL NL

Table 2:Fuzzy Rule Set for Packet Loss

5.2 Fuzzy Learning Re-Visited

With the modified fuzzy controller in place, the initial indications was that
controller could better achieve the goals of VTP, maximizing bandwidth usage. The
step was to test the back-propagation algorithm for tuning the fuzzy rule base. At
point a problem with the general learning algorithm quickly became apparent.

The problem lies in the very essence of the learning rule (23) that was used:

wn"* = woro* Lw

The actual observed problem was quite small given that a representation is not being
learned, merely tuning the relative parametric representation alrèady derived. However in
theory the problem is a fundamental error to the approach used, given that for logic-based
neurons the weight is defined to be an element of [0,1]. Unfortunately no bounds were in
place at the learning rule to insure that this condition was maintained.
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In re-examination the basic back-propagation algorithm using the extended
generalized delta rule the cause of this problem was found to be two-fold. The first
problem deals with the arithmetic addition in the learning rule itself. Being an unbounded
operation, the weights have the potential to exceed their required bounds. The most
obvious solution was to replace this with some kind of triangular norms (an s-norm for
incrementing and a t-norm for decrementing).

This lead to the second problem, that of using a bounded function to update the weight
requires a re-examination of the actual change in weight to be used. Otherwise, an
unbounded change in weight function has the potential to overwhelm any weight value,
thus changing the nature of the parametric tuning to one of extreme oscillation.

Of course this type of problem is not new to neural networks and is the reason for the
error derivative being proportional to the change in error. Thus a learning rate parameter is
often used as a method to limit, and in some networks reduce over time, the effect of the
weight changes on the network. Tlpically in fuzzy neural systems this problem is dealt
with by using a very small learning rate, on the order of <10-3 [55].

Within the extended generalized delta rule it is the summation of back-propagated
errors which is unbounded. The upper bound of the summation is limited only by
knowledge of the network structure, i.e. the number of neurons that are fed in the next
layer. Since the maximum magnitude of each back-propagated error from the output layer
is 1, then for any neuron in the hidden layer the sum teÍn is at most M, where the neuron
feeds into M output neurons. As a generalization it can then be said that for any neuron in
a hidden layer, the maximum sum term is a product of the number of neurons in the later
layers.

With this knowledge the maximum sum/error term for any neuron in the network can
be specified as being the maximum sum term of lay er 2, or the product of the dimension of
layers 3 through N, where N is the output layer.

Because all of the other terms are elements of [0,1] or [-1,1], this product is also the
maximum change in weight: L, Mor. This term can be used to guarantee that the
magnitude of the weight change maps into [0,1] for any connection strength in a feed-
forward network. with this in place the new learning rule was developed.

Having mapped the magnitude of the change in weight to [0,1], triangular no11ns can
be applied to aggregare the old weight with the weight change.

The learning rule now becomes:

Í wold s Lwnor*
w ={new 

'rorott r"r*
where the normalized change in weight is:

,Âw)0
,Lw<0

(68)

(6e)L'no,*=l#l
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Using the Lukasiewicz triangular norms, (29) and (30), the new learning rule is simply
bounded addition and subtraction.

In essence what this does is to replace the standard notion of the learning rate as a
network-independent parameter. This idea is replaced by one in which the final learning
rate is partly network-independent and partly network-dependent, in essence:

(70)

In this way the level of learning (aindrprndrr) can be maintained in a consistent and
meaningful manner, which is separate fróm the use of the learning rate to compensate for
network dimensionality.

Thus the fuzzy back-propagation algorithm is defined by applying the learning rule
from (68) with the extended generalized delta rule.

5.3 Initial Simulations

After correcting the problems with both the fuzzy controller and the underlying
learning rule for the FNN, the initial simulations were repeated.

These simulations began by verifying the use of negative acknowledgements and
found them capable of a reliable method for bulk transport. Also, an imporiant baseline
condition was observed for use in future simulations.

This was the data rate at which UDP buffer lossl became prevalent. In essence this is
caused by the overhead of the emulation environment (Phat) running over UDp. With no
direct buffer control using the UDP socket interface, this is a fundamental limit in the
remaining simulations. To properly analyze the remaining tests, the upper bound of the
VTP controller (i.e. the allocated bandwidth) was always specified below this limit.

The limit was obtained by progressively increasing the data rate (decreasing the burst
delay) and observing the packet loss. The same 20 MByte test file was transferred 5 times
at each delay setting, varying the delay2 from 50 to I msec. The results are summari zed,in
Table 3. The results are relative to the evaluation size (the number of packets to receive
before evaluating a control decision), which was set to 50. The param"i"rs a." maximum
number of packets received (Max) minimum number received (Min), average number of
packets received (Avg), the absolute number of packets lost (Abs. Loss), and ihe measured
bandwidth (BW).

The measured bandwidth, even before packet loss occurred, is well below the
theoretical bandwidth for each given delay setting. This is because the actual bandwidth is
a function of three delay parameters. First there is the transmission delay of the bits on the
wire (approximately 5 ms per block), second there is the processing deiay, and third there
is the explicit block delay. Overall, before packet loss started, the efficiency of the transfer

1. Recall that the test network is an isolated 10 Mbps LAN segment.
2' The delay in the emulation environment is specified as an integer in milliseconds, so the mini-

mum delay available is I msec.
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increased ftom 257o to 3l%o of the theoretical maximum data rute (ignoring processing
time) as the delay decreased.

Table 3: Evaluation of UDP buffer loss for block delays of 50 down to 1 millisecond.

After losses began, the data rate fell and then picked up again as the difference
between the increased data rate and the retransmission favoured the data rate. However the
efûciency fell off noticeably to under 20To.

For comparison, a standard TCP-based FTP clientl was tested in the same manner to
transfer the same file in the test environment. The average transfer rate for this file transfer
client was 802.26 Kbps. This was surpassed by VTP as the inter-block delay was
decreased below 15 msec.

It is important to note that the actual data throughput improves even with packet loss
and re-transmission. This helps to validate the basic precept of the control strucìure; that a
level of acceptable packet loss can be used to improve the effective bandwidth usage.

With these baselines in place, the maximum bandwidth allocated to a connection for
the latter simulations was set to correspond to a r0 msec delay.

5.3.1 Testing Controlled Tbansfer

After the initial simulations had resulted in the redesign of the fuzzy controller, a test
of the controlled file transfer was repeated. This time the fazzy controller performed well
on its own, and in the case of achieving and maintaining maximum data rate it excelled.

Over the lifetime of the bulk transfer, the original Phat controller hardly increased its
data rate, despite no, or very little, data loss. Unregulated, the VTP controller consistently
balanced the data rate with a delay between 10 and 6 msec, even when started at 50.
Consequently the VTP controller exhibited greater packet loss, and generated more traffic
via re-transmission requests. This was successful in relation to the basic goals of VTp,

Delay
(msec) 50 40 30 20 15 10 9 I 7 6 5 4 3

,,
L

Max.
(0-so) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Min.
(0-s0) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 49 48 47 46 47 46 JJ 15

Avg.
(0-50) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 49.97 49.90 49.78 49.75 49.60 49.32 48.68 47.26

Abs. Loss
(packets) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 20 48 56 89 149 290 602

BW
(Kbps) 222 275 360 528 68s 992 1050 1101 rt12 tt40 996 936 998 tt52 1496

1. The FTP client used is ws_Frp LE v5.08, and the seryer was the rwAR FTpD v1.7.
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managing to find and stay close to a maximum data rate, within the acceptable parameters
of packet loss. The original Phat controller needed to start much closer to its final value
(within 10 msec) and was more conservative in maintaining it. This was similar to the
result of the original finzy rule set described in section 5.1. Even within these limitations,
and reducing the alpha parameter to 90Vo packet throughput, the original Phat control did
not achieve the same overall throughput.

One possible improvement to the fuzzy controller would be to add additional
membership functions for the controller fuzzy set to increase the resolution, in particular,
about the no change point (ONE).

5.4 Ttrning the Controller

With the initial simulations completed a basic functioning FNN-based controller for
VTP was available for further evaluation. The next stage was to try and tune the FNN to
respond to a specific network condition. This condition was a simple congestion-like
packet loss emulated at the server side by dropping randomly selected packets.

To perform supervised training, a target value must be known for a specific set of
inputs. To accomplish this with real time data, a training value had to be calculated after
the result of applying the current control action is known, i.e. by observing the next set of
packet statistics. That is, there is no pre-defined (off-line) training set for training and
testing with this application. It is therefore necessary to actually develop the target value
during training by observing the result of each contror operation.

Each time the fuzzy controller is activated, the fuzzy inputs and the corresponding
\rty control output are stored in a training pair. After the next control decision is made-,
the result of the control action is known, and the new control action is compared to the
previous control action to determine atatgetvalue. This then replaces the original control
action in the training pair. After each segment is completed, the accumulated tiaining pairs
are used to train the network.

5.4.1 Results of Thning the Controller

A 20 MByte file was transfered using the modified Phat (with training enabled) and a
5Vo randompacket drop set on the server, to generate the training data.Thls data was used
to tune the FNN controller. Figure 5.2 shows the control surface generated by the FNN-
based controller both before and after tuning.

Since the target value is not known, but calculated based on the result, a scheme to
determine the target was first implemented that used the maximal change. The results from
this first scheme were poor, resulting in oscillating of the tuning valuãs, with little or no
actual change between iterations. To correct this, a second scheme which compared the
calculated control value to the result produced by that change was implemented. This
produced a more stable tuning over time.
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Figure 5.2 : FNN control surfaces; (a) before tuning and (b) after tuning.
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To test the effectiveness of tuning in the controller data transfers were performed both
with varying file size and varying percentage of packet loss. Figure 5.3 shows a
comparison of transferring files of various size ranging from 1 to 100 Mbyte both before
and after tuning the controller, and Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of transferring the same
file both before and after tuning the controller, but with varying percentages of dropped
packets. Both comparisons show a small improvement after tuning (between 2 and.3
percent).
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Figure 5.3 : Graph of throughput for varying file sizes with constant error
rate (5Vo).
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Figure 5.4 : Graph of throughput for transferring the same file (20 Mbyte)
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5.4.2 Discussion

In general this is a promising result, showing a small but steady improvement from a
simple on-line tuning session. However the tuning itself presented a result that was not
expected. The idea was that the tuning would be used to improve the reaction to the
simulated network congestion. In short the tuning was to improve the detecting and re-
acting to congestion of a certain characteristic, and therefore improve throughput. That
characteristic was expressed as packet loss, and was independent of data length. As a
result an improvement was sought over the first case (varying the file size) but was not
expected to as great a degree when varying the percentage of packet dropped.

Re-evaluating this experiment it was found to be fundamentally flawed. That is, the
implementation of network congestion - random packet dropping at the server - does not
in fact describe congested behavior. Because each packet was evaluated independently,
there was no relation between control reaction and future performance with regards to
packet loss.

Instead what the controller tuning seemed to respond to, and where a performance
improvement was found, was in the minimizing of re-transmission losses. When the phat
server goes into re-transmission mode it does not use the same controlled transmission as
with the original transmission. As a result when large numbers of packets are requested to
be re-transmitted, they are all burst, and buffer losses occur, resulting in repeated re-
transmission requests. Thus the re-transmission mode has the characteristic of a damped
oscillation, with each subsequent re-transmission reducing until reaching zero.

The tuned controller tries to minimize this occurrence through increased reaction
when immediate losses occurs. This seems to improve throughput by reducing short
periods of loss, then quickly recovering, thus having fewer re-transmissions at a time. This
is most evident by the largest improvement corresponding to the largest packet loss (25Vo
drop rate - Figure 5.4).

In this manner tuning was successful. Even with a low number of trials where the error
is not statistically significant, each transfer showed an improvement and the results in all
cases are repeatable.

5.5 A Simple Gtobal Controller

The control in Phat employs a hierarchical approach with a global control
(FSTPControljava) that assigns segments of a file to each local conneition thread. A
single file transfer is setup in Phat using single connections to multiple (three) servers in
order to emulate multiple simultaneous VTp connections.

This global controller was modified to implement a simple bandwidth broker to re-
allocate bandwidth during the lifetime of the connections. The modifications included
keeping track of the number of segments allocated to each connection (to represent
bandwidth - more segments correspond to higher throughput), specifying initial maximum
bandwidth to each connection and after the 40'th segment was allocate¿, to re-evaluate the
maximum connection bandwidth and re-allocate if necessary. Once again the bandwidth is
specified by a delay parameter, with a gtobal maximum bandwidth of 10 msec delay.
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Initially each connection is then allocated lO*(number of segments) msec delay. So for the
three connections, each is initially set with a maximum of 30 msec. Re-allocation is hard
encoded to retain a global 10 msec delay over all of the connections.

To provide different connection statistics, the servers are modified with a pre-set
maximum delay (over-riding the initial setup). This is to emulate a heavily loaded server
or lower bandwidth connection. In this way the servers use the lower of this maximum
delay setting, or the connection delay parameter.

Two tests are run; first with one server set to a high delay value (connection 3), and the
other two set evenly. Then, using the same setup, a priority value is introduced to the first
connection made by the global conffoller (at the client).

5.5.1 Testing the Global Controller

In the first test the delay parameters were set so that the connection(s) unable to meet
their assigned bandwidth (based on segments) would have the delay increase by 20 msec
increments, with the freed bandwidth shared proportionally among the connections able to
utilize their assigned bandwidth.

As summaùzed in Table 4, without using a priority, the bandwidth allocated to
connection 3 was reduced from a 30 msec to a 50 msec delay. The freed bandwidth was
then re-allocated evenly to the first two connections (which had reques ted, li segments
each) to reduce their delay from 30 to 25 msec.

Initial Delay
After 40

Segments
(No Priority)

After 40
Segments
(Priority)

Connection I 30 25 22

Connection 2 30 25 30

Connection 3 30 50 50

Thble 4: Results of using a global bandwidth broker to re-allocate bandwidth from a
low bandwidth connection (#3) to high bandwidth connections (#1 and #2).

The second test used a priority value assigned to differentiate between the two high
bandwidth connections. The priority rule was set to first re-allocate bandwidth eveniy
among connection(s) with highest priority until reaching preset connection maximums (20
msec delays for individual connections in this test). Any remaining bandwidth is then
distributed to connections with the next level of priority, and so on.

As shown in Table 4 (with priority), connection 3 again had its bandwidth reduced (to
a 50 msec delay). This time all of the available bandwidth was re-allocated to the first
connection (which had the highest priority), while the second connection was left
unchanged.
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VI. Conclusion

6.L Overview

The work presented in this thesis brings together transport protocols and
computational intelligence to try and improve upon the state of modern data network
communication.

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the dominant transport layer protocol in
use today, providing a reliable connection oriented service. However the windows based
control applies an artificial limitation on bandwidth utilization. As the distance (measured
in packet latency) increases so does the limitation of TCP on the bandwidth utilization. A
readily available alternative to TCP is UDP, the User Datagram Protocol, which provides
an unreliable connectionless service. UDP can be used by any application to avoid the
overhead of TCP, however as its description implies, it provides no service to applications
which may require some or all or the services of TCP. This is a very inefficient manner in
which to solve the inherent limitations of TCp.

To overcome the limitations of these two protocols a new transport layer protocol was
developed in this thesis called the versatile transport protocol (VTP). It ;ims to avoid the
bandwidth limitation of TCP through the use of negative acknowledgements and active
rate based control. Furthermore, unlike either TCP or UDP, VTP strives for versatility in
providing a range of services as desired by the application. These services range from a
fully reliable connection-oriented service (similar to TCP with big windows) all the way
down to an unreliable connectionless service even more basic than uDp.

To do this VTP makes use of both session and presentation layers to implement areas
of reliability that are not part of the core transport protocol. This allows for the re-
introduction of security as an element of reliability, providing a standard interface for
encryption or authentication algorithms. It also adds flexibility with a framework for
easily adding standardized algorithms for data manipulation such as compression as well
as having the added benefit of streamlining the processing requirementsìf the transport
layer.

VTP uses two levels of control, a global controller which acts as a bandwidth broker to
ingoming and outgoing connections on the local host and a local (per session) controller,
which independently controls each network connection.

To implement the control in VTP this thesis proposes afuzzy neural controller with in-
situ learning. This would allow each connection (via its local controller) to adapt its
connection parameters to the perceived network conditions over the lifetime of the
connection.

To implement the fuzzy neural controller, a fazzy back-propagation algorithm is
developed. In developing this algorithm the basic generalized ¿ãrtá.ute (GDR) for back-
propagation in arithmetic neurons was extended to include logic-based neurons. By
extending the GDR, we are able to design and implement arbitrary feed-forward neural
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structures, without the need for custom implementations. In doing this not only are
arithmetic and logic neurons unified, but also a foundation is laid for a hardware-based
reconfi gurable fuzzy processing unit.

Unlike arithmetic neurons the connection strengths for logic neurons must also be
bounded. This led to the first modification of the fuzzy back-propagation algorithm, to
guarantee the correctness of the connection strength parameters during training. This led
to a second modification, requiring a different view of the learnin g rate, one that
incorporates both a network independent as well as a network sensitive part.

In addition to contributions made to fiizzy neural network control theory, this work
illustrates the viability of fuzzy control as applied to telecommunication applications such
as bandwidth brokering within the confines of an IP network. In addition, the study
illustrates the role that fuzzy control can play in improving end-to-end performance by
adaptation to host and./or network bottlenecks.

6.2 Results

The initial data transfers showed that the emulation environment could achieve greater
than 307o efficiency (relative to the theoretical maximum data rate) before UDP buffer
losses became a factor. After overcoming the overhead due to buffer loss, the bandwidth
usage and the actual data rate still increased to nearly double the measured bandwidth
usage of a TCP-based FTP transfer under the same conditions. Despite the overall gain in
bandwidth usage and effective data rate, the efficiency once packet loss began dropped
significantly (to less than207o).

This was used to form a baseline for further experiments within the emulation
environment. A minimum delay setting for further experiments was set to restrict packet
loss to the explicit dropped packets (representing network losses). This limit, set into phat,
was a minimum delay of 10 msec (corresponding to the maximum bandwidth allocation
by the global controller in VTP). It also illustrates the underlying importance of active
buffer control for reliable data transport (i.e. flow control).

The remaining initial transfers showed that the FNN-based fuzzy controller with the
updated rule base outperformed the Phat controller in achieving and maintaining the data
transfer at a maximum data rate (as limited by the acceptable packet loss). To reduce the
oscillation about the maximum data rate (when packet loss occurs) the control fuzzy set
may be extended to increase the control resolution about the ONE (no change) label.

With the basic transfer mechanism and learning algorithms in place on line tuning was
performed. The results showed a2-3Vo improvement over transferring various sized files,
and with varying degree of packets loss. However the results also illustrated that the
experiments with tuning were ill designed. Most importantly the method of packet loss did
not properly recreate a form of congestion, instead the loss was unrelated to data rate.
Secondly the Phat control variable (a delay multiplier) is not the actual desired target of
the VTP control scheme. In addition the actual tuning (in-situ supervised training) wãs not
well adapted to the problem with no known optimal target value.

The actual improvement seems to come from another problem in the actual phat
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server, which can result in repeated loss of packets during re-transmission. The tuning
appeared to actually minimize this loss, illustrated by the increased improvements with the
higher packet drop rates.

The last tests were used to illustrate the functioning of the hierarchical VTP control.
The global control was found to perform as desired, first re-allocating bandwidth from a
connection with low bandwidth use to the connections with high bandwidth uses, within
the confines of the maximum available bandwidth. Then using an additional priority
parameter the bandwidth was similarly re-allocated but from low to high with higher
priority being service first. It should be stressed that this was unused bandwidth being re-
allocated. It is also desirous for the global controller to actually re-allocate used
bandwidth (thus reducing the actual bandwidth usage of existing connections) in order not
to choke off new connections when little or no bandwidth is left un-allocated or unused.

6.3 Future Work

There are many areas in which future work could continue what has been started in
this thesis.

The main limitation in this thesis was not having a working transport protocol, but
relying on the Phat application to emulate specific aspects of the protocol. The primary
focus of future work should be to implement VTP as a transport protocol (as opposed to
emulating it with an application over UDP). Once developed this may be used in either a
network simulator or over actual test networks to properly compare VTP with TCp, UDp,
or other transport protocols, as well as to properly evaluate different control architectures.

6.3.1 VTP

Specifically with respect to VTP, the following poinrs highlight key aspecrs to
continue the work started here:

' Implement VTP as a transport protocol, rather then emulating it over UDp.
. Investigate other error metrics.
. Protocol offload engines.

6.3.2 Computational Intelligence

The first questions that came to mind while performing the test transfers was how and
what can we properly learn in this environment. The reason for using in-situ learning was
to allow individual flows to react to individual network conditions through observed traffic
characteristics. This leads to many potential alternatives:

' Use unsupervised learning to try and classify various network conditions offline,
then try to detect them on-line.

' Use pre-determined responses to different classes, with the weighting reflecting
the degree of belonging to a class.

' Use greater resolution around the neutral control point in the luzzy control set.
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appendix A: The main Phat classes with modifications
to emulate VTP with Fuzzy Neural Control:

The following sections of this appendix contain the source code for the Phat classes
that were modified to emulate VTP and support Fuzzy Neural Networks. These comprise
the three main classes used by the Phat client:

Appendix 4.1 - FsTPControllerjava

' the main controller class, containing the class MultiConnectionHandler, which
provides the global control over all concurrent phat connections.

Appendix A.2 - PhatClienrjava

' the control class for each client connection - used to implement the FNN for the
local control of each connection.

Appendix 4.3 - FsTPClienrjava

' the basic client class for receiving and handling incoming packets for each seg-
ment - Phat uses this class to determine when packet loss should be evaluated.

The original Phat code is available from:

http: / /vw¡w.phatpackets .com/
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A..1 FsTPControllerjava

package com. phatpackets. f stp. c1íent ;

import com.phatpackets. fstp. * ;
import com.phatpackets. fstp. client. BitsetpacketTracker;
import com. phatpackets. f stp. uti1. Screenoutputst.ream;
import com. phatpackets. uti1. Guard;

import java.net. *; / /fix
import java.io.*;
import j ava . ut i 1 . NoSuchEl ement.Except.ion,
import java. ut.í1. StringTokenizer;
import. java. util .Vectori

* Title:
* Descript.ion:
* Copyright: CopyrighL (c) 2001
* Company:
* Gauthor Greg Jaman, Chris Buzunis
* Gversion l-.0
* GauLhor modified by C. H. poskar, tvlay 2002* Gversion support for Bandwidth Broker

public class FsTpController implements CommandConstants {

private Phat.Client controlm;
prj-vate long fileSize;
private long lastseqfd;
public screenoutput.stream outs =new screenoutputst.ream (system. out) ;

private st.atic int conIDS=O,.
public static packet.Tracker packetTracker;
public static int numConnecLions = 1,.
prívate Vector mservers;
public static j-nt serverlndex = l-;
privat.e Vector connections;
private String host;

privat.e longi startTime;
public Vector phatData;
private int. adjustsize;
/ /for the sendm stuff
private long offset. = 0;'private long first.Block = 0;

DataStorage datastore,.
private St.atsI,istener stat.sl,istener;
/ / not sure about. these
private long currAdjustseqEnd; // Inclusive
private int currRcvSize;
/ / Tgnore some t.ransients
private boolean firstTime = t.rue;
public FSTPController(phatClient control) {

this. controlm = control,.
this.host = control.host;
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connecti-ons = new VectorO;
con¡rections. add (new multiConnectionHandl_er (controlm) ) ;

)

public FsTPcontroller(Phatcl-ient control,long filesize, int. numcon, vector
mServers) {

t.his.controlm = control;
this. fileSize= fileSize;
this.host = control.host;
this . numConnec tions=numCon;
this.mservers= mservers ;
connect.ions = new VectorO;
connections . add (new multiConnectionHandler ( controlm) ) ;

)

publíc slmchronized void getFile(string filename) throws roException{
buildControls ( ) ;
final String fileName = filename;
/ /how about set. the ports in teh buil_dcontrols?
if(!setportsO)

reLurni
if(!setDelayO)

return;
/ /**do the stuff to set up the file
trv {

File file = new File(fi1eN );//added t.he M for now
datastore = nev/ RandorÀccessstorag.e (new File (f ileName+,,M,, ) ) ; / / added, the M

) caLch (FileNotFoundExcept.ion ex) {
Syst.em.out.println(',phat: File \'. + filename + "\' cannot be written to.,,);
return,.

]
/ /end of file set. up

phatData = new Vector O ¡ / /do this somewhere el_se??

for( int i=0; i<connections.sizeO; i++¡ I
final int j = i;
final phatClient. control = ( (multiConnectionHandler)

connections . elementÀt ( í ) ) . control ;final FSTPClient client = ( (multiConnectionHandler)
connections. elementAt ( i ) ) . client ;final multiConnectionHandler conH = (multiConnectionHandl-er)
connections . elementAt ( i ) ;

trv{
sendSENDMCmd ( f ileName, conH) ;
control . waitForReply ( ) ;
String rply = control.rplye.popg;
if ( l rp1y. startswith (FILE_INFO_RPLY) ) return;
conH. tok = new StríngTokenizer(rply) ;
conH. tok. nextToken ( ) ;
conH.t.ok,nextTokenO ¡ / / FILESIZE
client. setFilesize (Long.parselong (conH. tok.nextroken( ) ) ) ;
conH. Èok. nextToken ( ) ; /,/ STREAMID
client. setstreamfd(Integer.parsefnt (conH. tok.nextToken( ) ) ) ;
conH.tok.nextTokenO ; // SERVERPORT
client . connect ( cont.rol . socket . getrnetAddress ( ) , rnteger . parsernt (

conH. tok.nextToken( ) ) ) ;
iflj==6¡ 1

//onÌ-y need one packettrackerl
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createPacketTracker ( c1 ient ) ;
)
if ( j ==connections. size ( ) -l_) {

outs. clearScreen O ;
outs . goTo (2 , t\ ;

outs.print(" runníng...,') ;

)
startTime = SysLem. current.Timel¿il1is ( ) ;
new Thread(new RunnableO {

public void runO {
trY{
while ( sendBoundCmd ( f ileName. conH) ) {

conH. guard. resetGuard ( ) ;
client.receiveDat.aM(phatData,conH.minj-PacketTracker,datastore,conH.conld);
conH. subBlockcount++ ;
conH. guard. waitGuard ( ) ;
firewriteToFile ( ) ;

)

]catch(IOException e) { }
)

)).startO;
) catch (NoSuchEtementException ex) {

System. out.pri_nt.ln ( ,'phat: Invalid server repIy. ,, ) ;
ret.urn;

]
catch(Exception e) {

System. out . print.ln ( ', f ound an error ! " ) ;
)

)

trY{
wait O ;
//*this seems like a safe spot to close all t.he connections
f or ( int i=0,. i<connections . s j_ze ( ) ; i++¡ 1

mult.iConnectionHandler corì]I = (multiConnectionHandler)connections.elementAt(i);
conH. client. . doneRcv ( ) ;
conH. client. cl_ose ( ) ;

)
)catch ( InterruptedExcept.ion e) { }

)

private boolean connectionsAct.iveO {
for(int i=0; i<connections.sizeO; í++) {
if (! (offset>=lastseqld) ) return true;
i f ( ( (mul tiConnectionHandler ) connections . elementAt ( i ) ) . minipacketTracker ! =nulI ) {if ( I ( (multiConnectionHandler)

connections . elementAt ( i ) ) . minipacketTracker , isComplete ( ) )return true;
]

)
ret.urn f alse;

)

public slmchronized void firelirtriteToFile ( ) {
for(int i=0; í<connections.sizeO; i++¡ 1

if ( ! (offset.>=Iastseqrd) ) return,.
i f ( ( (muttiConnectionHandler ) connec tj_ons . elementÀt ( i ) ) . minipacket.Tracker I =nul 1 ) iif ( | ( (multiConnect.ionHandler)

con¡rect.ions . elementAt ( i ) ) . miní packetTracker . i sComplete ( ) )reLurn;
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)

long time = System.currentTj_meMitlisO - startTime;
try{
Thread.sleep(1000) ¡ //waít a second before we write??

]
catch(Exception e)
{}
trY{
Outputstream outf;
outf = new Bufferedoutputstream(new Fileoutputstream( "results. txt', ) ) ;
String towrit.e = new SLring ( ) ;
towrite = "Number connections : " + numconnect.ions+" \n ";
outf . write ( toV'Irite. getByt.es ( ) ) ;
toWrite ="phat: DONE - " + fileSize + " bytes received ín " + time/1000.f +,,s ("

+ (float) ((double)fileSize / (double)time / 1,.024) + " kB/s).\n";
outs . goTo ( 2 , numconnections+7 ) ;
outs . print. ( toWrite) ;
outf .write ( tovùriLe. get.Bytes ( ) ) ;
outs . print.ln ( " \ t\ tneporter: " ) ;
multiConnect.ionHandler tempCH ;
for(ínt j=0; jcconnec¡ions.sizeO; j++) {

tempcH = ( (multiconnectionHandler) connect.ions. elementAt ( j ) ) ;
toWrite = " ["+t.empcH.conld+,' "+ tempcH.thisHost+"] - num subBl-ocks: ,,

+ t.empcH. subBlockCount + " 1¡r' .

outs.print (toWrite) ;
outf .write ( toWrite. getBytes ( ) ) ;

]
out.f .closeO;
]catch(foException e) { }
// t}fís does nothing! l he writing is d.one when the packet is processed!
//but later we wil_l want it herel
/ /wtiEe to data was for when we had the idea to write to the file after increment
//of Ll:e file instead of at one time.
/ /this should be placed after \¡/e get a subblock?
wrj-ÈeData (phatData ) ;
notify( ) ;

)

public void writeData(Vector phatData) {
]

//Iaxer give this method a array of hosts for the creating of the socket.s.
/ /E¡rívate voíd buildControls (Guard guard) t.hrows IOException{
private void buildControls O throws lOException{

for(int i=1,. i<numConnections; i++) {
con¡rections. add (new multiConnect.ionHandler ( ) ) ;

]
)

private boolean setports ( ) throws ÏOException{
for(int i=0; i<connections.sizeO; i++¡ 1

PhatClienÈ control = ( (multiconnectionHandler)
connections . el_ementAt ( i ) ) . control ;FSTPC1ient client = ( (multiConnectionHandler)connect.ions.elementAt(i) ).client;control . cmdBuf . setlengÈh ( 0 ) ;

control . cmdBuf . append ( pORT_CMD) ;
control.cmdBuf .append(,, ) ;
control . cmdBuf . append ( client . getl,ocalport ( ) ) ;
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control- . sendMessag'e ( control . cmdBuf . toStríng ( ) ) ;
control . waí tForReply ( ) ;
if ( ! cont.rol. rplye.pop O . startswit.h (COMMAND_OKAY_RPLY) ) return false;

]
return true;

)

privat.e boolean setDelayO throws IOException{
for (int i=0; i<con¡ections. size ( ) ; í++) {
Phat.Client. control = ( (multiConnectionHandler) connections. element.At (i) ) . control;
control- . cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
control- . cmdBuf. append (BLOCK_DELAY_CMD) ;
control.cmdBuf .append(,' ) ;
control . cmdBuf . append ( control . blockDel_ay) ;
control . sendMessage ( control . cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;
control . waitForReply ( ) ;
control.rplyQ.popO ì //rlvi- in if to check reply

)
ret.urn true;

)

privateboolean sendSENDMcommand(String filename) throws IOException{
long offSet = 0;
long firstBlock = 0,.
for(int i=0; icconnect,ions.sizeO; i++¡ i

multiConnectionHandler mh = (multiConnectionHandler)connect.ions.element¡t(i);
PhatClient control = mh.control,.
control . cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
cont.rol . cmdBuf . append ( SENDM_CMD) ;
control. cmdBuf .append( " ) ;
if (offset==0 )

firstBlock = offset;
else firstBlock = offset +1;
control . cmdBuf . append ( firstBlock) ;
control.cmdBuf.append( ' ') ;
offSet = fj-rst.Block + (lastSeqId/numConnections) ;
íf (numConnections ==i) offSet=lastseqId +1_¡ / /??
control. cmdBuf . append (of f Set) ;
control. cmdBuf . append ( " ) ;
control . cmdBuf . append ( f ílename) ;
control . sendMessage ( control . cmdBuf . t.oString ( ) ) ;
/ /set the minipacketTracker
mh.miniPacketTracker = ne\^r Bitset.packetTracker( ) ;
mh. miniPacketTracker. setExpecLedpacketCount ( ( of fSet_ firs tBlock) +l_ ) ;
mh. miniPacket.Tracker. seLOf f set ( f irs tBlock) ;
control_ . waitForReply ( ) ;
if ( I control. rplyQ.pop ( ) . startsWith (SENDING_FILE_RPLY) ) return false;

)
return true;

]

private slmchronized bool_ean sendSENDMCmd(String filename,
mul_tiConnectionHandler mh) throws IOException{PhatClient control = mh.control;

control . cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
control . cmdBuf . append ( SENDM_CMD) ;
control. cmdBuf . append( " ) ;
control . cmdBuf . append ( f ilename) ;
cont.rol . send.Message (control_. cmdBuf . toString( ) ) ;
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control . waítForReply ( ) ;
if ( !control. rplye.pop ( ) . startswith(SENDING_FILE_RPr,Y) ) return false;
return true;
)

privaLe slmchronized boolean sendBoundCmd(String filename,
multiConnectionHandler mh) throws fOExcept.ion{

Phatclient control = mh.control;
if (offSet.>=lastSeqId) return false;
control. cmdBuf . setlengt.h ( 0 ) ;
control- . cmdBuf . append ( SENDMB_C¡4D) ;
control.cmdBuf .aÞÞend(,' ) ;
control . cmdBuf . append (mh. client . getstreamld ( ) ) ,
control.cmdBuf .append(,' ) ;
if (offSet==0)
firstBl-ock = offSet;
else firstBlock = offset +1;
conLrol . cmdBuf. append ( first.Block) ;
control.cmdBuf .append(', ) ;
/ /offSet = firstBlock + (lastSeqId/numConnections) ;
offSet = firstBlock + qsn¡¡olm.adjustSubBlockSize;
//if (numConnections ==i) offset=lastSeqId +1; / /??
if (offSet>last.SeqId) offSet=lastSeqId ;
control-.cmdBuf .append(offSet) ; //? know more!
control. sendltessage (contro]. cmdBuf. t.oString ( ) ) ;

//set the minipacketTracker
mh.miniPacketTracker = nerr BitsetpacketTracker( ),.
mh.miniPacketTracker. setExpectedPacketCount ( (offSet-fírstBlock) +j-) ;
mh. miniPacketTracker . setOf f set ( f irs tBlock) ;

return t.rue;
)

private void createpacket.Tracker(FSTpclient theclient) i
currAdjustseqEnd = adjusÈSize - 1_;

firstTime = true;
int streamldsize = PhatPacket. calcstreamïdSíze ( theClíent. getstreamld ( ) ) ;int segrdSíze = phatpacket. calcSeqld.Size (theClient. fileSize,

t.heClient.getPacketSizeO, streamldsize) ;int packetDataSize = theClient.getpacketsizeO _ streamldsize _ seqldsize;
if (dataStore. ispacketDataSizeRequired( ) ) {

datastore. setpacketDataSize (packetDataSize) ;
datastore . setTotalsi ze ( theCl ient. . f ileSize ) ;

]
long expPackets = (long)Mat.h.ceil ( (double) theClient. fileSize /

(double ) packetDataSize ) ;packetTracker = new BitsetpacketTracker O ;
packetTracker . setExpectedpacketCount ( exppacket.s ) ,.

if (statsl,istener != nu11) {
s t.atsLis t.ener . setExpec tedpacketcount ( exppackets ) ;

)

]

public interface Statslist.ener {
public void setE>qrectedpacketcount (Iong count.) ;public void packetReceived(long seqld) ;
public void startResendO ;
public void receiveTimeout O ;

)

private class multiConnectionlfandler{
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PhatClient control;
FSTPClient client.;
boolean done=fa1se,.
j-nt connectionf D;
int tagsize;
String t.hisHost;
StringTokenizer tok;
final Guard guard = ne\À/ Guard0;
public PacketTracker minipacketTracker;
public int conId;
public int subBtockCount=O;

public multiConnect.ion-Ilandler ( ) throws IOExcept.ion{
if (serverlndex==mservers. size ( ) ) serverfndex=0,.
thisHost = (String) (mservers.elementAt(serverlndex) ) ;
Socket server = new Socket(thisHost, phatClient.pHAT_pORT) 

;
serverlndex++;
control = nev/ phatClient(server,true) ;
buildClient ( ) ;
setconnectionVal-ues ( ) ;
addClientlisterners ( ) ;
conld-confDS++;
System.out.println(,'Connection: ,'+conId+ " is t.o ' + thisHost) ;

/ /IODO: set the values like alpha, block size - have to obtain these
/ /from the main connection otherwiseit will use t.he defaults

)

public multiConnectionHandler (phatClient con) {
control_ = coni
thisHost.=con. host.;
buildClient ( ) ;
setconnect.ionValues ( ) ;
addClientlisterners ( ) ;
int streamldSize = phat.packet.calcstreamldsize (client.getstreamfd( ) ) ;int seqfdsize = Phatpacket.calcseqldsize(fileSize, client.getpacketsizeO,

streamldSize) ;tagSize = streamldsize + seqIdSize,.
lastSeqrd = ( long) Math. ceil ( (double) f ilesize/ (double) (client. getpacketsize ( )

tagSize) ) - L¡
conld=conIDS++;

]

private void buildclienr O {
trY{

client = ne\^r FSTpClient(control_) ;
)catch (SocketException e) {

System.out.println(" socket exception ") ;
)

]

private void setConnect.ionvatues ( ) {
//set this a1l- up sarne as the originals
cont.rol.blockDel-ay = controlm.blockDelay;
cl- íent. . setAlpha ( controlm. alpha ) ;
client . setAdj us tSi ze ( controlm. adj ustsize ) ;
client . setPacketsize ( cont.rolm. packetsi ze ) ;
c1 i ent . set.DlmamicBl ockS i z e ( controlm . dlmBlockSí z e ) ;
c1 ient. . set.StartBlockSi ze ( controlm. s tartBlockSi ze ) ;
client . setDlmamicBl_ockDelay ( cont.rolm, dlmBlockDelay) ;
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]

privat.e void addClientlisterners ( ) {

client. addClientlistener (new FSTpClient. Client.Listener ( ) {
public void receivecomplete(int streamfd. long time) {

long subFileSize = (offset-firstBlock) * (c1íent.getPacketsizeO-tagSize);
outs . goTo ( 2 . conld+4 ) ;
outs. clearl,ine O ;
outs.print("[ "+conrd+","+thisHost.+"]; Block count: "+ subBl-ockcount+";

false ; Speed of last block: "+ (f loat.) ( (double)subFil-eSize ,¡
(double) tíme / t.02A) +,'kB/s,. " ) ;

guard. notifyGuard O ;

)

public void receiveTimeout(int st.reamld, float percentcomplete, long time) {
outs , goTo ( 2 , conld+4 ) ;
outs . clearl,ine ( ) ;
outs.print("[ "+conId+',,'+thisHost+',]; Block Count: "+ subBlockcount+,,;

TïMEOUT ; 8: ', + client. g.etpercentComplete O ) ;
)

public void clientExcept.ion(int streamld, Exception ex) {
//System.out.println("phat: EX Error while receiving: , + ex);
outs . goTo ( 2 , conld+4 ) ,
outs.cl-earlineO;
ouLs.print("phat: EX Error while receiving: " + ex);
guard. notifyGuard ( ) ;

]

public void receiveSt.opped.(int streamld, long time) {
outs. goTo (2, (int.) conld+4) ;
outs. clearf,ine O ;
outs.print("[ "+conId+","+thisHost+"]; Block Count: ,'+ subBlockcount+,,;

receiveStoÞped ; t: "+ client.getpercentCompleteO ) ;guard.notifyGuardO ;
]
public void blockSizeAdjusted(int st.reamld, int newBlockSize) i
)

));
)
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4,.2 PhatClientjava

package com.phatpackets. f stp. client ;

import com.phatpackets . f stp. * ;
import com. phatpackets . ut.i1 . Guard,.
import com, phatpackets . uti 1 . Stringeueue;
import BCK. ANN. BCKFuz zyNeuron,.
import BCK. ANN. BCKFNNBpTop;
import BCK. ANN. BCKRecord;

ímport java. io. *;
import java.net.*;
import. j ava. util . StringTokenízer ;
import java. ut.i1.Vector,.
ímport java. util . NoSuchElementException;

* Tit.le:
* Description:
* Copyright.:Copyright (c) 2001
* Company:
* @author shawn sil-verman, modified by Greg Jaman, chris Buzunis* Gversion 1.0
* @author modified by Greg Jaman, Chris Buzunis* @version added multi-connection / multi-server* Gaut.hor modífied by C. H. poskar, VIay 2002* Gversion added Neural controller / Bandwídth Broker

Modified May, 2002
C. H. Poskar

Added support for vrp Emulation and Fuzzy Neurar controrrer:
- fnn, the fuzzy neural network,
- nunfONeurons, the number of Inupt and Ouptu neurons,
- packetloss, deltaPacketloss, and control, membership functions for fuzzy sets
- buildFNNo, construct and initialize Une fuzzy neural controller,
- buildPacket.LossMFO, construct the packet. loss membership function ,- buildDeltaPacketlossMFO, construct the delta packet loss membership function,
- buildCont.rolMFO, construct the control membership function,
- fuzzífyî, fuzzify a crisp input with t.he specified membershíp functions,
- defuzzíf.yQ, defuzzify a fwzzy output using COG,
- fuzzycontrolo, determine the control by processing a set of inputs,
- fuzzyTrain0, train the FNN with the given trainíng pattern,
- getBlockDelayO, which returns the initial block delay setting, and
- sendBlockDelayo, sends a new block d.elay setting to the server.

TODO:

fmplement different de-fuzzífícation schemes.

* Abst.ractHandler:
* - appears to be a thread
* CommandConstants:
* - has access to all the

that processes commands

saJne conìmands and values as the server.
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public class PhatClient. extends A-bst.ractHandler implements Commandgonstants {

public static fj-nal- int PHAT_PORT = 4269;//changed. to public
// Some client parameters

float alpha = 0.95f;
int packetsize = 1472¡
int adjustsize = 50; //was !00
int blockDelay = 50; //star1 with this val_ue..
int adjust.subBlockSize = 250;
int startBlockSize = 4ì
boolean dlmBlockSize = false;
bool-ean dlmBlockDelay = false;
boolean isSilent. = false,.
boolean logging;
public String host;

/ / lr,terr:al auxiliary st.orage
/** A storage space for Strings. */
StringBuffer cmdBuf = new StringBuffer ( ) ;
StringQueue rplyQ = ne\^i St.ringeueue ( ) ;
public Vector mservers = new VectorO;

// Fwzzy Neura1 Controller & I/O Records:
public BCKFNNBpTop fnn = nul1;
public int nrmlONeurons;
public double[] [] packetloss;
public double[] [] deltapacket.Loss,.
public double[] [] control;

* Regular constructor for a phatClient object.

public PhatClient.(Socket s) t.hrows IOException {
super(s);
this.host = s.getlnetAddress () .getHostNameO ;
mservers . addElement ( this . host ) ;

//for debuggin ---
/ / logging=¡¡¡¡s;

/ / start up the server listener and wait. for the acceptance reply
new Thread(this) . start ( ) ;
waitForReply( ) ;
rplyQ.popO;
/ / no commands
BufferedReader in = ner¡, BufferedReader(new InputstreamReader(System.in));
while (true) {

System. out.print ( "phat> ', ) ;
St.ring line = in.readlineO .trim0;
StringTokenizer tok = new St.ringTokenizer(line) ;
if ( !tok.hasMoreTokensO ) continue;
/ / Get the command
String cmd = tok.nextTokenO;
/ / This block of code should be replaced. by a command pattern
try {

if (cmd.equals(SEND_CMD) ) {
sendSend(tok);

) else if (cmd.equals(BLOCK_SrZE_CMD)) {
sendBlockSize(tok);

) else if (cmd.equals(BLOCK_DELAY_CMD)) {
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sendBlockDelay ( tok) ;

i else if (cmd.equals(PACKET_SIZE_CMD)) {
sendPacketSize ( tok) ;

) else if (cmd.equals(LIST_CMD)) {
sendlist (tok) ;

] else if (line.equa1s(QUIT_CMD)) {
sendlvfessage ( line) ;
rplyQ. waitForf tem ( 2 000L) ;
System.exib(0);

) else if(cmd.equals(CWD_CMD) ) {
sendCWD(tok);

] else if(cmd.equals(CDUP_CMD) ) i
sendCDUP ( t.ok) ;

] else if(cmd.equals(ADDSERVER_CMD) ) i
String ÍìIlost = tok.nextTokenO ;
mServers . addElement (mHost ) ;
System.out.println(',phat: Added host ,' + mHost + ,'.");

) else if (cmd. equals (SHOWSERVER_CMD) ) {
System.out.println("phat: Hosts: ") ;
for(int. j=0; j<mservers.sizeO ; j++)

System.out.println( "\t" + (String) (mservers.el_ementAt(j ) ) ) ;
) else if (crnd. equals (MULTTSEND_CMD) | | cmd. equals ( "rngerm,') ) {

System.out.println( " in multisend ', ) ,.

buildFNN( ) ; //rlu¡q

sendMufTiSend ( tok) ;

) else if (1ine.equa1s ( "KTLLSERVER" ) ) {
sendMessagre ( line) ;
rplyQ. waitForf tem ( 2 000L) ;
System. exit (0) ;

j // ClíenL.-specific command.s
else if (cmd. equals ( ,,ALPHA" ) ) {
float f = Float.valueOf (tok.nextTokenO ) .f]oatValueO ;
if (t <= 0.0f ll f > 1".0f) {

System.out.println(',phat: Alpha must be i, (0, 11.,,);
) else {

alpha = f;
System.out.println("phat: Àlpha set to " + f + ".,).

)
) else if (cmd. equals ( "AÐJUSTSTZE" ) ) {

ínt i = Tnteger.parsefnt(tok.nextTokenO ) ;
if(i<=0){

System.out.println("phat: Adjust size must be > 0. ").
) else {

adjust.size = i;
System.out.println(,'phat: Adjust size set. to ', + i + ,,.,,) 

;
)

] else if (cmd.equals(.ADJUSTSUBSTZE")) {
int i = Integer.parselnt(t.ok.nextTokenO ) ;
if (i <= 0) {

System.out.println(,'phat: Adjust. subBlockSize must be > 0.,,);
) else {

adjustsubBlockSize = i;
system.out.príntln("phat: Adjust. subBlocksize set to,'+ i + ".");

)
) else if (cmd. equals ( "LOc" ) ) {

if (t.ok.hasMoreElementsO ) {
St.ring state = tok.next.TokenO;
if ('O¡1".equalslgnorecase(state) ) {
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logging = true;
) else if ('OFF" . equalslgnorecase (state) ) {

logging = false;
] efse {

System. out.println ( ,'phat.: LOc can be either ON or OFF. ,' ) ;
i

)
System.out..println("phat: LOG is " + (loggring ? "ON." : ,,OFF."));

) else if(cmd.equals("DYNAMICBLOCKSTZE") ) {
if (tok.hasMoreElement.sO ) {

String state = tok.nextÎokenO;
if ( "Ol¡" . equalslgnoreCase (state) ) {

dlmBlockSize = true;
) else if (-OFF".equalsIgnoreCase(state) ) {

dlmBlockSize = false;
) else {

System.out.println("phat: Dlmamic block size _ ON or OFF.,);
)

]
System.out.println("phat.: Dlmamic block size is " + (dynBlockSize ?

'ON. " : "OFF. ") );
) else if (cmd. equals ( "DYNAMTCBLOCKDELAY,,) | | cmd. equals ( "DELAv,,) ) {

if (tok.hasMoreEl_ementsO ) {
String state = Lok.nextTokenO;
if ("ON".equalsTgnoreCase(state) ) {

dlmBlockDelay - t.rue;
) else if ( "Orr'" . equalslgnoreCase (stat.e) ) {

dlmBlockDelay = false;
) else {

System. out . println ( "phat: Dlmamic block delay _ ON or OFF. ,' ) ;
)

]
Syst.em.out.println("phat: Dlmamic block delay is " + (dlmBlockDelay

) 
? "ON. " : "OFF. ") );

) catch (NumberFormatException ex) {
System. out.print.ln ( "phat: Invalid nu¡nber. ,' ) ;

) catch (NosuchElementException ex) {
System.out.println( "phat.: Command needs more arguments.', ) ;

i

)

public PhatClient(Socket s,boolean inSilent) throws IOException {super(s);
buildFNNO; //FNN
this . isSí1ent=inSilent ;
/ / Start up the server l_istener
ne\¡/ Thread(this) . start ( ) ;
/ / Waít for the acceptance reply
waitForReply();
rplyQ.popO;
/ /í'm connnected vreeeeeee!

)

/** Build Fttzzy Neural NeLwork Control Structure.* construct and inítialize FNN once for each connect.ion.
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private void buildFNNO {
int numlayers = 3;
int 1ayer1 = l-0;
int. layer2 = 25;
int 1ayer3 = 5;

int numNeurons = layer1+Iayer2+1ayer3,.
int[] layers = { layer], l-ayer2, 1ayer3 };
inttl Iì reftlpes = nev/ int[numlayers] [];
doublell Il tl refs = new double[numLayers] Il il;
inttl tl [] netstruct = new intlnumlayersl il il;
numloNeurons = l_ayerl+layer3 ;

for (int layer=0,. layercnumlayers; layer++) {
refs [layer] = new double Ilayers Ilayer] I [ ] ;
for (int post=0; post<layers[1ayer]; post++) {

refTlpes Ilayer] [post] = BcKFuzzyNeuron.NO_REF;
refs [layer] [post] = nu1];

)
]

for (int layer=1; layercnumlayers,. layer++) i
netStruct Ilayer] = ner¡r int Ilayers [1ayer] I I1ayers [1ayer_i_] I ;

//Initialize the network to be unconnected
for (int post=0; post<layers[1ayer]; post++) {

for (int pre=O; pre<Iayers[layer-1]; pre++) {
net.Struct [1ayer] [post] [pre] = 0.

)
)

//Manually set the connections
if (layer == 1) {

int post = 0;
for (int. prel-=0; prel<5; prel++) {

for (int pre2=5,.pre2<10; pre2++) i
netstruct Ilayer] [posti lprej_] = 1;
net.Struct[1ayer] [post] [pre2] = 1,
Post++;

]
)

) else if (layer -= 2) {
netstruct [1ayer] t0l t0l = 1;
netstruct. Ilayer] i0l t1-l = f ,
netStructIlayer] t0l t2l = f,
netstructIlayer] t1l t3l = l-;
netstruct Ilayer] tj-l t4l = 1;
netstruct [layer] tl"l t5l = 1;
netstruct Ilayer] tl"l t6l = 1,
netStructIlayer] t1-l i7l = 1;
net.Struct Ilayer] [1] [B] = 1;
net.Struct[layer] t1l t10l = 1;
netst.ruct. Ilayer] [1J [1-1_¡ = 1t
netstruct[layer] t2lÍ91 = tì
netstruct[1ayer] l2lt1,2l = L¡
netstruct Ilayer] t2l t1-31 = 1;
netstruct[]-ayerl [2] t15l = 1;
netstruct [1ayer] l2l t16l = t¡
netsLruct Ilayer] [3] [14] = tt
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netstructIlayer] I3ltl-71 = 1;
netstruct [layer] I3J t20l = 1,
netStruct. Ilayer] tAl I18l = 1;
netstruct [1ayer] [4] t19l = 1;
net.Struct. [layer] L4l l2Ll = 1¡
netstructIlayer] l4l 1,221 = L;
netStruct[1ayer] t(lt23l = 1;
netstruct[1ayer] Í41Í241 = I;

)

try {
BcKFNNBprop fnn = new BcKFNNBprop(layers, netst.ruct, refTlpes, refs),.

) catch (Exception e) {
System.err.println(',Error" + e) ;

)

buildPacket.LossMF ( ) ;
buildDel-taPacketl,ossMF ( ) ,.

buj-ÌdControlMF ( ) ;
)

/** Buíld Membership funct.ion for packet Loss.* - packetloss has 5 membership functions.* - Each Membership function has 4 point.s represent.ing the x-axis* co-ordinate of the corners of a t.rapazoid. The y-axis co-ordinates are* implied as 0, 1-, L, 0.

private void buildpacketlossMF ( ) {
doubl-e x = (1 - alpha) / 2;

doublel] [] temp = 1 0.0, 0.0, x, (2*x)
x, (2*x) , (2*xl , (3*x)
(2*x), (3*x) , (3*x), (4*x)
(3*x), (4*x), (4*x), (5*x)
(4*x), (5*x), l-.0, t-.0

1.

packetloss = temp;
)

/** Build Membership function for Change in packet Loss.* - deltaPacketloss has 5 membership functions.* - Each Membership function has 4 points representing the x-axis* co-ordinate of the corners of a trapazoid. The y-axis co-ordinates are* implíed as 0, I, L, O.

private void buildDelt.apacketl,ossMF ( ) i
double x = (1 - al_pha) / 2;
double[] [] temp = 1 -(1), -(1), -()*x), -(x)

-(2*x), -(x) , -(x), 0.0
-(x), 0.0, 0.0, x
0.0, x, x, (2*x)
x, (2*xl , (2*x) , l_j;

deltaPacketloss = L€mpi
)

/** Build Membershíp funct.ion for Control Output.* - deltaPacketloss has 5 membership functions.

j,
),
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* - Each Membership function has 4 points representing the x-axis* co-ordínate of the corners of a t.rapazoid. The y-axis co-ordinates are* irnplied as 0, 1, l-, 0 .

private void buildcontrolMFO {
doubletl [] temP = { a1pha, a1pha, 0 .97 , 1.0

0.99, 1.0. l_.0, 1.2
1.0, L.2, r.2, 1,.4
1.2 , L.4, L.4, L.6
1.6, l-.8, 2.0, 2.0

j¡

cont.rol - temp;
)

/** Fuzzífy an Input
* Fuzzífy an input. parameter \,rith t.he given membership function.* - Returns an array indicating the degree to which the input (x)* belongs to each of the membership functions (specified in mf).

private double[ ] f.uzzify(double x, double¡ J ¡1 mf ) {
double[] fwzz = new doublelmf.lengthl;
//verífy Universe of Discourse:
if ( (x<mft0lt0l) ll (x>mf[mî.lensrh-i"]t3l) ){

System.err.println(,'The input.: ,' + x + ', exceeded. the MF bounds,,);
System. exit ( - 1 ) ;

)

for(int i=0; i<mf.length; i++) {
if ( (x>mf [i] I0l ) && (x<mf iil tl_l ) ) i

fuzzlil = (x - mf til t0l ) / (mf til t1l - mf til t0l );
] else if ( (x>=mflil 11l) aa (x<=mftil t2l) ) {

f:uzzfíl = 1;
i else if ( (x>mf [i] t2l ) cc (x<mf til t3l ) ) (

flozzîíl = (x - mf lil i2l ) / (mf til t2l - rnf lil i3l);
) else {

fuzzlíl = (double)0;
)

)

return fuzz;
)

/** De-Fuzzífy an Output
* De-fuzzify the fuzzy output with the given membership function.* - Returns a crisp value representing the output of the tuzzy controller.* - Simplified Center of Gravity, (Coc).

private double defuzzify(doubte[] y, doubleil il mf) {
double suml- = 0;
double sum2 = 0;

for(int i=0; i<y.length; i++) {
if (ytil > 0) {

suml- += y[i] * (mf [i] t2l + (mf til t3l - mf til L2Jl /2);
sìü2 += ylil;

)
)

return (suml-,¡sum2);
)
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/** Fttzzy Control Decision
* Use the Fuzzy Neural Network to make a control decision.* - first fuzzífy the input.s.
* - Lhen setup the input vecLor,
* - apply the input vector to the FNN and perform a forward pass.* - get t.he output and de-fuzzj_fy.

public double fuzzyControl(double p1, double delta) {
double[] fuzzyPL = fuzzífy(pl, packetloss);
double[] fuzzyDelta = f.uzzify(delta, deltapacketloss) ;

double[] input = ne!^, doublelfuzzypL. length + fuzzyDelta.]engthl;
for (int i=0; i < fuzzypL.length; i++) {

inputlíl = fuzzyP¡,lil;
]

f or ( int i=0; i < fuzzyDelta. length,. i++ ) {
input[fuzzyPL.length + i] = fuzzyDeltalil ;

]

fnn. setlnput. ( input ) ;

fnn. forwardpass O ;

double[] output = fnn.getOutput.sO ;

return defuzzífy (output, control) ;
)

/** Train Fuzzy Neural Network - specified number of epochs.*/
publíc doubte fuzzyTraín(doubletl pl,doubleI delta,double[] target.int numEpochs) {BCKRecord[] records = nev/ BCKRecord[p1.1ength] ;

for (int i=0; i < records.Iength; i++) i
doublelJ fuzzyet = fuzzify (p1til, packetloss);
double[] fuzzyDelta = tuzzífy(de1taIi], deltapacketloss) ;double[J fwzzytarget = fuzzify(target[i], control) ;

double[] io = new doublelfuzzyPL.length+fuzzyDelxa.length+fuzzyTarget.l-engthl;
if (numfONeurons t= (io.Iength)) {

system.err.println("The r./o síze does not match the network.,') ;System.exit(-j_) ;

)

int offset = 0;
System.arraycopy (fuzzypL, 0, io, offset, fuzzypL.lengt.h) ;
of f set += fwzzyPL. 1engt.h,.
System.arraycopy(fuzzyDelta, 0, io, offset, fuzzyDelta.length) ;offset. += fuzzyDelta. length;
system.arraycopy(fuzzfrarget, 0, io, offset, fuzzy{arget.length) ;

records Ii] = ne\¡¡ BCKRecord(ío) ;
]

double correct = -L;
try {

fnrr. setTrainingFile ( records ) ,.

fnn. setTestingFí1e (records) ;

fnn. t.rain (numEpochs ) ;

correct = fnn. test O ;
) catch (Exception e) i

System.err.println(,'Error" + e) ;
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)

return correct,.
]

/** Train Fvzzy Neural Network - defaults to one training epoch.*/
public double fuzzlrTrain(doubletl p1, double[] de1ta, double[] target) {

reLurn fwzzyTraín(p1, de1ta, t.arget, 1);
)

public int getBlockDelayO {
return blockDelay;

]

protected void processlOError(fOException ex) {
System.out..println("phat: There was a connection problem. ") ;
System. out.println ( ',phat.: Error message. . + ex) ;
System.exit(0);

)

* Start, Execution of the phat client.
* Requires one arg'ument - the server hostname

public st.atic void maj-n(String[] args) throws IOException{
if (args.length != 1) {

syst.em.out.print.ln( "usage: Phatclient <host>', ) ;
System.exit(0);

i
Socket server = new Socket(args[0], PHAT_PORT);

PhatCl-ient client = nev, phatClient(server) 
;

i

* Processes a response from the server. The response will be in t.he* same format as the FTp protocol_,

prot.ected void processMsg'(String rnsg) {
if (msg.startsWith(PING_CMD + " ")) itrv {

sendÌ.,Iessage (PING_REPLY_CMD+,' " +msg . substring ( PING_CMD. l_ength ( ) +l- ) ) ;) catch (rOException ex) {
)

) else {
rplyQ. push (msg¡ ;

/ / First make sure it is not an unsolicit.ed command
// flrîm.. are there any of these?
/ / Yes: PING
System. out. println (msg) ;

)
)

public void waitForReplyO {
rplyQ. waitForltem ( 2 0000L ) ;
if (rplyQ.isEmptyO) {

System.out.println("phat: No reply from server for 20s.,,);
System.out.println(,'phat: Exit.ing. . . " ) ;
/ / TODO Print some stats
System.exit(0);

)
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]

// Commands

* Sends the SEND command.

private void sendsend(StríngTokenizer tok) throws IOException {
String cmd = t.ok.nextToken("");
String filename;
/ / Get the filename first
int quotfdx = cmd. indexOf ( '\', ') ;
if (quotrdx >= 0) {

/ / Qvoted?
int nextQuotldx = cmd,indexOf(,\"', quotldx + 1);
if (nexteuotfdx < 0) {

System.out.println( "phat.: Missing f inal quote character. " ) ,.

return;
]
filename = cmd.substring(quotldx + 1, nexteuotfdx);

) efse {
/ / Not quoted
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenízer (cmd);
filename = st.nextTokenO ;

]
íf (filename.lengrhO == O) {

System.out.println(',phat: Missing filename. ") ;
return;

]

/ / ytake sure v/e can create the connection first
final FSTpClient. client;
trv {

client = new FSTpClient.(this);
) catch (SocketException ex) {

System.out.println(,'phat: Error opening connection.', ) ;return;
)
/ / Set some client properties here so that there is
/ / one less thing to do when t.ime is important later
client. setAlpha ( this. alpha) ;
client. setAdjustsize (adj ustsize) ;
client. setpacketsize (packetsize) ;
c 1 ient . setDtmami cBlockS i z e ( dlmBlockSi ze ) ;
c1 ient . s etDlmamicBlockDelay ( dlmBlockDelay ) ;
client. setstartBlockSize (startBlockSize) ;
// Add a listener
final Guard guard = ne\.r¡ Guard0; // For waiting
c1íenL. addClientlistener (new FSTpClient.. Clientlistener ( ) {public void receiveComplete(int. streamld, long time) {

System.out.print(,'phaL: " + cl_ient..getFileSize() +
" bytes received in " + time/l_000.f + ,s (,,);

System.out.print( (float) ( (double)client.geÈFileSizeO /
(double) time ,/ 1, .024) ) ¡System.out.println(', kB/s) .', ) ;

guard. notifyGuard ( ) ;
)
public void receiveTimeout(int st.reamld, float percentcomplete,

long time) {
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System.out.println("phat: " +percentcomplete + "t complete in ',

+ time,/1000.0f + "s',);
)

public void clientException(int streamfd. Exception ex) {
System. out.println ( "phat: Error whil_e receiving. ,' + ex) ;
grrard. not.i fyGuard ( ) ;

]

public void receiveStopped(int streamld. long time) {
System.out.print.ln("phat: " + client.getpercentcomplete() +

"* complete in " + time,z1000.0f + "s',);
guard.notifyGuardO ;

]

public void blocksizeAdjusted(int streamrd, int newBlocksize) {
)

1\.

/ / Set the receive port.
cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf. append ( PORT_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(' ') ;
cmdBuf . append ( client . geLlocalport ( ) ) ;
sendMessage (cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;
waitForReplyO;
if ( !rplyQ.pop ( ) . srarrsWirh(coMMAND_oKAy_RpLy) ) return;
/ / Send the command
cmdBuf . setl,ength ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf. append ( SEND_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(' ');
cmdBuf . append ( filename ) ;
sendMessag,e (cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;
waitForRepl-y ( ) ;
if ( !rplyQ.popO .startsWith(SENDTNG_FILE_RPLY) ) return;
/ / Organíze the file storage
Dat.astorage datastore ;
trv {

File file = ne\¡/ File(filename) ;
datastore = ne\¡/ RandomÀccessstorage (new File (filename) ) ;

) catch (FileNotFoundExcept.ion ex) i
System. out..println ( ,'phat: File \ , ', + f ilename +

"\' cannot be written to. ,') ;return;
)

/ / If we are logging, make this fi1e, too
FileStatslistener statslistener = nul1;
if (losgins) {

trv {
statslistener=nerÂ/ FilestatsT,istener (new File (f ilename+,' .los', ) ) ;

) catch (FileNotFoundException ex) {
System.out.println(,'phat: File \ "' + f ilename +

" \ ' cannot be writ.ten to. " ) ;return,.
)
try {

c 1 i ent . adds LatsLi s t.ener ( s tat.sLi s tener ),.
] catch (java.util-.TooManylistenersException ex) {

,/,¡ Shouldn' t happen
)
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)

wait.ForReply ( ) ;
String rply = rplyQ.poÞO;
if ( !rply.start.swith(FtLE_fNFO_RpLy) ) return;
//'Il:e file is being sent, so get the file information
tok = new StringTokenizer(rply);
tok. nextToken ( ) ;
trv {

tok.nextToken0 ; / / FTLESIZE'
client. setFileSize (Long.parselong ( t.ok.nextToken ( ) ) ) ;
tok.nextTokenO ; // STREAMID
client. setstreamld (Int.eger.parselnt (t.ok.nextToken ( ) ) ) ;
tok. nextToken O ; /,/ SERVERPORT
client . connect ( socket. . getlnetÄddress ( ) , Integ.er . parselnt (

tok.nextTokenO ) );
client . receiveData (dataStore) ;
/ / Now we can do some work!
guard. waitGuard ( ) ;
if (statstist.ener != nulf) statslistener.closeO ;

] catch (NoSuchElementExcept.ion ex) {
System. out . print.ln ( "phat: Inval_id server rep1y. ,' ) ;
reLurn;

]
)

* Sends the SENDM command - for multiple connections : )

private void sendSendM(StringTokenizer tok) throws IOExcept.ion {

String cmd = tok. next.Token ( " ,' ) ;

String filename;

/ / GeE the filename first
int quotldx = cmd.indexOf ('\',');
if (quotldx >= 0) {

/ / Quoted?

int. nextQuotldx = cmd.indexof ('\"', quot.Idx + j_);
if (nextQuotldx < 0) {

System, out.println ( ',phat: Missing f inal quote character. ,,) 
;return;

)
filename = cmd.substring(quotfdx + 1, next.euotldx);

) else {
// Not quot.ed

StringTokenizer st = ne\^/ StringTokenizer(cmd) ;
filename = st.nextTokenO ;

)

if (filename.lengthO == O) {
System.out.println(,,phat: Missing f ilename. ,') 

;
ret.urn;

)

/ / lqake sure we can create the connection first
FsTPcontroller FSTpcon = new FsTpcontroller(this) ;
FSTPcon. getFile ( f ilename) ;
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/ /removed

i

* Sends the MULTISEND coÍBnand - for multiple connections : )

priwate void sendMulTiSend(StringTokenizer tok) throws IOException {
int numCon = lnteger.parselnt(tok.nextTokenO ) ;

/ / System. out.println ( ,'num connections is : " +nrìmCon) ,.

String cmd = t.ok. next.Token ( " ,' ) ;

String filename;
long fileSize,.
/ / GeL the filename first
int quotldx = cmd.indexOf('\"');
if (guot.Idx >= 0) {

/ / QuoLed?

int nextQuotldx = cmd.indexOf('\",, quotldx + l_);
if (nextQuotldx < 0) {

System.out.println("phat.: Missing final quote character. ") ;
return;

)
filename = cmd.substring(guotfdx + 1, nexteuotldx);

) else {

/ / Not quoted

StringTokenízer st. = new St.ringTokenizer(cmd) ;
filename = st.nextToken( ) ;

)

if (filename.lengthO == O) {
System.out.print.ln( "phat: Missing filename.', ) ;
return,.

)

cmdBuf . setlengLh ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf. append (MULTISEND_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(, ') ;
cmdBuf . append ( f ilename) ;
sendMessage ( cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;

wait.ForRepl-y ( ) ;
String rply = rp]yQ.ÞopO;
if ( ! rply. start.swirh(COMMAND_OKAY_RPLY) ) {
/ /thís.startBlockSize = blockSize;

/*rPl-Y = rPlYQ.PopO ;
if ( !rply.srarrswirh(FrLE_rNFo_RpLy) ) {

System. out.print.ln (

return;
)

system.out.print'1n(''didn'tgettheokaycommand
return;

)
// System.out.println("we did get ¡he command - ,, + rply);
wait.ForReply ( ) ;
rply = rplyQ.popO ;
if ( ! rply. start.swirh (MFTLE_INFO_RPLY) ) {

System.out.println( "not a mfile reply!-',+rply.t.oStringO ) ;
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returni
i
/ / T}:e file is being sent. so get the file information
//System. out.print.J-n (,'got t.he mf ile inf o replyl " ) ;
tok = new StringTokenizer(rply);
t.ok. nextToken O ;
try {

tok.nextTokeno ; / / FILFSIZE
/ / c:.íeni-.setFileSize (Long.parselong(tok.nextToken( ) ) ) ;
fi leSi ze=Long . parselong ( t.ok. nextToken ( ) ) ;
// System.out.println("fi1e size is - "+fileSize);

) catch (NoSuchElementException ex) {
SysLem. out . println ( ,'phat : Invalid server reply, ,' ) ;
return,.

)

FsTPcontroller FSTPcon=nevt FSTPController(this,fil-eSize,numcon,mservers);
FSTPcon. getFile ( fílename) ;

)

* Sends the desired block delay in milliseconds.

private voíd sendBlockDelay(StringTokenízer tok) throws IoException {
cmdBuf.setI,ength(0);
cmdBuf . append ( BLOCK_DELAY_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(' ,) 

;
blockDelay = Integer.parsefnL (tok.nextTokenO ) ;
cmdBuf . append ( blockDelay) ;
sendMessage ( cmdBuf . t.oString ( ) ) ;

waitForReply( ) ;
rplyQ.pop ( ) ;

)

* Sends the desired block delay in milliseconds.

public void sendBlockDelay(int newDelay) throws IOException {
cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf . append (BLOCK_DELÀy_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(' ');
cmdBuf . append (newDe1ay) ;
sendMessage ( cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;

waitporReplyO;
rplyQ.ÞopO;

]

* Sends the desired block size in packets.

private void sendBlockSize(StringTokenizer t.ok) throws ïOException i
cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf . append (BLOCK_SrZE_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(' ');
int. bl-ockS íze = f nteger. parselnt ( tok. next.Token ( ) ) ;
cmdBuf . append (blockSize ) ;
sendllessage (cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;

waitForReplyO;
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if (rplyQ.pop( ) . startswith(coMM.A,ND_oKÀy_RpLy) ) {
this.st.artBlockSize = blockSi_zc'

)

)

* Sets the Current Working Directory

private void sendCWD(StringTokenizer t.ok) throws IOException {
//System.out.print.ln( "[{e are in the change dir part " ) ;
cmdBuf . setl,ength ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf . append ( CIiTID_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(' ,);
String str = tok.nextTokenO;
cmdBuf.append(str¡ ;
sendMessage ( cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;
,//System. out.printlr.:-(" / X "+cmdBuf . toSt.ring ( ) ) ;
waitForReply( ) ;
//System.out.println("rep1y -=,' +rplye.popO ) ;
í f ( rplyQ . pop ( ) . s t.artswith ( COMMAND_OKAY_RPLY) ) {

/ /nuII¡ / /just cheching reply??
)

]

private void sendCDUp(St.ringTokenizer tok) throws fOException {
//System.out..print.ln("[/\Ie are in the change dir part ', ) ;
cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf. append (CDUP_CMD) ;
sendMessage ( cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;
//System.out.print]n( " /t "+cmdBuf . t.oString ( ) ) ;

waitForReplyO;
/,/System.out.print.ln("rep1y == u +rplye.popO ) ;
if (rpryQ.pop ( ) . starrswith(coMMAND_oKÃy_RpLy) ) {

/ / nu11,. / / just cheching reply??
)

)

* Sends the list. command

private void sendlist(StringTokenizer tok) throws IOException {
cmdBuf . setlength ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf . append (LIST_CMD) ;
trv {

cmdBuf.append(",' + tok.nextToken(" ") ) ;
) catch (NoSuchElement.Exceptj-on ex) {
]
sendMessage ( cmdBuf . toString ( ) ) ;

waitForRepl-y O ;
if ( lrplyQ.popO .srarrswirh(SENDTNG_DIR_RPLY) ) return;
waitForReplyO;
rplyQ.popO;

]

* Sends the desired packet size in bytes.

privat.e void sendpackeÈSize(StringTokenj-zer tok) throws IOException {
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cmdBuf . set.Length ( 0 ) ;
cmdBuf . append ( PACKET_SIZE_CMD) ;
cmdBuf.append(' ') ;
int packetsize = Integer.parselnt (tok.nextToken( ) ) ;
cmdBuf . append (packetsize) ;
sendMessage ( cmdBuf . toSt.ring ( ) ) ;

waitForRep1yO;
if (rplyQ.pop ( ) . startswith(COMMAND_OKÀ,Y_RPLY) ) {

this.packetsize = packetsize;
)

)

) //PhatClient.
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,4..3 FsTPClientjava

package com. phatpackets . f stp,.

import com. phatpacket s . f s tp . c l_ i ent . Bi tsetpacketTracker,.
import BCK. ANN. BCKRecord;

import j ava. io. Interrupt.edIOExcept.ion,.
import java. io. IoException;
import java.net.*;
import j ava. util . Vect.or;
import j ava. uti1 . TooManylistenersException;
import java.io.*,.

* Title:
* Description:
* Copyright:Copyright (c) 2001_
* Company:
* Gauthor shawn silverman, modified by Greg ,Jaman, chris Buzunis* Gversion 1.0

Modified l"Lay, 2002
C. H. Poskar

* Added support for vrp Emulation and. Fuzzy Neural controll-er:* ln DataHandler:
* - lastPacketloss, used to calculate the change in packet 1oss,* - minDelay, used to model Max. allocat.ed bandwid.t.h in terms of an* adjusted block delay (set to 909 of initial delay),* - trackDelay, a locaI variable to track the changes in brock delay,* separated control implementation out of processData ( ) , and into:* - ratecontrollerl O , the original control for modifying delay/block size,* - ratecontroller2 o, for int.eracLíng lvit.h the FNN contror.ler,* - rateController3 O, can over-ride existing block delay, or call FNN.

* TODO:
* Recording additional statist.ice, block 1oss, pack de1ay, etc...

publíc class FSTPCI-ient. extends FSTPPeeT implement.s CommandConstants {// Listeners states that t.his client could be in when stopped
/ / - for firing events after this is stopped, but a new listener is added.
private statíc final int NOT_STOPPED_STATE =private static final int. COMPLETE_STOppED_STATE =public static final int STOppED_STOPPED_STATE
private static final int EXCEPTION_STOPPED_STATE =

/,/public for now - used to notify after stopped
public int stoppedstate = NOT_STOPpED_STATE;

private Vector listeners;
private StatsListener stat.sListener,.
private Except.ion stoppedstat.eEx;
public ÀbstractHandler control;
private DataHandler dataHandler;

0;
1_;

2¡ / /for no\¡r not private
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public float alpha;
public j-nt adjustsize,.
private int desiredÀdjustsize;
/ / I'or dlmamic block size
private boolean dlmBlockSize;
public boolean dlmBlockDelay - true;
private boolean blockSizeCancolower,.
private int startBlockSize;
prj-vate int upperBlockSize;
publíc int. currBlockSize;
private int lowerBlockSize;
public long fileSize; //G dnanged from privatel
private long start.Time;
privat.e St.ringBuf fer adjDelayBuf ;
private StringBuf fer adjBlockSizeBuf ;
private StringBuffer rsndBuf ,.

private static final- int ADJ_DELAY_IJEN = ADJUST_DELAy_cMD.lengthO + 1;
private st.atíc final int ÀD,I-BLOCK-SfZE-LEN =AD,JUST_BLOCK_SIZE_CMD.lengthO+1;
private statíc final ínt RSND_LEN = RESEND_pAcKETs_cMD.lengthO + 1;
private statj-c final int. AD.IUST_BLOCK_SIZE_STATE = 0;
private static final int ÀD,JUST_DELAY_STATE = j.,¡

// Two st.ates: adjusting the brock size, and adjusting the delay
private int state = ADJUST_BLOCK_SIZE_STATE;

private boolean singleServer = true; / /S

* A listener interface for listening to events from this server.
* Gauthor Shawn Silverman

public interface ClientI,istener {
public void receiveComplete(int streamfd, long t.ime),.
public void receiveTimeout(int streamld, float percentcomplete, long time);
public void clientExcept.ion(int. streamfd, Exception ex) ;

* fndicates that the receive was stopped ext.ernally.

public void receiveStopped(int streamld, long time);

* rndicates that the block size was adjusted. This event only occurs* during the dlmamic block sizíng mode.

public void blocksizeAdjusted.(int streamrd., int newBlocksize) ;
)

* An interface for listening to packeEs received, for statistics* purposes.

* Gaut.hor Shawn Silverman

public interface Stat.sl,istener {
public void setBxpecÈedpacketCount (1ong count) ;
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public void packet.Received(long seqld) ;

public void start.ResendO ;

public void receiveTimeout O ;
)

* Creates a new client t.hat listens for UDP packets on an assigned system* default port.
* <u1>
* <li>packetsize = 1,412 bytes<,/1i>
* <Ii>streamld = 0</li>
* <li>alpha = 0.95<,/1i>
* <1i>adjustsize = 50 packets</li>
* <li>dlmamicBlockSize = t.rue</1i>
* <1i>startBlockSize = 4 packets</Lí>
* </u1>

public FSTPCI-ient(Abstract.Handler conLrol) throws SocketException {
this(-1, conLrol);

)

* creates a ner¡r crient that listens for uDp packet.s on the specified* porL. If the port is less t.han zero, then a system default port will* be assigned.
* <p>
* The default. values for the properties are:* <u1>
* <1i>packetsize = I4'12 bytes</1i>
* <l-i>streamld = 0<,/li>
* <lí>alpha = 0.95<,/1i>
* <1i>adjustsize = 50 packet.s</1i>
* <li>dlmamicBlockSize = true</li>
* <1i>st.artBl-ockSize = 4 packets</li>
* </u1>
* </p>

public FSTPClient.(int. port., AbstractHandler control) throws SocketException {
super (port) ;

/ /DefauLL propertíes
packetSize = L472;
sLreamf d = 0;
alpha = 0.95f;
desiredÀdjustsj-ze = adjustsize = 50 ;
dlmBlockSize = true;
startBl-ockSize = 4;

Lhis. control = control;
/ / Some storage space for send commands
adjDelayBuf = new StríngBufferO;
adj DelayBuf . append (ADJUST_DELAY_CMD ) ;
adjDelayBuf .append(', ) ;

adjBlockSizeBuf = ne\¡r StringBufferO ;
adj BlockSizeBuf . append (ADJUST_BLOCK_SIZE_CMD) ;
adjBlockSizeBuf . append( " ) ;

rsndBuf = rìew St.ringBufferO;
rsndBuf . append (RESEND_PACKETS_CMD) ;
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rsndRuf.append(' ');
]

* Listeners.

* FrX 11-Sep-2001 (Understood on 07-Sep-2001_)
* Found by Sheng Huang
* Fj-x by Shawn Silverman

* This addresses the issue of a file completing before the listener has a* chance t.o get the appropriate stopped event.

* slmchronized all the methods in this secLíon of cod.e because it was* possible to add/remove list.eners just., say, as a file was finishing up,* thus producing ,fire' evenLs (for example).

* In addition, if a Client.List.ener is added after some important events,* then the event.s will be fired to this listener. The reason for this is* that in the time it t.akes to st.art the file send and to initialize* client code, the server is already sending packets, and we want. to miss* as few as possible.

public slmchronized void add.clientlistener(clientlistener 1) {
if (f t= null) {

/ / sire an event if this clienL is stopped
/ / I'm beginning to think here t.hat event objects would. be a
/ / cleaner approach

if (NOT_STOPPED_STATE l= stoppedsrare) {
int id = getstreamld0;
long time = SysLem.currentTimeMillisO _ startTime,.
switch ( stoppedSt.ate) {

case COMPLETE_SToPPED_STATE :

l.receiveComplete (id. t.íme) ;
break;

case STOPPED-STOPPED_STATE :

1. receiveStopped(id. t.ime) ;
break;

case EXCEPTION_SToPPED-STATE :

l-. c1íentException (íd, stoppedstateEx) ;
break;

)

]

if (listeners == nul1) listeners = ne\¡, VectorO,.
listeners . addElement ( 1 ) ;

)

)

public slmchronized void removeClientlistener(Clientlistener 1) {if (f != nul1 && 1ísteners != nul_l_) {
listeners . removeElement ( 1 ) ;

)
i

* Adds a statslistener. This can only have one of t.hese. This should be* added before we st.art to receive.
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i ,antot= TooManylistenersException if there is already a stats listener* that has been registered.

public slmchronízed void addstatslistener (Statslistener 1)
throws TooManylistenersExcept.ion {

if (dataHandler != nulI) {
throw new RuntimeException(',A1ready receiving data.,' ) ;

]

if (1 != nu11) {
if (statsI,istener t= nu]1) {

throvr new TooManylJistenersException ( ) ;
]
statslistener = 1;

)
)

public slmchronized void removestatslistenerO {
st.atslistener = nulf ;

)

* Fi-res the ReceiveTimeout event.

private slmchronized void fireReceiveTimeout(float percent.Complet.e, long time) {if (list.eners == nul1) return;
for (int i = l-isteners.size0; --1 >= 0. ) {

( ( Clientf,istener ) l ist.eners . el_ementAt (i ) ) . receiveTimeout (getstreamf d ( ) .

percent.Complete. time) ;
)

)

* Fires the Receivecomplete event. The receive is st.opped at. this point.

privaLe slmchronízed void fireReceivecomplete(long time) i
stoppedState = COMpLETE_STOPPED_STATE;

if (listeners == null_) return,.
for (int. i = lísteners.size0; --i >= 0; ) {((Clientlistener)listeners.elementÀt(i)).receiveCompl-ete(get.StreamfdO. time);
)

)

* Fires the clientException event. The receive is stopped at this point.

pri-vate slmchronized void fireclientException(Exception ex) {
s toppedStat.e = EXCEpTTON_STOPPED_ST.A,TE ;
stoppedStateEx = ex,.

if (listeners == null) return;
for (int i = list.eners.size0 ; --i >= 0; ) {((Clientl,ist.ener)listeners.elementÀt(i)).clientException(getstreamIdO, ex);
)

)

* Fires the Receivestopped event. The receive is stopped at this point.

private slmchronized void fíreReceiveStopped(l_ong time) {
st.oppedstate = STOppED_STOPPED_STÀTE;
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if (Iisteners == nul1) return;
for (int i = listeners.size0; --i >= 0; ) {

((ClientListener)list.eners.elementAt(i)).receiveStopped(getstreamrdO. time);
)

)

* Fires the BlockSizeAdjusted event.

private slmchronized void fireBlocksizeAdjusted(int newBlocksize) {
if (listeners == null-) return;
for (int i = list.eners.size0 ; --i >= 0- ) {

( ( Cl ientr,i stener ) I isteners . el-ementAt ( i ) ) . blockSí zeÀdj us ted ( getstreamld ( ) ,

newBlockSize) ;
)

)

private slmchronized void fíreStatspacketReceived(long seqTd.) {
if (stat.sl,istener l= nul1) {

statsListener. packetReceived ( seqld) ;
)

]

private slmchronized void fíreStatsStartResendO {
if (statsl,istener l= nu11) {

statsI,istener. startResend ( ) ;
)

)

private slmchronized void firest.atsReceiveTimeout O {
if (st.atsListener l= null_) {

statsListener. recej_veTimeout ( ),.
)

)

* Accessors.

* Sets the file size.

* Gthrows IllegalArgumentException if fileSize < 0.

public void set.FileSize(long fileSize) {
if (filesíze < 0) {

throw new IllegalArgumentExcept.ion("fileSize < 0,') ;
)
this. fileSíze = fileSize;

)

* GeLs the file size.

public long get.FileSize ( ) {
return fileSize;

]
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* Gets the time elapsed.

publíc long getTímeElapsedO {
return System.currentTimeMillis ( ) - start.Time;

)

* Sets the alpha value.

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if alpha is not in (0, 11.

publíc void setAlpha(f1oat alpha) {
if (alpha <= 0.0f | | alpha > 1.Of) {

t.hrow new lllegalArgumentException("alpha not. in (0, j. l',);
)
t.his. alpha = alpha;

)

* Gets the alpha value.

public float getAlpha ( ) {
return alpha;

)

* Get.s the number of packets for which to analyse and send t.he delay* adjustment. Not.e that if dlmamic block sizing is on, then this might* return a different. val_ue t.han when set.

public int getAdjusr.sizeO {
return this. adjustsize ;

]

* sets the number of packets for which to anaryse and send the delay* adjustment. This shourd be set to a multiple of the block size.* <p>
* If t.he <code>dlmamicBlockSize</code> property is set to* <code>true</code>, t.hen the resulting' adjust size wirl_ be the cl-osest* multiple of the block size, or the block size itself, depending if the* block síze is bigger than the desired adjust size.* </p>

* Gthrows lllegalArgumentException if adjustsize < J_.

public void seLAdjustsize(int adjustsize) {
if (adjustsize < 1) {

throw new fllegalArgumentExcept.íon(',adjustsize < 1,,) ;
]
this.adjusLsize = adjustsize;
desiredÀdjustsize = adjustsize;

)

* special code here for calcul-ating the adjust size for the dlmamic* block size mode.

* At a block size of one, \^/e want the ad.jusL size.
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* At a block size of the adjust. size or greater, r^re \^rant. the adjust size* to be equal t.o the block size.

private voíd calcDlm-A,djust.Size (int blockSize) {
if (blockSíze >= desiredndjustsize) i

adjustsize = blockSize;
) else if (blocksize == Il {

adjustsj-ze = desiredÀdjustsize;
) else i

adjustSize = (int)Math.ceil((float)adjustsize / (float)blockSize) * blockSize;
)

]

* sets that we shol-d adjust. the bl-ock size when we start receiving.

public void setDlmamicBlockSize (boolean flag) {
dlmBlockSize = fl-ag;

)

public void setDlmamicBl-ockDel_ay(boolean flag) {
dlmBlockDelay - flag;

)

* checks if this should adjust the btock size when we start receiving.

public boolean isDlmamicBlockSizeO {
return dlmBlockSize;

)

* sets t.he starting block size for t.he dlmamic block size mode. This* value will be set to the next highest pov/er of two if it is not alread.y* a power of Èwo.

* @t.hrows rllegalArgument.Exception if the starting block size < 1.

public void setstartBlockSize(int startBlockSize) {
if (startBlockSize < l-) {

throw ne\,v f llegalArgumentException( "startBlockSize < 1,,) ;
)

this.startBlockSize = (int)Math.pow(2.0, Math.ceil(Math.tog(start.BlockSize),/
Math.log(2.0) ) );

)

* Get.s t.he percent complete. This returns -1.0f if t.his is closed.* TODO - fix this to check for multiServer

public float. getPercentComplet.e ( ) {
if (isClosed0 ) { / / TODO Fix r.his mess

if (datanandler != nu1l && dataHandler.packet.Tracker l= nu1l) ireturn dataHandler. packetTracker. get.percentComplete ( ) ;
) else {

return -1.0f;
i

)

if (data¡landler == null | | dataHandler.packetrracker == nurl) {
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return 0.oft
] efse {

reLurn dataHandler. packet.Tracker . getpercentComplete ( ) ;
]

)

* Methods.

* Receives dat.a into the specified data st.ore. This does not.hing if we* are already receiving, data, or if t.he client is closed.

public void receiveData(DataSt.orage dataStore) {
if (isClosedO ) return;
if (dat.aHandler == null) {

// Set to one of two states, or receiving mod.es

if (dtmalockSize) {
sLaTe = AD.fUST_BLOCK_STZE-STATE;
/ / Note that st.artBlockSize will be a potver of two
upperBlockSize = lowerBlockSize = currBl-ockSize = startBlockSize;
if (startBlockSize > 1) {

blockSizeCancolovrer = true;
)

calcDlmÀ,dj ustsi ze ( currBlockSize ) ;
] else {

state = ADJUST_DELAy_STATE;
)

dataHandler = new DataHandler(dataStore) ;
start.Tíme = System.currentTimet"tillis ( ) ;
new Thread (dataHandler) . start ( ) ;

i
)

//Added by g - Not.e that startBrocksize wirr be a power of twopublic void receiveDataM(Vector phatData, packetTracker pt) {if (isClosedO ) return,.
if (data¡tandler == nulf) {

// Sex to one of two st.ates, or receiving modes

if (dtmBlockSize) {
state = AD,JUST_BLOCK_SIZE_STATE;

upperBlockSize = st.artBlocksize,.
lowerBlockSize = start.BlockSize;
currBlockSize = st.artBl-ockSize,.

if (startBlockSize > 1) {
blockSizeCancolohrer = t.rue;

)

caIcDlmÀdj ust.size ( currBlockSize ) ;
) else 1

st.ate = .A,D,JUST_DELAY_STATE;

)

dataHandler = new DataHandler(phatData,pt) ;,/,/changedl G
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startTime = System. currentTimeMillis ( ) ;
new Thread(dataHandler).startO; //change me! ! !

]

//Added by B - Note that start.BlockSize wil_l be a power of two
public void receiveDataM(Vect.or phat.Data, packetTracker pt., Datastorage

datastore, int conID) {
if (isClosedO ) return,.
if (dataHandler == nul1) {

// Set to one of two states, or receiving modes
if (¿rmslockSize) {

stale = ADJUST_BLOCK_STZE_STÀTE;

upperBlockSize = startBlockSize,.
lowerBl-ockSize = startBlockSize;
currBlockSíze = startBlockSize;

if (startBlockSize > 1_) {
blockSízeCanGolower = t.rue;

)

calcDlm-Adj ustsi ze ( currBlocksize ) ;
) else {

slate = ADJUST-DELAY_STATE;
)

dataHandfer = neh¡ DataHandler(phatData,pt,datast.ore, conrD); /,/changedl G
startTime = System.currentTimel¿illis ( ) ;
new Thread(dataHandler).startO; //change met I !

) else {

//System.out.println( "Never closed connection from beforel ! M', ) ;
dataHandl er . packetTracker=pt ;
dataHandler . dataStore=dataS tore ;

startTime = System. currentTimettillis ( ) ;
new Thread(dataHandler).startO; //change me! | !

)
)

public boolean isReceivingO {
//reXurn dataHandler != null;
return dataHandler != nulr ? !dataHandler.stopped : false,.

)

public void close ( ) {
//System.ouL.println(" M !lthe client. is being closed!II!,,);
if (dataHandl-er != null) {

dataHandler. st.op O ;
dataHandler = null_;

)
if (singleServer) super. close ( ) ,.

)

public void doneRcvO {
Lty t

control.sendMessage(DoNE-REcErvrNG_c¡4D +,' " + get.streamrd() ) ;
]
catch(rOExcept.ion e) { i

i
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* Sends the amount by which to adjust t.he delay.

private void sendÀ.djustDelay(int. streamld, fl-oat factor) throws ïOgxceptíon {
adj DelayBuf . setlength (ADJ_DELAy_LEN) ;
adjDelayBuf . append ( streamld),.
adjDelayBuf.append( " ) ;
adjDelayBuf . append ( factor) ì
cont.rol. sendMessage (adjDelayBuf. t.oStrinS ( ) ) ì / /TODO Make more efficient

)

* Sends the amount. to set the block size.

private void sendÀdjustBlockSize(int streamld, int size) throws TOException {
adj BlockSizeBuf . setl,ength (ÀDJ_BLOCK_STZE_LEN) ;
adj BlockSi zeBuf . append ( streamld) ;
adjBlockSizeBuf .append(,, ) ;
adj BlockSizeBuf . append ( size ) ;
control,sendltessage(adjBlockSizeBuf.toStringO ); / /TODO Make more efficient.

)

* Sends the RESENDPACKETS command. The last el-ement should. contain the* earliest seq ID.

* Gparam seqTds a l-ong array contaj-ning the packet sequence rD's to resend* Gparam off the offset into the array* @param 1en the length, starting from <code>off</code>

private void sendResendPackets(long[] seqfds,int. off,int 1en) t.hrows IOException {rsndBuf . setlength (RSND_LEN) ;
rsndBuf . append(getstreamfd ( ) ) ;

for (int. i = off + len; --i >= off. ) {
rsndBuf.append(' ,);
rsndBuf . append ( seqfds Ii ] ) ;

)
control . sendMessage ( rsndBuf . t.oString ( ) ) ;

)

* Handles íncoming UDp data.

* Gauthor Shawn Silverman

private class DataHandler ì_mplement.s Runnable {volatil-e boolean stopped;
//public boolean stopped = false;
private RetransmitRequester req;
private Thread reqThread,.
PacketTracker packetTracker;
private Datastorage datastore,.
private long currÀdjustseqEnd; // Inclusive
private int currRcvSize;
private boolean fÍrst.Time = true; / / l.gnore some transientsprivate boolean retransmitting;
privat.e int confD;
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Vector phatData; //thís is the pointer to the data?? sure.. why no.
/ /FNN
private double last.Packetloss = 0;
private double trackDelay = (double)contro1.getBlockDelayO;
privat.e double minDelay = (0.9 * trackDelay);

* Creates a new data handler that listens to UDp packets.

DataHandler(Datastorage datastore) {
this.dataStore = dataStore;

)

//G added
//yrn'm.. pass a pointer to the control_er thread??
DataHandler(Vector data) {

singleServer=false;
t.his . phatData=data;
stopped=fa1se;

)

//we need to remove this 1aÈer - G

//ytrnn... pass a pointer to the cont.roler thread??
DataHandler(Vector data, packet.Tracker packetTracker) {
singJ-eServer= false;
thi s . packet.Tracker=packetTracker ;
this . phatData=data;
stopped=faIse;

)

//trr\rî,. pass a pointer to the controler thread??
DataHandler (Vector data, PacketTracker packet.Tracker, Datastorage datastore,

int. conID ) {
singleServer= false;
this . packetTracker=packetTracker ;
this . phatData=data;
t.his.datastore = dataSt.ore;
this . conID=conf D,.

stopped=fa1se;
)

* Stops t.his receiver.

void stopfl {
//System.out.println( "calling stopped from stop,' ) ;
stopped = true;
if (req l= nul1) {

req. st.op O t
)

)

* CreaLes Lhe packet. tracker.

privat.e void createpacketTracker ( ) {
currAdjustseqEnd = adjustsize - !;
firstTime = true;
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/ / Cal-cul-ate the # of packets
int streamrdsize = phat.packet.cal-cstreamrdsize(getstreamrdo ) ;
int seqldSize = Phat.Packet.cal-cseqIdSize(fileSize, getPacketsizeO,

streamldSize) ;
int. packetDataSize = g'etpacketsizeO - streamfdsize - seqldsize;
if (dataSLore. isPacketDatasizeRequired( ) ) {

datastore. setpacketDataSize (packetDataSize) ;
datastore. setTot.alSize ( f ileSize ) ;

)

long expPackets = (long)Math.ceil ( (double) fileSize,/ (double)packetDatasize) ;

packet.Tracker = new BiLsetpacketTracker O ;
packetTracker . setE)<pect.edpacketCount. ( exppackets ) ;

if (statslístener t= nul-1) {
s tatsLi s tener . s etExpec tedpacketcount ( exppackets ) ;

)

)

public slmchronized void cont.inueRun ( ) {
notify( ) ;

)

public void runO {
if (stopped) {

System.out.print.ln(,'the server is stopped??" ) ;
return;

)

retransmit.ting = false;
trv {

Datagramsocket dataport = udpSocket,.
dataPort.. seLsoTimeout. (2000) ;
DatagramPacket udpPacket.=new DatagramPacket.(new bytelpacketsizel,packetsize);
PhatPacket phatpacket = ne\,v phatpacket (udppacket) ;

if (singteServer) {
creat.ePacketTracker ( ) ;

) else {
currÀdjustseqEnd = adjustsize - !¡ //c:one in the create packet.Tracker!
currAdjustseqEnd - packetrracker.getoffseto + adjustsize -1;firstTime = true,.

i
while ( !stopped && !packetTracker.isCompleteO ) {

try {
/ / FIX cuz the length sticks at the last length received
udpPacket . setlength (packetsi ze ) ;
dataPort . receive (udppacket ) ;
phatPacket.. update ( ) ;
processData (phatpacket ) ;

] catch (Interrupt,edfopxceptíon ex) {
if (!sropped) {

f ireReceiveTimeout (packetTracker . getpercentcompl ete ( ),
System. currentTimeuillis O _ st.artTime) ;

fireStatsReceiveTimeout ( ) ;

retransmitting - true;
f ireStatsStartResend ( ) ;
/ / Start more ret.ransmit requests if not yet done
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if ( lpacketTracker.isCompleteO ) {
if (reqThread == nult || rreqrhread.isAliveO) {

req - ne\d RetransmitRequester(packetTracker),.
reqThread = ne\Á/ Thread(req);
reqThread. start ( ) ;

]
) else {

System.out.println( "no need for resend! I ,,) ;
)

]
) / /catch

j / /wh,íIe

// send the DONE-RECETVTNG regardless - don't closel ! ! please! !
if (singleserver) {

control.sendMessage(DoNE_REcErvrNG_cMD +',,' + getstreamTdo ) ;
) else {

control. send-Ì{essage(DoNE_REcErvrNGBLocK_cMD +,"'+ getstreamrdo ) ;
)

long time = System.current.TimeMillisO - startTime;
if (packetTracker.isCornpleteO ) {

f ireReceiveComplete ( time ) ;
) else if (stopped) {

f ireReceiveStopped ( time ) ;
)

i catch (TOException ex) {
if (lstopped) { // To avoid some socketExcept.ions

f ireClient.Exception (ex) 
,.

) else {
trY{

if ( singleServer)
control-send.i"fessage(DoNE_REcErvrNG_cMD +,'', + getstreamrdo ) ;else control.sendMessage(DONE-RECEIVINGBLOCK_CMD + " ,, + get.StreamldO );

)
catch (IOExcept.íon ex2) {}

)

] catch (FsTPException ex) {
f ireClientExcept.ion ( ex) ,.

) finally {
if (singleServer) {

System. out.print.ln( "ca11íng stoppedt', ) ;
stopped = true;

]
try {

if (singleServer) datastore. close ( ) ;

)
catch (fOException ex) {
)
if (singleServer) close( ) ;

)
)

* Processes a packet of newly receíved dat.a.

privat.e void processData(phatpacket packet) Lhrows fOException {
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long seqld = packet.get.seqldO;
f ireStat.sPacketReceived ( seqld) ;

/ / Track the packet
if (packetTracker. isPacketReceived(seeId) ) return;
packet.Tracker. packetReceived ( seqld) ;

/ / Send it to the storagre
try {

if (singleServer) {
datastore . pushData (packet ) ;

) else {
dataSt.ore . pushDat.a (packet ) ;

)

) catch (IOException ex) {
) catch (FSTPException ex) {

ex. printst.ackTrace ( ) ;
if (e* inst.anceof packet.sizeException) { } / / ToDo Do something.

)

// we need to adjust different.ly, depending if \¡re are retransmit.ting.
if (!retransmitting) {

/ / If we have started receiving the next block then adjust the
/ / al-ph.a or t.he block size
if (seqld > currAdjustseqEnd) {

if (tfirstTime) {
rat.econtrollerl ( ) ;

) else 1

firstTime = fal_se;
)

// Readjust the seq monitoring, regardless of the state.
currRcvSize = 1,.
currAdjust.seqEnd += adjustsize;

) else {
this . currRcvSize++,.

)

) else {
/ / TODO Adjust while retransmitting, too

]
)

private void raLeControllerl_ ( ) throws IOExceptíon {
/ / Do adjustments here, depending on the state
if (state == AD,TUST_BLOCK_SIZE_STATE) {

if ((float)currRcvSize / (f1oat)adjustsize < alpha) {
/ / BJ-ock size is too big
upperBlockSize = currBlocksíze - L;
if (lowerelockSize <= upperBlockSize) {

currBlockSize = (lowerBlockSize + upperBl_ockSi_ze) /2;
íf (currglockSize == lowerBlockSize) {

if (blocksizeCanGolower && lowerBlockSize l= 1) {
IowerBlockSíze /= 2¡
currBlockSize = lowerBlockSize;
if (lowerBlockSize == 1) {

blockSizeCancolo\^¡er = false;
)

) else 1

state = ADJUST_DELÃy_STATE;
)
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]
i else {

if (upperel-ockSize > 0) {
currBlockSize = upperBlockSize;

)
STaIe = ADJUST_DELAY_STATE;

)
) else {

if (blockSizeCanGoLower) {
blockSizeCancolower = false;

]

// A:.I is wel1. so increase the block size
if (currBlockSize != upperBlockSize) {

lowerBl-ockSize = currBlockSíze + L¡
if (lowerBlockSize <= upperBlockSize) {

currBlockSíze = (lowerBlockSize + upperBlockSíze) /2;
if (currBlockSize == upperBlockSize) {

STaTe = ÀD.JUST_DELAY-STATE;
)

] else {
STaLe = AD'JUST_DELAY-STATE;

)

) else {
l-owerBlockSize = upperBlockSize;
currBlockSíze = (upperBlockSize *= 2) ¡

]
)

/ / currBlockSize nov/ cont.aíns the latest test block size
sendÀdjustBl-ockSize (streamld. currBlockSize) ;
f ireBlockSí zeÀdj usted ( currBlockSi ze ) ;
caIcDlmÀdj ustsize ( currBlocksí ze ) ;

) else i
/ / The AD,JUST_DELAY stat.e
float adj;
if (currRcvSize != 0) {

adj = (float)adjust.sizel(f1oat)currRcvSize * alpha;
) else {

// Increase the delay if no packets are received
adj-L.0f/a1pha;

)

/ / Don 't send 1.0 since it's redundant.
// Don' t send >= 2.0 since that's probably pre-emption or something
/ / tn this case, send a factor that we can undo by receiving 100t in
/ / t}re next round

if (adj >= 2.0f) adj = 1,.0f. / atpha;

if (adj != l-.0f) {
if (dtmBlockDelay) {

sendÀdjustDelay(streamld, adj ) ;
)

)
)

j / /rateCont.rollerl o
private void ratecontroller2 ( ) t.hrows ÏOException {

double adj;
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if (currRcvSize != 0) {
double p1 = 1- - ( (float)currRcvSize/ (floaL)adjusLsize) ;
doubl-e deltaPL = p] - lastpacketloss,.
adj = control. fuzzyControl (p1, deltapI,) ;

last.Packet.Loss = pl;
) else {

/ / Increase the delay if no packets are received
adj = (double) (t.0 / atpha);

)

//Don't send if adj=1, no chanqe
//Don' L send if achieving Max. allocated bandwidt.h, specified
//in terms of a minimum delay.
if ( (adj != 1-.0f) && trackDelay > minDelay) {

sendÄdjusLDelay(streamld, (f loat) adj ) ;
trackDelaY *= adj;

]

\ / /ratecontrol2 o

private void rateController3 (int newDelay) throws IOException {

if ( (newDelay > 0) && (trackDelay != newDelay) ) {
control . sendBlockDelay (newDelay) ;
minDelay = trackDelay = (double)newDe1ay,.

) else {
rateController2 ( ) ;

)

j / /raxe3ontrol3 o

) / /DataHandler

* Handres ret.ransmission requests, after the whole file has been sent.* This sends out a request. for all blocks of packets and then terminates.* Gauthor Shawn Silverman

private class RetransmitRequester implements Runnable {priwate StringBuffer cmdBuf = new StringBufferO;
,//private vo1aLile boolean stopped;
privat.e boolean stopped;
prívate PacketTracker packetTracker,.

RetransmitRequester (packetTracker packetTracker) {
superO;
this.packetTracker = packetTracker;

)

void st.op O {
stopped = true;

)

public void run0 {
/ / Go through the packet tracker and request retransmissions in
// bJ-ocks of the adjust. size.
/ / The array has Èhe earliest sequence rD as the last. element
//System.out.print.ln("\n\n! t ttN REîRÀNSMITT|l ! for" + getstreamTdO ) ;long[] seqlds = new longladjustsizel;
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int index = adjustsize;
slmchronized (packetTracker) {

trv {
whil-e (!sLopped && !packetTracker.isCompleteO ) i

packetTracker. st.artlterat.eMissing ( ) ;
long seqId,.
while (-1L l= (segId = packet.Tracker.nextMissinsO)) {

seqlds[--index] = seeld;
if (index == o) i

sendResendPackets(seqfds, 0, adjustsize) ;
index = adjustsize;

)

)

/ / Send any extra
if (index < adjustsize) {

sendResendPackets (seqIds, index, adjustsize - index) ;
index = adjustsize;

)

trY {
Thread.sleep(500),

) catch (rnLerrupt.edException ex) {
]

i
) catch (rOException ex) {

stopped = true;
close ( ) ;
f ireCl ientExcept.ion ( ex ) ;
/ / TODO This might possibly result in a double exception

)

)
) //RetransmitRequester

) //FSTPClient
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Appendix B: Extension Classes to the BCK for
Implementing Fuzzy Neural Networks:

The following sections of this appendix contain the source code for the classes added
to the BCK to support Fuzzy Neural Networks. In addition the last class is provided as it
required major revisions, for implementing the ltzzy back-propagation learning rule.
Changes made to the remaining classes were merely to provide support (via placeholder
methods) and do not contain added functionality. The code is presented in the following
order

Appendix 8.1 - BCKFuzzyNeuronjava

' an extension to the BCKNeuron class to provide support for the two general
classes of fiizzy neurons: OR and AND.

Appendix 8.2 - BcKFuzzyORNeuronjava

' an extension of BCKFuzzyNeuron to implement a general OR type finzy neuron,
including methods required to support learning.

Appendix 8.3 - BCKFuzzyANDNeuron java

' an extension of BCKFuzzyNeuron to implement a general AND type fuzzy neu-
ron, including methods required to support learning.

Appendix 8.4 - BCKFNNjava

' an extension of the BCKNeuralNetwork class to create and manage afuzzy neural
network.

Appendix 8.5 - BCKFNNBpropjava

' an extension of the BCKFNN class to implement network training and calculation
of the numerical weight changes.

Appendix 8.6 - BcKsynapsejava
r { class to model the connections between neurons, and also manages the learning

rule (weight updare) methods.

The original BCK code is available from:

http : / /wv,rw. compapp. dcu. iel-tdoris/E;CIK/
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8.1 BcKFuzzyNeuronjava

package BCK..ANN;

import BCK.ANN. BCKFNN;
import java.util.*;
import java. io. *;

/** BCKFuzzyNeuron
* The îvzzy Neuron class extends t.he neuron c1ass, adding t.he funct.ionality* needed to form the basis for a general Referential Fuzzy Neuron. The basic* functions are provided through t.riangular norm logic functions (t and s* norms) and a f.uzzy implícation function.
* This is the base class for the two classes of Fuzzy Neurons, Disjunctive* (On type) and Conjunctive (AND ttæe) .

* @author C. H. Poskar, May 2002
* @version 1.0

* TODO
* Change Slmapse to model parameters rat.her t.han weights, and add references* to slmapse - maybe, exLra paramet.er per slmapse.

public class BCKFuzzyNeuron extends BCKNeuron implements Serializable{
/* Constants * /

public fínal stat.ic int CONJUNCTIVE = 0;
public final statj_c int DIS,JLINCTIVE = l_;

public final static int NO_REF = 0,
public final stat.ic int MATCHING = 1_;

public final static int DIFFERENCE = 2ì
public final static int INCLUSION = 3,
public final static int DOMTNANCE = 4,;

public final stat.ic int NUM-WEIGHTS = BCKFNN.NUM_WETGHTS;

public BCKFuzzyNeuron( ) {
superO;
tlæe ="Fuzzy',,.
refTlpe = NO_REF;

)

/* Lukasiewicz OR operation:
* xsY=min[1, x+Y]

public double s_norm (double x, double y) {
doubletemp=x+y;

if (temp > 1) {
return (double) 1;

]

return temp;
]

/* Lukasiewj-cz AND operat.ion:
* xtY=max[¡, x+y-,-]
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public double t_norm (double x, double y) {
doubletemp=x+y-1;
if (temp < 0) {

ret.urn (double) 0;
)

return temp;
)

/* Godel Implicat.ion:
* x->y=y, if x>y
* L, otherwise

public double impl (double x, double y) {
if (x>y) {

return y;
)

return (double) 1;
]

/* Generic Reference Function:
* - accepts two reference arguments and a reference tlpe.* - executes the correct reference operation and ret.urns the result t0..11.* - if noreference operat.ion is selected., return the first. argument,* - if reference Lt49e is invalid, returns -1.

protected double ref(double x, double y. int t]æe) {

if (type == NO-REF) {
return x;

) else if (træe == MATCHING) {
ret.urn match(x,y) ;

i else if (tlæe == DIFFERENCE) {
return diff(x,y);

) else if (ttæe == INCLUSION) {
return ínc (x,y) ;

) else if (tlæe == D6MINANCE) {
return dom(x,y) ;

)

ret.urn (double) -l_;
)

/* Matching Function:
* Match(x, y) = 1/2 [ (x->y¡ ^ (y->x) + (-x->-y) ^ (-y->-x) ]

protected double mat.ch(double x, double y) {
double templ = t_norm(impl(x,y),impl(y,x) );
double temp2 = b_norm(imp1((1-x), (1-y) ),imp1([__y¡, (1_x) ));
return ( (0.5) * s_norm(temp1,temp2) );

]

/* Difference Function:
* Dif f (x, y) = 1 - Match(x, y)

protected double diff (double x, double y) {
return ( 1 - match(x,y) );

)
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/* lnclusion Function:
* Inc(x, y) - x -> y

protected double inc(double x. double y) {
return ( impl(x,y) );

]

/* Dominance Funct.ion:
* Dom(x, y) = y -> x

protected double dom(double x, double y) {
return ( impl (y,x) ) ;

i

/* randomParameters o
* - return an array (of size arraSize) of random parameters.

privat.e double[] randomparamet.ers(int arraySize) {
double[] params = new doublelarraySízel ,.

for(int i=0; i<arraysize; i++) {
params Ii] - 3* (0.s-Math. random( ) ) ;

)

return params;
)

/* setReferences ( )* - seL the reference array from a given reference array.

public void setReferences(double[] refs) {
references = new doubleIrefs.1engt.h] ;
System.arraycopy(refs, 0, references, 0, refs.length) ;

)

/* setReferences ( )
* - seL the reference array to a ne\^r random parameters.

public void setReferences(int size) {
references = randomparameters (size) ;

)

/ * setRef Tlpe ( )
* - set the reference operation.

public void setRef\¡ge(int. ref) i
refTlpe - ref ;

)

/* getReferences ( )
* - return the reference array.

public double[] getReferences O {
return references;

]

,/* getRefTlpe ( )
* - return the Reference T]æe.

public int geLRefrypeO {
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return refTlæe;
]

protect.ed double[] references = nulf; //Array of reference values
protect.ed int. refTlpe; / /f:yTfle of reference operation
protected int aggTlpe; / /Iype of aggregative neuron

l / / BCKFuzzyNeuron
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8.2 BcKFuzzyORNeuronjava

package BCK.ANN;

import java.util.*;
import java. io. *;

/** BCKFuzzyORNeuron - A Generalized Disjunctive Referent.íaI Fwzzy Neuron* - performs an OR tlæe aggregation.
* - has two optional parameters, a reference type, and an array of* reference values.
* - if no reference t)æe is specified, or a reference trt)e without a* corresponding reference array, it is assumed the reference operation* is No Reference - i.e. an Aggregative Neuron.

* @author C. H. Poskar, lú,ay 2002
* @version l-. 0

* Valid Reference t]æes are:
* 0-Noreference
* 1 - Matching
* 2 - Difference
* 3 - Inclusion
* 4 - Dominance

public class BCKFuzzyORNeuron extends BCKFuzzyNeuron implements Serializable{
public BCKFuzzyoRNeuron ( ) i

super ( ) ;
aggTlpe = DISJUNCTIVE;

)

public BCKFuzzyORNeuron(int rType) {
super ( ) ;
agg\4pe = DIS,JUNCTIVE;

)

public BCKFuzzyORNeuron(int rT1pe, doubleil refs) {
super ( ) ,.

aggT]î)e = DISTTUNCTIVE;
if (refT\æe l= NO_REF) {

set.RefT]æe (rÏ\æe) ;
setRef erences (ref s ) ,.

)
)

public BCKFuzzyORNeuron(int rT1pe, int size) {
super ( ) ;
aggT]æe = DTS,JUNCTIVE;
if (refT)æe != NO_REF) {

setRefÎ\t)e (rT1pe) ;
setReferences (size) ;

)
)

,/,/ s_nonn(0,x) = x
protected double calcActivationO throws Exception{

thi-s. activaLion=0,.
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BCKSlmapse s1m;
double temp;

for(int i=0; i<inputs.sizeO; i++) {
slfn = (BcKslmapse) inputs.etementAt(i) ;

double input = slm.output.getstate(slm.delay) ;
double inputC = 1 - input;
doublelJ weights = slm.getWeights g ;

/ /c.heck output of functions for -l- - ínvalid refTlpe??
if (refType t= NO_REF) i

input = ref (input, references Ii] . refTlæe) ;
inputC = ref (Ínput.C, references Ii] , refTlæe) ;

)

temp = s_norm(t_norm(input, weights t0l ) , t_norm(inputC, \,veights t1l ) ) ;

this.activation = s_norm(Èhis.activat.ion, temp) ;
)

return this. activation;
)

//wsíng t.he current activation, calculate t.he neuron,s new output
protected double transferO {

timeAdvance ( ) ;

StateHistoryltickl = this.activation;

ret.urn StateHistory I tick] ;

i

/ /re|-urn the derivative of the transfer function at the current act.ivation:
public double[] neLprimes(inr i) i

doubl-e A = 0; // s_norm(O,X) = X
double a = 0;

double inputf = 0;
double[] weightsr = nulI;
for(int j=0; j<inputs.sizeO; j++) i

BcKslmapse s)fn = (BCKslmapse) inputs . elementAt (j ) ;
double input = slm.output.getst.ate(slm.delay) ;
double[] weights = s]m.getWeightsO ;

if li == i¡ {
input.I = input,.
weightsl = ne\^/ doubl_e [weights. length] ;
System.arraycopy(weights, 0, weightsl, 0, weights.length) ;

i else i
double temp = s_norm(t_norm(input, weights [0] ),

t_norm(1-input, weights[]_l ) );
A = s_norm(A, te¡np);

)
]

double[] netprimes = new doublelweightsl.lengthl ;
da = nevr double [weight.sl.length] ;

for (int j=0; j<netprimes.length; j++) {

if (j == o) {
A = s_norm(Ã', t_norm( j_-inputf , weightsf t1l ) ) ;
a = t_norm(inputf, weightsl [0] ) ;
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datjl = impl(weightsIi0l, l--inputl) ;

) else {
A = s_norm(4. t_norm(inputf, weightslt0l));
a = t_norm(1-inputI, weightsl [1] ) ;
datj I = impl (weightsl [1] . inputl) ;

)

netprimes Ij ] = impl (1-a,A) ;
)

return netprimes;
)

public double[] getlastDerivativeO {
return da;

)

doublel] da = nulI; // Fuzzified derivative of 'a'
j / /BCKFuzzyORNeuron
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8.3 B CKFuzzyANDNeuronj ava

package BCK.ANN;

import java.util.*;
import java. io. *;

/** BCKFuzzyANDNeuron - A Generalized Conjunctive Referential Fúzzy Neuron* - performs an ÀND type aggregation.
* - has two optional parameters, a reference t]¡pe, and an array of* reference values.
* - if no reference t]æe is specified, or a reference t)æe i.vithout a* corresponding reference array, it is assumed. the reference operat.ion* is No Reference - i.e. an Aggregative Neuron.

* @author C. H. Poskar, tf'ay 2002
* @version 1.0

* Valid Reference t)G)es are:
* 0-Noreference
* 1 - Matching
* 2 - Difference
* 3 - fnclusíon
* 4 - Dominance

public class BCKFuzzyANDNeuron extends BCKFuzzyNeuron implements Serial-izable{

public BCKFuzzyANDNeuron ( ) {
superO;
aggT)æe = CONJUNCTIVE;

)

public BCKFuzzyANDNeuron(ínt rTtæe) {
superO;
aggTlpe = CONJUNCTIVE;

)

public BCKFuzzyÀNDNeuron(ínt rType, doubletJ refs) {
super ( ) ;
aggTlæe = CON.IUNCTTVE;
if (refTtæe != NO_REF) {

setRefT)æe (rT)æe) ;
seLReferences (refs) ;

)

)

public BCKFuzzyANDNeuron(int rT)4)e, int size) {
superO;
aggT\T)e = CON,JUNCTfVE;
if (refTlpe != NO_REF) {

setRefTlæe (rTlæe) ;
setReferences (size) ;

)
)

// x-norm(1 ,x¡ = ¡
prot.ected double calcAct.ivationO throws Except.ion{

this . activation=1;
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BcKslmapse slm;
double temp;

for(int i=0; i<inputs.sizeO; i++) {
syn = (BcKslmapse) inputs.elementAt. (i) ;

double input = slm.output.getstate(slm.delay) ;
double inputC = 1 - input;
double[] weights = s]m.getWeight.sO ;

/ /c}reck output of functions for -1 - invalid refT\pe??
if (refT\4pe l= NO_REF) {

input = ref (ínput, references [i] , refT]G¡e) ;
inputC = ref (inputC, references[í]. refTlæe) ;

i
temp = t_norm(s_norm(input., weights [0] ) , s_norm(inputC, weights tl_l ) ) ;
this.activation = t_norm(this.activation. temp) ;

)

ret.urn this. activat.ion;
]

//usíng the current activation. calculate the neuron's nevr output
protected double transferO {

t.imeAdvance ( ) ;

StateHistoryltickl = this.activat.ion;
return StateHistory I tick] ;

i

//teLutn the derivative of Èhe t.ransfer function at the current act.ivation:
pubJ-ic double[] netprimes(inÈ i) {

double B = 1-; // t_norm(i-,X) = X
double b = 0;

double inputl = 0;
double[] weightsl = nu1l;
for(int j=0; j<ínputs.sizeO; j++) {

BcKslmapse slm - (BCKSlmapse) inputs. el-ementAt ( j ) ;
double input = slm.output.getstat.e(slm.delay) ;
doublelJ weights = s\m.getweightsO ;

if (i==j) {
inputl = input;
weightsl = new doubl-e[weights.length] ;
Syst.em,arraycopy(weights. 0, weightsl, 0, weights.length) ;

] else {
double temp = t_norm(s_norm(input, weightsiOl ),

s_norm(1-input, weights t1l ) ) ;
B = t_norm(B, temp);

]
)

double[] netprimes = ne¡lr doublelweightsl.lengthl ;
db = new double [weight.sl.length] ;
for (int j=0; jcnetprimes.length; j++) {

ifli==g¡{
B = t_norm(8, s_norm(i_-inputI, weight.sl t1l ) ) ;
b = s_norm(inputI, weightslt0l );
dbti I = impl (l--inputI, weishrsr t0l ) ;
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] else {
B = t_norm(8, s_norm(ínputI, weightsl t0l ) ) ;
b = s_norm(l--inputÏ, weightsl t1l ) ;
abt j I = impl (input.I, weisht.sl t1l ) ;

)

netprimes Ij ] = impl (8.1-b) ;

)

return netprimes;
)

public double[] getlastDerivativeO {
return db;

]

double[] db = nu1l; // Fuzzífied derivative of ,b'

j / /BCRFuzzyANÐNeuron
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8.4 BCKFNNjava

package BCK.ANN;

import java.util. *;
import java. io. *;

/** BCKFNN

* This class extends BCKNeuralNeturork to implement. a Fuzzy Neural Netv/ork

* rt uses multí-weight. slmapses to provide seperate weights for the input* and the complement of the input.

* @author C. H. Poskar, Nfay 2002
* Gversion 1,.0

* TODO:
* lastWeightChange?? is it necessary?

public class BCKFNN extends BCKNeuralNetwork implements Serializable{
public final static int NUM_WEIGHTS = 2 ì / /# of weights/slmapse
protecLed int nunNeurons; / / Neurons in network
protected transient double globalError; / / Tlne squared. eruor
protected transient doubletl tl tl lastVr/eightChange; // Remembers last change
protecLed int[] nunNeuronsfnlayer; // Neurons in each layer
protected BCKNeuron biasAND; /,/ A bias (dumrny) neuron
protected BCKNeuron biasOR; // ..

/* Default Constructor
* - privatised t.o prevent use.

prot.ected BCKFNN O {
)

/* Parameterised Constructor - fully connected
* - numNeuronsPerlayer: cont.aíns an entry describing the number of* neurons in each layer, the network is constructed fu1ly connected;

public BCKFNN(inttl numNeuronsperLayer, int[] agg, int[] ref, double[] tl
references) {

super ( 0, " fwzzy,') ¡

numNeurons=0;
BCKNeuron[] inputArray;
numoutputs = nunNeuronsperlJayer InumNeuronsperl,ayer . length_ 1 ] ;
numlnputs = nlunNeuronsperlayer[0],.

nufiNeuronslnlayer = ne\¡/ int InumNeuronsperlayer. length] ;
for(int i=0;i < numNeuronsperlayer.length; i++) {

numNeuronsfnlayer I i ] =numNeuronsperl,ayer I i ] ;
nurnNeurons+=numNeuronsperlayer I i ],.

]

lastWeightchange = new doubl-e [numNeurons ] [numNeurons ] INUM_WEIGHTS] ;
for(int i=0,. i<lastweightchange.lengt.h; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<lastWeightChangetil .length; j++) {
for(int k=0; k<NUM_WEIGHTS; k++) {
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lastWeightChangetil Ij I ikl=0;

]

double[] weights = new double[IrIUM_WEIGHTSI ;
int prest.art = 0;
int poststart = numlnputs;

/ /create the required neurons
for(int. i = 0; i < numNeurons; í++){

if (agstil == BCKFuzzyNeuron.DIS,]UNCTIVE) {
addNeuron(new BCKFuzzyORNeuron(ref Ii], references Iil ) ) ;

) else if (aggIi] == BCKFuzzyNeuTon.CONJUNCTIVE) {
addNeuron(new BCKFuzzyANDNeuron(ref Ii] , references til ) ) ;

) else {
System. out.print.ln ( "Error in the BCKFNN construct.or ',

+ ,'- invalid neuron type");
)

)

/ /create a dummy neuron whose output is always 1 in order to model
//bias * note that this requires 2 bias neurons, one for AND (O)
//and one for OR (1):
biasAND = ne$r BCKNeuronO;
biasAND. id=-1;
biasAND. setoutput (0.0) ;
biasOR = new BCKNeuronO;
biasOR. íd=-2 ¡

biasOR. setOutput 10.0) ;

double[] bíasWeights = new doubleINUM_WEIGHTSI ;
for (int i=0; i<NUM_WEIGHTS; i++) {

biasúùeightsIi] = 6.5.
)

/ /cortnecL each neuron in a layer to all neurons in previous layer:
/ /for each layer
for(int layer=1-; layer < nunNeuronslnlayer.length; layer++) {

/ /for each postslmaptic neuron. . .

for(ínt post=Or post < numNeuronslnlayer[layer]; post++) {
int. postlndex = poststart+post;//Create index for post
//connect to the bias neuron
trY{

if (layer == 1) {
connectExternal (bias/WO, postlndex, biasVrreights, 0 ) ;

] else {
connectExternal (biasOR, posLfndex, biasWeights, 0) ;

)
]
catch(Except.ion e) {

System.out..println(,'Error connecting to bias neuron,'
+ e.toStringO );

)

/ /for each preslmaptic neuron. . .

for(int pre=O; pre < nì-tmNeuronsÏnlayer[1ayer-]-l; pre++) {
int prelndex - prestart+pre;
/ /vríth random weight and no (zero) signal delay:

for (int i=0; i<l¡u¡¡_wEIGHTS; i++) {
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weightslil = (t"lath.randomO + 0.5) / 2;
)
try {

connecLfnternal(prefndex, postTndex. weights, 0) ;
)
catch (Exception e) {

System.out..print.ln("Error in BCKFNN constructor while "
+ "connecLing neurons: " + e.toString());

)

)
prestart +=numNeuronslnlayerIlayer-1] ;
postStart +=nunNeuronslnlayer I layer ] ;

]

/* Parameterísed Construct.or - ÀND,/OR network specified* - nurnNeuronsPerlayer: contains an entry describing the number of* neurons in each Iayer.
* - netstructure: provides the structure for the connection to layers* 2 (AND plane) and layer 3 (OR plane).

public BCKFNN(int[] numNeuronsperlayer, intil [] [] netstructure, intil [] ref,
doubleil [] il references) {

super(0, "fuzzy");
numNeurons=0;
BCKNeuronI J inputArray;
numOutputs = nunNeuronsperlayer InumNeuronsperl,ayer. length_1] ;
numlnput.s = numNeuronsperlayer[0] ;

nLrmNeuronslnlayer = ner^7 int InumNeuronsperI,ayer. length] ;
System.arraycopy(nurìNeuronsperlayer, 0, nunNeuronslnlayer. 0,

numNeuronsfnlayer. length) ;

doubleI weights = new doubleINUM_VSEIGHTSI;
int prestart = 0;
int poststart = numlnputs;

/ /create the required neurons
for(int layer=0; layercnumNeuronsfnlayer.length; layer++) {

nlrnNeurons+=nurNeurons Inlayer [ ]_ayer I ;
for(int post=O; post<numNeuronslnlayer[layer] ; post++) {

if (Iayer == 0) { //input layer
addNeuron(new BCKNeuronO ) ;

) else if (1ayer == 1) { //hidden layer (AND plane)
addNeuron (new BCKFuzzyANDNeuron (ref [layer] [post],

references Ilayer] [post] ) ) ;
) efse if (1ayer == 2) { //output. layer (OR plane)

addNeuron (new BCKFuzzyoRNeuron (ref I layer] [postJ,
references Ilayer] [postl ) ) ;

) else {
System.out.println("Error in the BCKFNN constructor ,,

+ ,'_ invalid neuron Lype,,);
)

]
)

lastVrTeightChange = nev/ doublelnumNeuronsl Inu¡nNeurons] [NUM_WEIGHTS];
for(int i=0; i<lastweightchange.length; i++¡ I

for(int. j=0; j<1astlveightChangeIi] .1engt.h; j++) {
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for(int k=0; k<NUM_WETGHTS; k++){
lastweishtChanse til t j I tkl =6 -

)

]

//create a dummy neuron whose output is always 1 in order to model
/ /bías - note that this requires 2 bias neurons, one for AND (O)
//and one for OR (1):
biasAND = ne\¡, BCKNeuron O ;
biasAND. id=-1 ;

biasAND. setoutput ( 0. 0) ;
biasOR = new BCKNeuronO;
biasOR. íd=-2¡
biasOR. setOutput (0.0) ;

double[] biasWeights = new double[NUM_WETGHTSJ ;
for (int í=0; i<wU¡l_wETGHTS; i++) {

bíasWeightstil = 9.5-
)

//connect each neuron in a layer to all neurons in previous layer:
//for each layer
for(int layer=l; layer < numNeuronslnlayer.length; layer++) {

/ /for each postslmaptic neuron. . .

for(int posL=0,. post < numNeuronslnlayerIlayer], post++) t
int postÌndex = poststart+post; / /Create index for post
//connect to the bias neuron
try{

if (layer == 1) {
con¡ectExternal (biasAND, post.Index, biasWeights, 0) ;

) else {
connectExternal(biasOR, postlndex, biasWeights. 0) ;

]
]
catch(Exception e) {

System.out.println(,'Error connecting t.o bias neuron',
+ e.tostrinso );

)

//for each preslmaptic neuron...
for(int pre=O; pre < numNeuronslnlayerIlayer-1]; pre++) i

/ /íf no connection from pre to post, skip to next pre
if (net.structure Ilayer] [post] [pre] =- 6 ¡ {

continue;
)

int prelnds¡ = preStart+pre;
/ /with random weight and no (zero) signal delay:
for (int i=0; i<¡uu¡t_wErcHTs; i++) {

weightslil = (Math.randomg + 0.5) / 2;
)
try {

connectlnternal(prefndex, postÏndex, weights, 0) ;
)
catch (exception e) {

System.out.print.ln( "Error in BCKFNN constructor whil_e,'
+ "connecting neurons: r + e.toStringO);

)
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)
prest.art +=numNeuronsTnlayer[layer-1] ;
postStart +=numNeuronsTnlayer I layer] ;

)

/ / * * * * * * * * ******** processor Methods **************** *******
/* forwardPass ( )
* - execute a forward pass t.hrough the network.

publíc void forwardpass ( ) t
try{

for(int i=numlnputs; i < getNumberOfNeuronsO; i++¡1
calcState (i) ;

]
)
catch (Exception e) {

System. out . println ( e . tosLrinS ( ) ) ;
]

)

/* setlnput ( )
* - TODO - check inputVector length.

publíc void setlnput(doubte[] inputVector) {
for(int i=0;i< inputVector.length; i++) {

seLOutput (i, inputvectorlíl ) ;
)

)

/ / * x * * * * * * * * ** * Accessor Meth.ods *** * * * ** * * * * ** ** * * ** * * * * *

/* getBias ( )
* - returns null, since there is no single bias neuron.

public BCKNeuron getBias ( ) {
return nu11;

)

/* getOutputs ( )
* - returns the current output of output neurons.

public double[] getOurputsO {
double[] outs = new doublelnumgutputsl;
int j =6;
for(int i=numNeurons - numOutputs; j < numOutputs; j++) {

ouLsljl = ger.stare(i+j) ;

)
return outs;

]

/* getGlobalErroro
* - returns the currenL gIoba1 error.

public double getGlobalErrorO {
return globalError;

)

/* randomiseWeight.s ( )
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* - reset all weights in the network to random values.

public void randomiseWeíghts ( ) {
BcKslmapse I J slmarray;
for(ínt i=0; i<neurons.sizeO; i++) {

BCKNeuron node = (BCKNeuron)neurons.elementAt (i) ;
slmarray = node.getslmapseArray( ) ;
for(int s=0; s<slmarray.length; s++) {

double[] weíghts = new doubleINUM_WEIGHTSI;
for (int j=0; j<¡uul,t-WEIGHTS; j++) {
weightstil = (Math.randomO + 0.5) / 2¡

)
slmarray I s ] . setWeights (weights ) ;

]
)

//must reset lastWeightChange to 0

f or ( int i=0,. i<lasttrleightChange. length; i++ ¡ 1

for(int j=0; j<lastVrleightChangelil .Iengt.h; j++) {
for(int k=0; kcNUM_lrtErGHTS; k++) {

lastVrleightChanse t i I t j I tk1 =6 -

)
)

]

]

/* getNumberOflayers ( )* - returns the nurnber of layers in the netvrork.

public ínt getNumberOflayers () {
return nurnNeuronsf nlayer. length ;

)

/ * getNumberOfNeuronslnlayer ( )* - returns the number of neurons in the specífied layer.

public int getNunrberOfNeuronsfnlayer(inL i) {
ret.urn numNeuronslnlayer I i ] ;

)
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8.5 BCKFNNBpropjava

package BCK.ANN;

import java.util.*,.
import java.io.*;

/** BCKFNNBpTop

* This cl-ass extends BCKFNN to implement Back propagation Learning for* a Fuzzy Neural Network.

* Gaut.hor C. H. Poskar, May 2002
* Gversion 1.0

publ-ic class BcKFNNBprop extends BCKFNN implements serializabl-e{
private double LearningRat.e,.
private double Momentum;

//must not a1low construct.ion of uninitialised network
protected BCKFNNBpTop( ) {

LearningRate = .1;
Momentum = .7,.

]

public BCKFNNBpTop(int[] nurnNeuronsperlayer, int[] agg, int[] ref, doubleil []
references) {

super(numNeuronsPerlayer, agg, ref, references) ;
LearningRate = .1;
Momentum = .7;

)

public BCKFNNBpTop(int[] numNeuronsperlayer, int.il [] il netstruct, intil il ref,
doubletl tl tl references) {

super(numNeuronsPerlayer, netstruct, ref , references),.
LearningRate = .1;
Momentum = .7;

)

public void setlearningRat.e(double 1r) {
this . LearningRate=1r ;

)

public void setMomentum(doubl_e mom) {
thi s . Momentum=mom;

)

/ /Lhe standard backprop requires thaL we add a momentum term, which
//in turn requires that we 'remember' the weights as t.hey were in the
/ /Iast trainíng iteration
public void t.rain(int numEpochs) throws Exception{

int. maxDw
double o

=Ii
= 0.0;
= new double[numOutputs+numlnput.s] ; / /a recorddoubfe[] rec

double[] inputvector = nev/ double[numfnputs],. //ourrent input vector
double[] error = ne\¡/ double[numNeurons]; //error at each neuron
double[] desiredoutput = new double[numoutputs]; //desired output vector
doubletl tl tl gradient. = ne\^¡ double[numNeurons] [numNeurons] INUM_h¡EIGHTS];
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doubletl tl tl sumTerm2 = ne\^/ doublelnumNeuronsl [numNeurons] [NUM_WETGHTS];

BCKNeuron[] inputArray;
i f ( tra j-nOata==nu11) {

throw neh/ Excepti-on("you must specify a training file before ',

+ trattempt.ing to train t.he network. "),.
)

// Calcw1-ate the normalization parameter.
for (int layer=2; layercnumNeuronsfnlayer.length; layer++) {

maxDW *= numNeuronslnlayer []_ayerl ;
)

int NumberOfRecords = trainData.getNumberOfRecords O ;
for(int. epochnumber=0; epoch¡umbercnumEpochs; epochnumber++) {

globalError=0. 0;
for(int. recordÀlumber=Oi recordNumber<NumberOfRecords; record-lVuÍber++) {

/ /get t.he next record
rec = trainData.getNext.RecordO ;

/ /extract ì-nputs
for(int i=0;i<numlnput.s;i++) {

inputVectorlil = reclil ;

i
/ /extracL desired outputs
for(int i=0; i<numOutputs; i++) {

desiredOutput Ii] = rec Ii+numlnputs] ;
)

/ /teed input vect.or into network
setlnput ( inputVector ) ;

//evaluate network,s reaction t.o input
forwardPass O ;

/**
* calcul-ate the error measure and gradient.s on each neuron and* change t.he weights from each layer as appropriate:*/

f or ( int. post.=nÌunNeurons-1,. post.>numlnputs-1; post-_ ) {
c,=gebSt.ate(post) ì / /clurrelj-t neuron's output
/* If t.he neuron is in the output Iayer, calculate the* error for the specified output and update the g1oba1
* error,
* If the neuron is in a hidden layer, backpropagate and* sum the related error gradients from t.he next 1ayer.*/

double err = 0;
boolean isOutput = ( (nurnNeurons - post) <= numoutputs );
if (isOurpur) {

int index= (numNeurons-post-j_) ; / /goíng backward.s
err = desiredOutputlindexl - o,.
globalError += ( err*err ) ,.

error[post] = err;
) else {

for (int postpost=nurnNeurons-1; postpost.>post; postpost__) {
for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {

//Fuzzify the sum to ensure t-1.11
err += (gradientlpostpostl [post] til *

sumTerm2 lpostpost] [post] [i] ) ;
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)
if (Math.abs(err) > l_) {

System.out.println("Bad: lsummationl t f") t
)

)

inputArray = geLfnputArray(post) ;

/* Update t.he weight of each neuron that feeds into post.

* Using the extended generalízed del_ta rule is:
* delt.aw = learning rat.e * gradient. * last derivat.ive

* Vùhere the last. derivat.ive is fuzzified using an* implicatíon.

for(int. pre=0; pre<inputArray.lengt.h; pre++) {
int preNum = g'etNeuronNumber(inputArray[prel ) ;

if ( inputArray[pre].id < O ) {
continue;

]

/* The error gradient using the extended generalized
* delta rule is:
* err * fprime * netpríme
* For linear activation function, fprime = J_.

doublell netprimes - g'etPrimes(post, pre);
double I I lasttmp] = getLastlmpl (post.) ;

double[] dw = new double[netprimes.length];
for (ínt i=0; i<dw.length; i++) {

doubLe grad = err*netprimesIi];

//Calculate chanqe in weight
dw[i] = LearningRate * grad * tasLrmpl[i] ;

//sawe the weight chang.e and gradientlpostl [pre]:
sumTerm2 [post] [preNum] [i] = lastlmpl [i] ;
lastliûeightChangelpostl IpreNum] til = dwtil ;
gradient[postl lpreNum] til = grad;

]

//c}:ange the weight:
trv{

System.out.println("Neuron " + post + ,' from " + preNt]m + "\t");
delt.aWeight(inputArray[preJ, post, 0, dw, maxDW) ;

)
catch (Except.ion e) {

System. ouL . print.ln ( " Error while updat.ing weights ,'

+ e. t.ostrins o ) ;
)

)

j //el:d of record iteration
j / /end of epoch iteration
System.out.println(,'finished training run updat.e, Global Error is now : ,,
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+ global_Error) ;
]

/ / return the derivative of the transfer function of neuron n
public double[] getPrimes(inL n, int i) {

return ( (BCKNeuron) neurons. elementAt (n) ) .netprimes (i) ;
]

/ / re|-urr: t.he last part of the derivative
public double[] getlastrnpl(int n) {

return ( (BCKNeuron) neurons. elementAt (n) ) . get.LastDerivative ( ) ;
)

] // BCKFNNBpTop
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8.6 BcKSynapsejava

package BCK.ANN;

import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;

* Model- a connect.ion from one t.he input of one
* neuron t.o the output of another neuron

* Modifíed NIay, 2002

: ". 
n. Poskar

* Added support for multi-weight slmapses:
* - weightsl], PRIVATE st.orage for an array of weights.* - constructors, added paramerised constructor & modified others accordingly.* - deltalrleightso. a function to update weightsli.
* - del-taWeightsO, update weightsIJ using normalized delt.a and norms.* - getweight.s ( ) , a funct.ion that ret.urns weights [] .* - setweights O , a funct.ion to set weight.s [ ]

* TODO:
* Need to keep weight, because it. was made public, and may be referenced* somewhere. Otherwise, can change it to an array of 1.

public class BCKslmapse implements Serializablei

public BCKNeuron output; / /a reference to Lhe pre-neuron
public int delay; / /the time d.elay
public double weight; / /t.]ne weight of the connection
private double[] weights,. //t]ne weight of the connection

,/,/default constructor
public BCKSlmapse O {

t.his. output. = nul1,.
this.weíght = 0. 0;
this.weights = nul1;
this.delay = 0;

)

//parameterised constructor - single weight.:
public BCKSlmapse(BCKNeuron output., double weight, int delay) {

this.output = output;
this.weight. = weight;
this.weíghts = nu1l;
this.delay = delay;

)

//parameterised constructor - weight[] :

public BCKS)mapse(BCKNeuron output, double[] weights, int delay) {
this.output = output;
thís.weight = 0;
this.weighÈs = neh¡ double[weights.length] ;
System.arraycopy(weights, 0, this.weights, 0, weights.length) ;
this.delay = defay;
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i

/ / copy construct.er:
public BCKS\mapse(BCKSlmapse s) {

this.output = s.output;
this.weighL = s.weight;
if (".weights == nulI) {

this.weights = nuI1;
) else {

this . weights = ne\^/ double lweights . length] ;
System.arraycopy(s.weights, 0, this.weights, 0, s.weight.s.length) ;

)

this.delay = s.delay;
]

//accessor functions
public void deltaWeight(double dw) {

weight += dw;
)

public void deltaWeight.s(doubletl dw) {
for (int i=0; i<dw.length; i++) {

weight.stil += dwtil;
)

)

/* Method to calcul-ate multi-weight update using normalized delta weight* and triangular norms rather then arithmet.ic add/sub.

public void deltaweight.s(double[] dw, int maxDW)i
BcKFuzzyNeuron fn = ne\4r BcKFuzzyNeuronO;

for (ínt. i=0; i<dw.length; i++) {
double wNorm = Math.abs (dwlil /maxDW) ;

if (dwtil > 0) {
weights Ii] = fn. s-norm(\^/eights tíl ,wNorm) ;

) else if (dwlil < 0) {
weightsIi] = fn.t-norm(wej-ghtstil, (i--wNorm) ) ;

)

if ((weishtstil < 0) ll (weishtstil > 1)) {
System.exit(-1-);

)

)

)

public void setWeight.s(doubleIJ newWeights) {
this.weight.s = new double InewWeights. length] ;
system.arraycopy(newweights, 0, this.weights. 0, newliveights.length) ;

)

public double get!üeighr ( ) {
return wei-ght;

)

public double[] ger.VùeightsO {
return weights;

)

/ /getActívation returns this slmapse,s contributÍon
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/ /Xo the activation of postslmaptic neurons
/ / - OnIy applicable to síngle weight conditions
public double getÀctivationO throws Exception{

return output. get.State (de1ay) *weight;
)

/ /return reference to preslmaptic neuron:
public BCKNeuron getNeuronO {

return output,.
)

/ /reLurn the delay implemenLed:
public int getDelayO {

return de1ay,.
)

) / /BCKStmapse
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Appendix C: Hardware fmplementation of a Fuzzy
Neuron

This appendix explains the original hardware design for a reconfigurable fuzzy neural
processing element. This was originally published in [57].

C.l RFN - General Design

The design of the reconfigurable fuzzy neuron (RFN) encompasses three distinct
components, as illustrated in Figure C.1. The main computational unit is the
reconfigurable fiizzy processor (RFP). It processes the inputs and produce the outputs
during both regular operation and during learning. The memory unit (MU) stores the
parametric values (weights and references), as well as any intermediate values such as the
input values over each iteration that are necessary for learning. The Learning Unit (LU)
determines parametric updates during the training of the network.

Figure C.1 : Schematic representation of the main parts of afazzy neuron; the
reconfigurabbruzzy processor (RFp), learning unit (LU) and memory unit (MU).

C.1,.1 The Reconfigurable Fuzzy Processor

The specifications of a problem will directly induce the structure of the fuzzy neural
network. This occurs at two distinct levels embracing structural and parametric
modifications by the processors. First, the qualitative specifications óall for the
reconfigurability of the processor. The detailed quantitative specifications require
modifications to the connections of the neurons. In other words, reconfigurabiliiy is
associated with structural learning while the changes of the connections deal with
p¿Ìrametric learning. The structure proposed in Figure C.2 is aimed at assuring flexibility
at these two levels. Additionatly, the parametric learning effectively performi structural
pruning by adjusting the interconnect strengths to the point where an input may have no
affect on the neuron output.
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In examining Figure C.2, the structural reconfigurability is emphasized, while the
parametric generality is inferred. Four control (configuration) signals provide the
structural flexibility, by allowing one RFP to be configured (by means of two switching
blocks) to any of the previously discussed aggregative or referential neurons. A single
signal (net7Ãgig) is used to configure the neuron as Referential, or Aggregative. Both
modes allow for parametric learning of interconnect strength (or weights). In addition the
referential mode incorporates parametric learning of the reference values. The second
signal (oR/ÑD) configures the neuron to perform either a disjunctive or conjunctive
aggregation. The remaining two signals serve to select the referential computation to be
performed, and will be discussed directly.

Selqct Referential nef /ÃSS
Computation

Figure C.2 : The reconfigurable fazzy processor - general architecture.

The Referential Computation Unit

The referential computation unit is used to implement each of the four referential
types, and then to select the desired referential operation.

Consider a single input (,r) to a referential neuron. Figure C.3 shows the referential
computation component for this input. The MATCH of the input and the reference point (r)
is then computed as in (12), using afuzzy implication operator over the four combinations
of {xr,x¡} and { r¡,7¡1, two logical ANDs, and a sum of inputs weighted by l/2. As
expressed in the previous section this referential calculation contains the DoM and INCL
operations. Furthermore, the Df FF operation is simply the complement of the MATCH.

The desired referential output (ref(x¿;ry)) as well as the original input (;r;) are both
passed to a switch. This switch makes a selection based on whether the neuron is
configured as a Referential or Aggregative neuron. In fact, we can (and as was the case
with deriving the learning rules for the weight parameter do) consider the aggregative
neuron to be a referential neuron whose function is simply to pass the original value. That
is,tef(x¡;r¡) = x¡. The result, ø¿, is then passed to the next stage, for aggregation. In this
manner a single aggregative unit can be designed independently as it only sees an arbitrary
input, u¡.
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Figure C.3 : Multiplexing basic functions of referential computation - equality or
matching, difference, dominance, and inclusion.

It is worth noting that the implication operation is not commutative, and as such all
four implication operations are necessary.

Each neuron requires at least one referential computation unit for each input that is to
be processed in parallel. This issue will be discussed more in the section on the
interconnect network.

The Aggregative Unit

The aggregative unit performs the aggregation or combination of the multiple input
contributions to from the output for the network.

The RFP in Figure C.2 can be configured as either a disjunctive or a conjunctive
referential neuron. A conjunctive (AND) configuration is obtained by ordering the
triangular norrns as first t then s, while reversing the connectivity creates a disjunctive
(on) configuration. In this manner, the aggregative unit can be made up of a generalized
unit similar to that illustrated in Figure C.4.

When the control signal is high, the neuron is configured to perform disjunctive
aggregation. The input, u¡ and the weight element, r!¡t àÍè passed the triangular t.-norm
operation. The result of this operation is then provided to the triangular s-norïn operation
which 'sums' it with the previous result, to generate the cumulative OR, as in (4), which
then becomes the neuron output. Similarly, when the control signal is low, the order of the
operations are reversed, creating a cumulative 'product' as in (6).

For each input to be processed in parallel this unit requires one full set of triangular
norrns (s-norm, t-norm and feedback signals). In the case of a disjunctive aggregation the
switch is configured so that each of the parallel t-norms are passed one of the inputs along
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with its coresponding weight parameter. The output of each of these are then passed to
one of the inputs of each of the parallel s-nonns. The remaining input for each of these s-
nonns is connected to the output of the preceding s-norn, with the first s-norm connected
to a logical '0' signal. This forms a cascading accumulation. Note however that only one
output switch is necessary; connecting only the last of the parallel triangular norms to
provide the output from the cascade.

Figure C.4 : Generalized aggregative unit. Configurable as conjunctive or
disjunctive.

An alternative configuration is to add a second triangular norm layer with a dedicated
parallel t and s-norrn circuit, to perform the accumulation for either a parallel conjunctive
or disjunctive aggregation.

Ordinal Sum

An interesting generalization of t-norms emerges in the form of a ordinal sum as referred
to 174). This construct is developed as a combination of a countable number of t.-norms
where each of them is defined in some region of the unit square, see Figure C.5. More
formally, the ordinal sum of t¡ with respect ro {(a¡, b¡)}¡ el is defined as

I o.*tø._ f x-a, y-",_1 if(x,y)belongsro

x L y =1"+\Di 'lll-f' 
t ú--rl ,"i'"'1i,,-l,iir",,u¡

I 
min(x,Ð , otherwise

Let us assume that the number of the t-norms in the above construct is fixed. Simitarly
these t-norns are specified in advance. Then we generalize the OR neuron by admitting
the ordinal sum of the t-norms at the level of synaptic computation. In addition to the
connections (w) encountered in the previous neuron, its generalization comes equipped
with an auxiliary vector 2J - dimensional summanzing the domains of the contributing t-
nonns, say [a b] where 

r -a = La1 a2 a,r]
þ = [br bz b.r]

-Ø
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We may express the processing carried out by the neuron in the form:
y - OR(x; w, a,b)

by making a clear distinction between the inputs and the parameters of the neuron.

Figure C.5 : Construction of the ordinal sum.

The generalization of the AND neuron can be proposed in the same way; obviously an
s-norrn associated with the ordinal sum of t-norms is obtained via the De Morgan rule.

Implementing such a summation would require the implementation of not just a single
pair of triangular norrns but one or more families of them (in addition to the default pair).
A comparator would then select which one of these norms would actually be used. Figure
C.6 illustrates this manner of aggregative implementation.
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Figure C.6 : Ordinal sum of disjunctive (OR) neuron.

Since the ordinal sum occurs at the point of aggregation, it may be necessary to
implement 'n' full sets of the triangular norms. One alternative is to use a configuráble
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family of norms, where the comparator is used to choose a parameter with which the
particular family member is specified. A second alternative (as with the regular parallel
aggregation) is to add a second triangular norm layer with a series of dedicated parallel t
and s-norm circuits.

C.1.2 The Learning Unit

The Learning Unit for the RFN is used to perform parametric learning which consists
of updating weight and/or reference parameters. The LU can be subdivided into four
general components for either form of parametric learning. The following discussion will
highlight each of these components from the point of view of weight updates, pointing out
which section(s) require augmentation for referential learning.

The four components of the LU are illustrated in Figure C.7, and correspond to (23)
and (26). Notice that there are actually two similar configurations. The reason for this is
due to the difference in computation of the backpropagation algorithm for neurons at the
output layer and neurons at a hidden layer.

During training the error between the target value and the computed output can be
calculated for neurons in the output layer. This error value can be directly utilized to alter
the weighted connections to this layer. However the neurons in the hidden layer have no
specific target value for comparison. It is therefore necessary to determine the error
contribution of each hidden neuron to the output neuron. This is performed through the
backpropagation of the partial error derivatives from the output layer successively back
through each hidden layer.

(i)
Error Computation

Output - Target

Summation of
the Chain Derivative

\

-)

Product ---| Parameter Update

(iÐ
Summation of Backpropagated

Partial ErrorDerivatives

- Product ---+ Parameter Update
Summation of -/ '

the Chain Derivative-

Figure C.7 : The components of the learning unit for (i) a neuron in the output
layer, and (ii) a neuron in a hidden layer.

The first component represents the first part of the derivative of the error metric given
by (26) (for an output neuron). The idea is the same, although the circuit is different for
this component in a hidden neuron. The hidden neuron will need to perform a summation
with contributions from each neuron in the next layer.

The next component performs the accumulation of the chain derivative, the
multþlicand of (26). This must be computed for each interconnect weight to be modified.
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It is this component where weight and referential learning differ. The structures for
this component is illustrated in Figure C.14 for the weight and reference parameters.

The third component produces the error derivative with respect to each weight, as
specified by (26). This is then used to perform weight update as specified by the learning
rule, (24).

At this point learning can be performed off-line, as an algorithm running on a serial
microprocessor. Alternatively it can be implemented in whole or in part in hardware. In
part the hardware is already present in the RFP, which performs all of the intermediate
summations with the addition of simple control logic and a few registers for intermediate
values, with the product and parametric update performed off-line. This is most useful for
highly parallel systems where the MU is also off chip, in standard memory (thereby
allowing considerably more area to be allocated to the RFps).

C.1.3 The Memory Unit

The Memory Unit is the simplest unit, consisting of a standard RAM. The MU can
often be the limiting factor in network design if implemented on-chip. That is due to both
the data size, and potentially the layer size being preset by the MU.

For each input to be processed (in series or in parallel), a neuron requires storage for a
weight parameter, a reference parameter, and with in-situ learning an input value. The MU
can be saved and reloaded to add storage, but this is at a cost of time. Also with additional
hardware the MU can be flexible in a trade-off between data size and the number of inputs
it can handle.

When implementing a neuron with both excitatory and inhibitory components, as
discussed in [57], it is not necessary to fully replicate the MU. Thus, each input value for
the neuron needs to be stored only once to accommodate both structures.
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C.2 The Network Design

A generic network consists of three components; (i) Logic Units - consisting of
general or dedicated processing unit(s) and/or memory elements, (ii) Interconnection
Network - providing communication between Logic Units, and to any external I/O as
required, (iii) Interconnection Interface or Controller - providing the connection between
the Interconnection Network and the Logic Units.

C.z.LThe Logic Unit

Many designs already exist for a wide variety of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN's).
These designs incorporate a variety a learning methodologies, either on or off line,
utilizing analog, stochastic, or digital circuirry 175lt76lt77lt78lt79lts0l181ltg2l183l.
While the analog circuits offer advantages in the areas of speed and size, their design
process is typically far more complex, generally requiring full custom designs. Digital
circuits tend to promote reusability and ease of design, but can be severely limited by high
precision computational overhead. Stochastic designs offer a middle ground reducing
computational overhead and offering scalable precision.

A fuzzy processor is an approximate reasoning element. It is therefore acceptable to
utilize low precision operations on lazzy sets, which are more readily implemented in a
digital environment, than a traditional ANN. Furthermore, being a logic processor, the
operations needed to perform fuzzy computations are easily and economically
implemented without the need for custom analog parts. Therefore the design of the RFp
will utilize digital circuits. This offers the additional advantage of being able to re-use
existing "off the shelf technology", to implement the circuit.

This still leaves us with the choice of using standard digital or stochastic circuitry.
Both offer ease of implementation utilizing digital components, and lend themselves to the
basic logic operations being performed by the RFN. Stochastic processing offers two
major advantages, data precision scalability and parallelism. Each stochãstic signal
regardless of precision requires only a single line, and basic logic components for both
logical and arithmetic product and sum, allowing for large parallel structures to be
implemented. Digital implementation requires multiple parallel lines to carry each data
and the precision must be set to construct the computational units.

However, stochastic circuitry have other overheads, including the need for pulse
generators to create the stochastic streams. When implemented on-chip, the feasibility of
large parallelism is reduced. Furthermore, as already stated, fuzzy processing is
implemented in low precision computations and fixing the precision to a small size (say 8
bits) is quite reasonabler.

The RFN will therefore be implemented in digital hardware. However we feel the
potential of stochastic processing should not be abandoned completely, and will be more
fully investigated in the future.

1. In fact most fuzzy inference controllers are implemented in 8-bit microprocessors such as the
MC68HCII.
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C.2.2 The Interconnection Network

Many network architectures have been proposed to perform interconnection between
processing units in a network. These range from the fully connected [82], to linear systolic
affays [84]. While the fully connected network would seem to be the natural choice in
theor¡ in practice they are not feasible for a generic scalable architecture. Moreover, the
linear systolic array has extreme communication latency. This is particularly true for a
layered network implementation of the backpropagation algorithm that passes information
bidirectionally.

The FNN being considered is a multi-layered feed-forward network. A typical feed-
forward neural network is shown in Figure C.8. The network consists of layers of
processing units and weighted interconnections between these layers. This architecture
lends itself directly to a multi-bus based connection, allowing broadcast between layers.
That is, a two bus system for each layer, the first an input bus for layer i and the second an
output bus for layer i.

Figure C.8 : A feed-forward neural network.

It is clear from the figure that the input bus for layer i is also the output bus from layer
i-1 under regular feed-forward mode. Less obvious is that during backpropagation it is
connected to the output bus from layer i+1. Similarly the output bus for layer i is also the
input bus for layer i+1 (in regular mode), and the input bus to layer i-1 (in learning mode).
As this implies, the data and address lines of every second bus are connected, with
independent control lines for each bus, to determine which layer is the recipient of the
transmitted information

The buses are connected by individual bus controllers. These controllers provide local
bus control signals (to transfer temporary control of the data and address portiron of the bus
to individual neurons) and to provide global control signals determining the modes of
operation, which include;
' initialization - to activate and configure the neurons in a layer, and pre-load weight

values,
. regular - feed-forward neural processing ofinputs, and. learning - backpropagation of errors and weight updates.
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These controllers are then connected in series forming a linear array of buses (or
layers), and acting as a finite state machine in either linear fashion (regular fuzzy
processing), or bidirectional (training mode).

The content ofthe buses fall into three categories of signals; data, address, and control.
Figure C.9 illustrates these signals, specifying the control signals in the two major modes
of operation; initialization and processing.

Figure C.9a and Figure C.9b show that there are seven shared control lines, providing
seven control signals in each mode, five of which are standard across both modes. These
ate:

' Mode-s1, used to toggle between the initialization and processing modes,
' Bus-Input, which enables a particular layer to access shared bus information,
' Data Ready, a handshaking signal, automatically reset after each clock,
' Token In andToken Out,ùsed to form a serial line connecting all neurons in one layer,

for the pu{pose of transferring control of each layers' output bus.

In addition to these common signals are two signals utilized during initialization
(Mode_Sl high),

' Use / Load, which enables an unused neuron (Use), or can signal pre-load of the
weight and reference memory (ñaci), and

' Data select, toggles access between weight and reference storage,. and two signals used for the processing mode (Mode_S1 low),
' sign bit, which indicates the sign of the backpropagated error signal, and
' Mode-S0, which toggles between the regular processing and learning modes.

7a. Network
initialization.

7b. Processing

Figure C.9 : The network signals for (a) initialization, and (b) regular processing.
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C.2.3 The Interface

The interface unit, shown in Figure C.10, consists of a general control unit and four
registers. The registers are used to buffer the data and addresses from the input and output
buses.

In this implementation only a single data bus is used between layers, therefore only a
single input can be processed at one time. Thus, the purpose of the network interface is to:

- receive the input data, address, and control signals from the network,

- generate the internal signals for the individual neural processor,

- regulate communication of the data to and from the neural processor, and

- prepare and co-ordinate transmission of the output data packet.

RFP Neuron

Figure C.10 : Schematic of the network interface.

The control unit contains the local address (with respect to the bus layer), a simple
counter to generate addresses during learning, and the control logic of the neuron. Based
on the mode, bus input control signals and the input address, the control logic determines
whether the data is for 'it' or not. In regular mode the input address is the 'from' address,
and is always valid. For the initialization mode, the input address is the 'to' address, and
must be checked. During learning mode the input address is ñrst treated as 'to' (for
backpropagation from higher layer), and then generated (using the counter) to perform
local weight updates. Similarly, in regular mode the output address is the local neuron
address, while in learning modes it is the counter address.
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C.3 Hardware Implementation

The hardware implementation will focus on the RFN (illustrated in Figure C.l1) with
in-situ learning. The particular design of the RFP and LU are presented in the following
sections.
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Figure C.11 : Complete RFN design flow.

C.3.1 Referential Computation Unit

The reference neuron is implemented using the Godel implication (operator) defined
by (28). The four implication operations indicated in Figure C.3 are performed by analysis
of a single comparison of the operands (shown in Table 5). The MATCH function may be
directly implemented following the computational flow of Figure C.3. However an
analysis of the operations that take place reveal that the two AND functions will always
combine one datum with a logical '1'. This results in the original datum from each aNo
being summed and weighted (multiplied) by l/2. Rather then duplicating effort, the
operators are combined through the use of two multiplexers which choose the appropriate
set of inputs to be summed. This is illustrated with the circuit in Figure C.12. Thus if r¡ >
x; then x¿ is summed with 7¡, otherwise x¡ is summed with r¡. The weighting is
accomplished here with a simple hardwired shift of the m-L MSB's (assuming mbit
precision), one position to the right (becoming the rn-1 LSB's), and the carry out from the
adder becomes the m'th bit. The DrFF computation is then simply the inversion of the
MATCH operator.

a>b + a<b +

a-+b b b b+a 1 a a+b
b-+a I a

a-+b I a b b
b-+a a I

Table 5. Evaluation of the implication operator and ueTcH function.
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Figure C.l2: The Referential Computation Unit

While this simplifies the MATCH operation, the DoM and rivcl, do not emerge as
easily. These two operators perform a single implication operation as described above.
Again the result will be either a datum (if the implication is true), or a logical '1' (if false).
By utilizing an oR operations of the appropriate datum and control signal (as illustrated in
Table 6), we may easily generate the correct referential computation for either DoM or
INCL.

a>b a<b
a-+b c=1

a-+b=b
(/- U

a-+b=L
a-+b b+c

Table 6. The INC or DOM funcrion.

The Godel implication was chosen simply because the 'datum' referred to above is
simple and required no additional operators. Other implications may similarly reduce,
such as the Lukasiewicz implication (27), or reduce in other ways or even not at all,
requiring the full circuit described in Figure C.3.

The result from the desired operation, z¿, is then selected and passed to the Ref/Agg
switch, along with the original input. The input value is stored in the MU to be used again
if learning is performed. The reference unit has control of the lines connecting itself to the
MU (and the LU) only during regular processing mode. During learning the input value
may come from either the MU or the LU.

The configuration of the neuron occurs during initialization. The conf,guration bits are
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loaded into the configuration register at the same time that the interface is set in use, and
loads its neuron address. In addition to specifying the type of neuron being implemented
the configuration bits are used to indicate the learning mode. That is, whether to perform
learning on the weights, the references, both, or neither if learning were to occur.

C.3,2 Aggregative Neuron Design

The aggregative neuron implements two basic operators; a t-norm and an s-norm.
These triangular nonns are implemented using the Lukasiewicz norms, equations (29) and
(30). Specific triangular nonns were chosen over less complex alternatives because they
accommodate interaction between their arguments [54].

Figure C.13 shows the aggregative neuron with its two triangular norm operators. Both
use the carry signal as a control of the respective result. The s-norm is an upper limited
sum, meaning that it cannot exceed a maximal value of 1 (represented by all bits high). If
a carry occurs, the result must be changed to 1. This is accomplished by using an oR
operation over each of the sum bits with the carry bit. Similarly, the t-norm is a lower
limited sum, (a+b-1), with a minimum value of 0. In this case, the carry must be set in
order for the sum to be non-zero. This is accomplished by using an AND operator to
combine the sum and the carry bit. Additionally, the t-norm operator has an initial carry
in value of '1'. This is needed to ensure the property of:

1ta=a

(n

Ëu;ôi'p
eo
Iwi
o

.H

oR /ÃñD
Mode conhol

Select 0

AÆ

Figure C.13 : The aggregative computation unit.

The switch used to configure the neuron as either conjunctive or disjunctive consists of
the five highlighted multiplexers (an additional multiplexer is used for learning). The first
four are used to select the input to the t- and s-norm operators, and the fifth chooses
which operator's output is summed. During regular processing, the output is stored in the
output register, which acts as a cache for the partial sum. After summing all n inputs, the
result waits to be passed to the output bus. Once alayer has completed passing its results
to the next layer, the Mode-SOline is strobed to reset the output registers (By the identity
transform an OR neuron is initialized to 0, and an AND neuron to 1). In the learning modã,
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two registers from the learning unit are used for holding the partial sum (AÆ) and the l'th
term (a/b) specified by equations (33) and (39).

C.3.3 Implementing the Learning Unit

A dedicated hardware learning circuit for this architecture was proposed in [56] for the
weight parameter. Sections 3 and 4 illustrate the symmetry between learning of the
interconnect strength for both aggregative and referential types of neurons. Furthermore,
the detailed calculations for referential learning uncovered that they differ (between each
reference type as well as from the weight parameter updates) only by the final evaluation
of the chain derivative. That is, the evaluation of the derivative of the reference function,
for the disjunctive and conjunctive forms respectively. The computation of these chain
derivatives can be quickly and easily summarized as a conjunction of two or three
inclusions, as illustrated in Figure C.14. The INCL and DoM neurons add an additional
inclusion during referential learning, while the MATCH and oltr'p neurons add a sign
function (tl). The sign function is incorporated separately by the LU configuration
controller (Figure C.15), along with the global sign bit indicating an increase or decrease
to the referential parameter.

The LU, as illustrated in Figure C.15, conforms to the four design components of
Figure C.7. The first component depends on which layer the neuron belongs to (hidden or
output). In order to design a single general purpose neuron it was necessary to add a
configuration bit to the LU to indicate the current layer. This is then used to configure the
full adder to first load register 1 (with the target value) and then subtract that value from
the output of the neuron. Alternatively, it can give control to the sign bit signal to perform
the summation of the backpropagated error derivatives. The resulting multiplier is then
stored in register 1. This value is then used for each of the parametric updates performed at
that neuron.

The second component is calculated for each of the updates to be performed. For
update to the i'th parameter (either weight or reference) we begin by cycling through each
input (stored in the MU) and calculating A/B and a/b. Then the reference function is
computed for the l'th input and reference parameter and stored in the z register. The
configuration controller then reconfigures the RFP to be a conjunctive INCL neuron to
perform the aggregation of these registered values and the I'th values stored in the MU to
compute the chain derivative (see Figure C.l4). This value is then stored in register 2.

The controller also determines the sign function, using the comparator on the RFP, and
the reference function type (implemented in a simple lookup table structure). When
completed, the controller restores the RFPs original configuration.

The next component is the multiplier. It is used to multiply together the values in the
two registers. This calculates the partial derivative of the error due to the I'th parameter,
and is ready to be used for both weight update and backpropagation to the previous layer.
Due to the low precision, the multiplication is performed using a simple shift-add
multiplier. Since the values represent fractions between 0 and 1, it is actually performing
division (right shift insread of left shifr).

The last component performs the parametric update. The error derivative is multiplied
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by either a constant (hardwired) or a programmable bit shift (shift register). A similar
hardwired shift can be used with the output data to actually equal the error derivative. This
value is then used to increment or decrement the parameter being updated. The new
parameter value is then stored in the update register, until it can be written to the MU.

There is an additional register in the LU to indicate for which parameter learning is to
occur (if it is to occur). Any neuron can still feedback contributions to previous layers
partial error derivatives, even if the parameters of that neuron are fixed (i.e. no learning is

(i) Disjunctive: 
A

y (xO, r¡)

(ii) Conjunctive:
b

Y(xO,r¡)
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p¡ is the parameter
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The third INCL is used only for reference parameter
learning of the inclusion and dominance neurons as follows:
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Figure CJ4: Multi-valued representation for the chain derivative during
parametric learning for (i) a disjunctive neuron., and (ii) a conjunctive neuion.
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Figure C.15 : The learning unir (LU).

performed). Alternatively, either of the two parameter types can be chosen for individual
learning.

Last, is the learning of both parameters together. In this case, FigurcC.l4 again
illustrates the similarity between the two types of learning. The only salient point is to
indicate that for networks with hidden layers, the sign bit registers and register I must be
constructed to contain two values; one for each of the parameters. This is because even
though the two parameters begin with the same error, they may of course diverge with
each layer that they are fed back. Register 2 needs only to hold one value at a time, reusing
the same calculated values for both parameters to determine the chain derivative (although
the result may differ).
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